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Executive Summary  
Rev. Aaron McEmrys, Senior Minister 
 
The Unitarian Universalist Church of Arlington is far too complex to summarize 
comprehensively. Instead this section of our Annual Report will focus on a brief overview of 
“where we are” and on new activities, initiatives and ministries that have emerged in the last 
year and advance our Mission and Ends. For the sake of brevity, we are using a “bullet-point” 
rather than prose format. 
 
For more detailed reporting, please turn to the more comprehensive reports that follow by 
Ministers, Staff and Ministry Team Leaders. 
 
Core: Reporting in this section focuses on the “engine room” of the congregation.  These are 
things that are not specifically part of the Ends, but are necessary to help us achieve them. 
 
• Membership and Pledging: Our number of Members remains virtually the same as last year, 

and so has our level of financial support from our members.  This leads us to a budget that 
funds operating expenses like staff and programs at virtually the same level as last year while 
drawing from the Endowment to help offset the costs of the mortgage from UUCA’s most 
recent construction project. 

• Finance: We remain sound financially, and are taking the necessary steps to fund our 
mortgage commitments without doing so but cutting staff and programing in a way that 
would fundamentally harm our ability to carry out our core mission.  

• 5-year rolling budget: thanks especially to the hard work of Don Leverenz from our Finance 
Team, we now have a tool which enables us to push our budgeting process farther into the 
future than ever before.  As we move to full implementation, we become increasingly able to 
plan for our future more effectively and sustainably.  Our budget process will connect directly 
with our new Strategic Plan to help us direct resources to the ministries most critical to 
advancing our Mission and furthering our Ends. 

• Capital Campaign: UUCA’s Capital Campaign is officially coming to an end.  However, due to 
the fact that our capital expenses exceed pledge fulfillment, we still have work to do. 

• Stewardship Team: Under the leadership of member Diane Ullius, we are in the process of 
integrating all our fundraising and development activities under one organizational umbrella.  
Members of Finance, Stewardship, Strategic Planning and Endowment Teams meet as well, to 
make sure all the teams responsible for the financial dimensions of our ministry are 
communicating and acting collaboratively. 

• Facility Use and Revenue: leveraging our facility to help fund our mission is an important cog 
in our development strategy.  We have been extremely successful in this, increasing revenue 
from facilities rentals by 25% this year and almost 40% since 2014.  We are currently 
developing strategies to further develop this dimension of our ministry. 

• Website: Our new website is well into the design/development stage and is scheduled to “go 
live” in September, 2016.  Design is guided by the “intentional growth” goals of the Strategic 
Plan and will help us communicate, connect and reach out much more effectively to 
members of the community. 

• Staffing: This year has seen significant changes in staffing.  We have welcomed three critical 
new members to our staff team: Tamara Srader, Chief Administrative Officer, LeeAnn 
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Williams, Director of Lifespan Religious Education and Andrea Albamonte, Coordinator of 
Youth and Young Adult Ministries.  The increase in staffing costs in this year’s budget reflect a 
2% cost of living adjustment for all staff was well as compensation adjustments to meet 
market expectations for our new hires. 

• Strategic Plan: This is one of the most significant accomplishments of the year, and is 
absolutely foundational for the future of our congregation.  Development took almost a year 
and integrates best-practices, attention to regional demographics and deep conversation 
with ministers, staff and about 250 members of the congregation.  It charts our course for the 
next five years, with a new “out” year added as each year passes.  Critically, it is directly 
linked to our five-year budget process to make sure that our strategic priorities will be 
appropriately resourced. Special thanks to Chair, Allen Keiswetter and the whole Strategic 
Planning Team! 

• Leadership Development: Central to our ability to carry out our mission is the development 
of our leaders.  This year we launched our first cohort of participants in Leading from Within, 
a yearlong, retreat-based program that helps develop soulful as well as skilled congregational 
leaders.  From our first cohort of 25 leaders will emerge facilitators who can introduce and 
further expand this development program throughout UUCA. 

• Tech Team: Our team of volunteer audio/visual technicians has blossomed under the 
leadership of Paul Kearney. We now have the capacity to not only support our Sunday 
services with increasingly high quality video and sound, but many other programs in the 
church that we have not been able to in the past, such as the complicated audio and video 
projections required for a program like our “Transmissions” services. 

 
End One: People feel they belong and are cared for. 
 
• Small Group Ministry: our Soul Matters and other Covenant groups continue to thrive and 

develop in important ways.  Significantly these groups are proving so popular among our 
younger members that we have added additional groups for people in their 30s, as well as a 
Spanish-Language circle as the number of members for home Spanish is a native language 
increases. 

• UUCA Happy Hours: these self-explanatory monthly events are going very well, and have now 
“outgrown” the Board Room/Lounge and moved into Fellowship Hall to accommodate the 
number of people who want to be together in this way. 

• Connection Circle: recognizing that Fellowship Hall can be daunting for introverts and visitors, 
our Connection Circle offers a quiet, more intentionally relational space for people to gather 
after Sunday services for conversation and to learn more about UUCA. 

• Online Ministry: a big part of “church without walls” involves making our ministry available to 
people who are not in our sanctuary on Sunday mornings.  We have made much better use of 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and our video streaming services in the last year.  This year the 
number of people viewing our services online is the equivalent to filling our Center to 
capacity with people every single Sunday. Our increasing use of short videos is proving 
particularly successful and we plan to increase our use of these mediums in the coming year.  
Our new website will include and integrated platform for social media and video to make the 
user experience more effective and accessible. 

• Standing Outside the Season: in this, the second year we have offered this Christmas-week 
service for those in need of respite and healing, the program really took off.  This service is 
designed using Taize-style sung and chanted meditation, silence and sharing of joys and 
sorrows. 
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• Pastoral Care: Pastoral Care - through circles of relationship and teams of Helping Hands and 
Pastoral Care, hundreds of UUCAers have been accompanied through births, illnesses, life 
challenges and passages, and mourning death. 

 
End Two: People will experience a spiritually vital faith community. 
 
• Circles of Trust: One of the things our Leading from Within participants are learning is how to 

facilitate Circles of Trust.  This approach is distinguished by principles and practices intended 
to create a process of shared exploration—in retreats, programs and other settings—where 
people can find safe space to nurture personal and professional integrity and the courage to 
act on it.   
• Geography of Grace: This Circle will reflect upon how the natural world desperately needs 

people who value it, see it, listen to it, preserve, and restore it. With the same urgency, so 
does the soul need this kind of attention. Cut off from the land, we lose our sense of place, 
grounding, our sense of home on this earth; when we are cut off from our souls our lives 
become barren, starved at the roots of what deeply animates us. The Celts call nature “the 
first Bible.” The metaphors from the geography offer the images and archetypes of the 
inner life. We now have three facilitators trained to share this with us.  

• The Soul of Aging: In this program, we will creatively approach “the art” of aging 
intentionally, and the many soulful invitations our maturing years offer us. In a time when 
so many congregants and people of faith are entering the last season of their lives, we are 
excited to offer this program to provide fellowship and a soulful, trustworthy exploration 
in community. Four UUCAers are being trained to facilitate this program for us. 

• Transmissions: Recently launched, this is a monthly program that combines music, 
meditation, soundscapes and ritual in collaboration with musicians Jim and Ashley Cash.   

• New Programing for Children:  
• Spirit Play: Now in its second year, our Spirit Play program is hitting its stride. Developed 

from Montessori instructional styles, Spirit Play is engaging of a child’s sense of wonder, 
and allows children the opportunity to begin to form their own relationships with and 
ideas about such abstract concepts as right and wrong, and the divine. 

• CASE: this year our 8th graders helped us pilot a new program that combines spiritual 
exploration with justice and service work in the wider community.  

• Youth Ministry: the addition of staff member Andrea Altamonte has made a significant 
positive impact on our youth ministry, which is increasingly vital and growing.  

• Wellspring Wednesday: This new faith development program for adults is off to a wonderful 
start.  Wellspring Wednesday combines a simple (and delicious) communal dinner, a brief 
grounding worship led by our incredible Worship Team, and then a wide array of classes and 
activities over a six-week session.  This year we offered a spring session and next year we are 
expanding the program to include six-week fall, winter and spring sessions. 

• Chalice Families: every week, at each service, a different family lights our Chalice on Sunday 
mornings and then takes it home with them for the week.  Included in our portable chalice-
boxes are (in addition to the chalice) reflection journals and suggested blessings and 
reflections for families.  In addition to family homes, these chalices have also travelled to 
Guatemala and to hospice bedsides.  This program is now being eagerly adopted by other 
congregations. 

• New Partnerships: Intentional relationships with new and existing community partners is 
helping us create more vibrant and deep ministries.  Our partnership with the band Woven 
Green helps us diversify our music ministry, our partnership with Sanctuaries DC helps us use 
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the arts to become more intercultural aware and competent and our re-framed partnership 
with our human rights partner NISQUA helps us engage with our Guatemalan counterparts 
with a much greater level of depth and mutuality.   

• Trans-Awareness: Equality UUCA has led the first stages of an important new ministry to help 
us grow and deepen in our understanding of gender, sexuality and identity.  So far this 
program has included worship and a very successful Wellspring Wednesday series that was 
powerful and inspiring for people within and without our walls. 

• Intercultural Competency: In partnership with Beth Zemsky, a nationally recognized leader in 
the field, we have formed a team to co-design a three-year-long program arc to help us grow 
as individuals and as a community so we can become the more diverse, multicultural and 
anti-racist community we are called to be.  Program design will take place over the summer 
and implementation will begin after that. 

 
End Three: UUCA is a force for service and social justice. 
 
• Witness and Pilgrimage: This year we sent two human rights delegations to Guatemala. We 

also sent our High School youth on a second service and witness trip to Appalachia, where 
they explored the connections between environmental degradation and poverty. In the 
coming year we plan to send delegations to Bhutan, Guatemala and Hopi. 

• Peace Pole: we recently re-planted and re-dedicated our Peace Pole.  Importantly we used 
this as an opportunity to deepen our partnerships with some of our partners in faith: 
especially with the Muslim and Jewish communities that share our campus, as well as with 
our Tibetan and Hopi partners. 

• Unitarian Universalist Ministers Association: Rev. Linda is now wrapping up her term as 
President of our UU Ministers Association.  Her work has made an enormous difference to 
the lives and work of ministers and religious professionals across North America, and while 
the results of that work might not be immediately visible at UUCA, they have had significant 
impact that will continue to make a difference for years to come. 

• Lenten Justice Series: Over the course of several weeks leading through the Lenten season 
leading up to Easter, Rev. Linda and Intern Shelly Thompson created and led a series featuring 
our social justice teams and their community partners designed to help foster deeper and 
more effective partnership as well as greater synergy between our various justice ministry 
teams. 

• Israel/Palestine Team: another team to make great strides this year, this team has done an 
excellent job of fostering attention, awareness and action both within and without the 
congregation through a series of well-attended and important events.  Their growing focus on 
interfaith dialogue and partnership with Jewish, Muslim and other groups is helping UUCA 
take big strides toward the fulfillment of our Ends. 
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Governance 
 

Nominating Committee  
 

Board of Trustees Candidates – Renewing Board Candidates  

 Paula Bendl Smith (2016-2018). Paula came to UUCA in 2011 looking for community 

and spiritual comfort. Paula joined a Covenant Group and made a point of talking to 

someone new each Sunday. She has served with VOICE on the mortgage crisis and 

affordable housing, marched with UUCA Equality in the Gay Pride parade, served coffee 

and welcomed newcomers on Sundays, served on the Stewardship committee, co-

facilitated a covenant group, was a delegate to GA and joined a UUCA delegation to 

Guatemala. She is grateful for positive, open and compassionate ideas and wants to 

contribute to right relationships, social justice and helping UUCA Connect, Grow and 

Serve. Paula has had considerable experience with policy governance on five previous 

non-profit boards. She was the founding executive director of a state-wide non-profit 

child care resource and referral agency in Kentucy, and served as a director of training, 

technical assistance and partnerships for a national non-profit in Arlington. She is 

currently a federal project officer for HHS in DC. Paula has two grown daughters in 

Kentucky and was widowed in 2012. 

 Janice Morris(2016-2018). Janice joined UUCA in 2000 and has been increasingly active 

in various church activities over the years. In addition to serving as an RE teacher for 

numerous classes, including participating in the 1st and 5th grade OWL programs, she 

has also been a committed member of a covenant group, taking on a co-facilitator role 

for the past two years. One of her most inspiring experiences was traveling to New 

Orleans on a UUCA service trip after Hurricane Katrina, which sparked her interest in 

doing more volunteer activities with the church. In addition to previously taking on a 

leadership role in organizing UUCA’s Working Together Weekend, she currently 

participates in UUCA’s monthly Meals on Wheels deliveries. She has helped out with 

food bagging activities for ASPAN and food service activities for AFAC, and served as a 

volunteer for the UUCA Service auction this past year. 

 Board of Trustees Candidates – New Board Candidates  

 Al Himes (2016-2018). A fourth generation UU, Al was raised in the Unitarian-

Universalist Church of Akron, Ohio. Al has been living in Alexandria / Arlington since 

2001 and became a member of UUCA in 2004. Al continues to be active in Fellowship X 

since joining UUCA including 9 years on the Fellowship X Leadership Team. Al also 

served 10 years as a UUCA Youth Group Advisor, was a part of UUCA’s Leaders of 

Tomorrow program, and more recently has served on the UUCA Services Auction 

Committee and the Communications Team. Outside UUCA, Al is the Manager of 

Metrobus Service Development at the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, 

work that involves a significant amount of community outreach and advocacy with local 

governments, including an appointment by Alexandria City Council to the City’s West 
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End Transitway Policy Advisory Group. Additionally Al is a 2011 graduate of the 

American Public Transportation Association’s Leadership APTA program. Al recently 

moved from Alexandria to Arlington with his fiancée Jennifer Browne with a wedding 

date of May 14, 2016. 

 Warren Wright (2016-2018). Warren Wright first joined UUCA as a member in 1993. He 

most recently served as an advisor to the Strategic Planning Committee in 2016. He 

chaired the Ministerial Search Committee in 2013-2014, was on the Capital Campaign 

Steering Committee in 2010-2011. He lived in Cleveland from 1996-2006, where he 

served for 2-years on the Board of Trustees at First Unitarian Church of Cleveland, was 

on the Religious Education Committee, and taught RE most of those years. Has been a 

facilitator for the Appreciative Inquiry process, and has authored or contributed to 

several congregational surveys, and was on the Labyrinth committee from 2007- 2009. 

Warren’s passions are leadership development, entrepreneurship, and using business as 

a means for social justice. Professionally, Warren is President of CoachingMillennials. He 

writes, speaks, and consults on the topic of social generations. Warren is married to 

UUCA member Jennifer Wright. They live in Annandale and have two grown sons. 

Nominating Committee Candidates 

 Ben D'Avanzo. Ben D'Avanzo has been a member of UUCA since 2012. He is on his third 

year of being a high school youth group adviser. His other previous involvement in the 

church includes membership on the Transition team, Young Adult Group leader, sound 

technician and Appreciative Inquiry facilitator. He is a lifelong UU and took 

denomination-wide leadership roles in high school and college. Outside of church, he 

currently works for Families USA, a healthcare justice advocacy organization, is the 

president of the Clarendon-Courthouse Civic Association and is on track to complete his 

Master's in Public Administration at George Washington University in December. 

 Tina Hinh. Tina Hinh and her husband Jon Ferris joined UUCA in 2011. They have three 

daughters, Adele (5), Stella (3), and Chloe (newborn). She is a resettlement officer with 

the United Nations Refugee Agency, based in Washington DC. After having their first 

child, Tina and Jon looked at their daughter and realized that they wanted to raise their 

daughter in a religious community. They found that community in UUCA. Tina's 

extended family comes from a variety of different religious backgrounds, including 

buddhism, catholicism, and protestantism, and she is especially drawn to UUCA's 

emphasis on justice in action and its principle of inclusiveness. Since joining UUCA in 

2011, Tina has been involved in a number of UUCA's ministries, including teaching RE, 

participating in UUCA's baby club and covenant groups, and for the past three years, has 

served as a coordinator for the Meals on Wheels volunteer program. Tina is excited 

about the opportunity to serve on the Nominating Committee. 

 Bill Turner. Bill has been a member of UUCA since 2012 and has been active as an usher, 

as a greeter at the welcome desk, as a teacher in 6 th -grade RE, and as an organizer of a 

circle dinner group. He has helped to plan the UUCA Program Guide and also has given a 

special tour of the Kennedy Center, where he is active as a volunteer and as an usher, 

twice as an auction item to benefit UUCA. Bill has been a volunteer in the breakfast 

program at Miriam’s Kitchen, a service provider for the homeless in Washington, DC, 
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where he also has led a short story reading/discussion group for guests in the life 

skills/arts therapy program. He is a former president of the Friends of the Arlington 

Public Library and a former chair of the nominating committee for the District of 

Columbia Library Association. Bill is a licensed DC tour guide, meeting/greeting and 

guiding groups from across the nation, after recently retiring as a librarian with the DC 

Public Library. As a career changer he also has been a college professor, a writer/editor, 

a school administrator, and a volunteer coordinator.Bill seeks to connect, serve, and 

grow in mind and spirit with UUCA as member of the nominating committee.] 

Officer Candidates - Elected Annually 

 Betsey Lyon - Secretary. Betsey Lyon joined UUCA in 1993, inspired by her children’s 

great religious education experience. She taught RE, has ushered since 1999, and is a 

covenant group member. She is a long-time volunteer at the Arlington Food Assistance 

Center with neighbors, family, and the church. Betsey is a retired communications 

manager for the federal government and national membership associations, who now 

volunteers locally, especially to advance local get-out- the-vote and precinct efforts. She 

and husband Jim have called Arlington their adopted hometown since 1982. 

 Peter Vitaliano - Treasurer. Peter Vitaliano has been a member of UUCA since 1991. He 

served three years on the Board of Trustees in the mid-1990s and served a term on the 

RE Council prior to that. He previously served as the Church’s Treasurer for two years in 

the late 1990s, and returned to that position last year. More recently Peter was one of 

three founding members of the church Audit Committee, and he has been the treasurer 

for Chalice Theatre for a number of years. 

 Bob Gayer - Assistant Treasurer. Bob has been a member of the Church since 1984 and 

involved with money matters from the start, including 10 years as Treasurer. He 

coordinates UUCA’s Buddhist Fellowship and can be found Monday nights in the 

meditation class. His 34 years in the federal government included Army service, 20 years 

at Treasury, and 10 years with the Navy. 

 Gene Mulligan - Assistant Treasurer. Gene joined the Church in 1959 and the Church 

Finance Committee in 1966. He served five years as Treasurer and several as Assistant 

Treasurer. Gene serves as Chair of the Investment Committee that oversees the 

Endowment and several other Church mutual fund investment accounts.  He served as a 

US Navy officer until 1963 and Bank of America institutional bond investment manager 

until retiring in 1995. Gene and Dorothy have raised four children through UUCA’s 

Religious Education Program. 
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Worship and Denominational Connections 
Rev. Aaron McEmrys, Senior Minister 

 

Worship Associates – submitted by Diane Ullius 

The role of Worship Associates (WA) is to help create and offer transformative worship, in 

service to the congregation and in support of our ministers. We meet monthly, usually with 

Senior Minister Rev. Aaron McEmrys, and we assist with worship at least once a week. Rev. 

Linda Olson Peebles often participates in WA meetings.  

WA began the 2015-16 year with six lay members, plus Ministerial Intern Shelly Thompson. One 

member left the team in the fall, and Shelly’s service ended in May. Six new lay members joined 

the team in early 2016, so we are finishing the year with eleven members.  

Worship Associates Highlights 

 Spoke from chancel and assisted with worship logistics every Sunday. 

 Worked with Decorations team to create special “altars” for key worship services: Water 

Communion, Day of the Dead, Winter Solstice, Flower Communion/Spring Equinox, and 

Water Communion/Summer Solstice (coming in June).  

 Wrote and delivered worship-related “reflections,” some in the form of poetry.  

 Helped plan worship services; during the summer, worked closely with visiting ministers. 

 Planned and led complete Sunday worship services several times during the year.  

 Led short worship services for Wellspring Wednesdays in April and May.  

 Diversified our group significantly in age and gender balance.  

 Created and implemented ways to orient and incorporate the new members of the 

team. 

 Spearheading the effort (starting May 2016) to spread the “Where I’m From” poetry 

project as broadly as possible in the congregation. 

Learnings and challenges:  

 Maintaining cohesion and shared understandings as the group grows and as getting 

everyone to the same meetings becomes more difficult.  

 Continuing to find effective ways to minister to the rest of the congregation, particularly 

by building our skills and enhancing our presence. 

 Honoring and managing transitions out of the group. 

 Preparing for the likelihood of new entries into the group.  

Goodwin House Ministry  

Goodwin House Mission 

To provide a weekly Sunday coffee circle and live streaming church service for the UUCA 

members and friends who are residents of Goodwin House Bailey’s Crossroads.   
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What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 

Serve”.  How do you link up with that? This connects members who cannot drive or attend 

church to the main congregation and worship.  It creates community and connection among 

those who attend service together and the volunteers that serve them.  The program expands 

our mission into the community around us and reaches those who are not UUCA members but 

who are enriched by the community created at Goodwin House.  The internal community is 

further enhanced by the shared luncheon that happens after service almost every week.  

What were the expected outcomes for this year?  How do you measure your outcomes? We 

expected to be able to maintain a weekly attendance and service with steady technical 

performance.  Lois Czapiewski kept weekly attendance records (usually 4-8 participants) and we 

were able to staff all but one or two services (due to weather or no attendees).   Our technology 

changed from using a personal laptop to using a Roku streaming device which is very reliable.  

The Goodwin House projector sometimes breaks down, (1-2 times this year) but has a backup in 

the downstairs auditorium.    

How did your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 

Serve?   And how did your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives 

of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 

Walls”?  What do you or does your group do to contribute to achieving the mission and these 

directions that UUCA is taking? 

Coffee circles and lunches include “circle” sharing and worship discussion which are all a part of 

circles not rows that have brought in new participants and linked our infrastructure to sites 

outside the church walls.  There are hopes that additional sites will be included in the future (ie: 

Green Springs) as the program grows. 

Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on your 

group's activities, outcomes, needs? Rev. Linda is closely tied to Goodwin House through 

pastoral care, and provides linkage back to the main church.  Rev. Aaron and the Worship 

Associates team are kept updated at monthly meetings to help develop the program and keep it 

on track.  Sarah Masters connects potential volunteers to the program from time to time.  Paul 

Kearney provides technical support.  In the past two years, the intern minister provided updates 

and linkage to the minsters and staff.  This will become the responsibility of the new 

coordinator.   

What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 

attention and leadership?  Needed: Leadership from a lay leader who is willing to serve as 

facilitator with in-house leader Lois Czapiewski, and coordinator for the volunteer management 

including recruitment, scheduling and communication.  Will also oversee volunteer training that 

includes use of technology, leading liturgical elements live, and preparation of worship altars 

and rituals.  Responsible for communicating with church leadership and staff about the 

program.  

Goodwin House Challenges 
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Support from the ministers to promote the program consistently and encourage members from 

the main church to attend or volunteer.  Support from DRE to connect across generations 

through special RE projects or events. Support from the congregational life director to connect 

potential volunteers to the program and share the information about the program to 

newcomers.  Support from the communications director to advertise and promote the program 

on the website and in Connections.  

The budget is minimal.  The occasional altar needs for holidays and observances include flowers.  

We also need batteries for the electric chalices.  Most of this can be brought over from the main 

church.    

 

Religious Identity/Exploration Groups 

Buddhist Fellowship 
Buddhist Fellowship Mission 

The purpose of the UUCA Buddhist Fellowship is to support members and friends of the 

congregation in their study and practice of Buddhism.  Achieving this goal has involved 

collaboration with the Insight Meditation Community of Washington (IMCW), a regional group 

that promotes meditation and mindfulness practice.  Several dozen members and friends of the 

congregation participate in the Buddhist Fellowship’s principal activities, the Monday night 

meditation class, the meditation groups that meet on Monday and Wednesday nights, and 

Kalyana Mitta (Spiritual Friend) groups that meet at the Church.  In addition, a large number of 

members of the community not affiliated with the church attend the Monday night meditation 

class. 

Buddhist Fellowship Successes  

 We continued to host the Monday night meditation classes conducted by Jonathan 

Foust and other teachers affiliated with the IMCW.  This year a weekly average of 175 

people attended these classes.   

 On April 30, Mr. Foust conducted a day-long retreat at the Church attended by 100 

people.  

 We are compiling a mailing list of persons who participate on a regular basis in Buddhist 

Fellowship activities to facilitate communication. 

hUUmanists --  submitted by Jerold Cummins 

hUUmanists Mission 

We are members and friends of UUCA who endeavor to keep alive the humanist tradition 

founded in Unitarianism in the early 20th century and reflected in today’s UUA’s covenanted by-

laws, which lists among the “six primary sources of inspiration and wisdom” in current 

Unitarian-Universalism: “Humanist teachings which counsel us to heed the guidance of reason 

and the results of science, and warn us against idolatries of the mind and spirit.”   The 
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hUUmanist group has a list serv of about 90 people.  Usual attendance at any meeting varies 

from 10 to 25 people usually.   

hUUmanists Events: 

 May 11:  Film Program on:  “Should the Death Penalty be Abolished?” 

 June 8:  Film Program on:  “Is the Iran Nuclear Deal Good for America?”   

 June 22: Film Program on: “Has The President Exceeded His Constitutional Authority by 

Waging War Without Congressional Authorization?” 

 July 6 :  Program by Jere Cummins on:  “The Supreme Court’s Decision on Same-Sex 

Marriage.”            

 July 20:  Film Program on: “Science and Transgenderism.”    

 Sept. 14:  Program by Linda Billings on:  “Colonizing outer space: destiny or disaster?” 

 Sept. 28:  Film Program on:  “Is Containment Enough, or must ISIS Must Be Defeated?” 

 Oct. 12:  Film Program on:  “Should Physician- Assisted Suicide be Legalized?”   

 Oct 26 thru Jan. 21:  The 6 installments of the PBS film series on “The Brain with David 

Eagleman.” 

 Feb. 29, 2016;  Bryan Stevenson Ted- talk on “We Need to Talk About an Injustice.” 

 March 14:  Program by Linda Billings on “SETI-What is it Really all About?” 

 March 28:  Program by author Jeffrey Gorsky on his book Exiles in Sepharad, the Jewish 

Millennium in Spain.  

 April 11:  Program by Don Leverenz on Human Origins.  “ Your Great, Great,  . . 

.  Grandparents.”   

 May 9:  Program by Bill Fogerty on “Bathrooms, Bedrooms, Religious Liberty and the 

Law: What's going on?”       

hUUmanists Learnings and Challenges 

Understanding of the physical and social world through the humanist perspective.      

Taoist Discussion Group 
 

Taoist Discussion Group Mission 

Our group’s mission is to study, explore, discuss, teach and exchange of perceptions, 
understandings and values of classical Taoist philosophy, meditative/contemplative practices, 
and physics and examine how the philosophies can be applied in to better our daily lives.  We do 
this by expanding the group and broaden its outreach through seeking out new translations of 
classical Taoist texts and sharing them.  
 
The Group’s size varies from 2 or 3 monthly to 15.  Discussions tend to be lively and well 
prepared.  The base group is 6-7. 
 
Taoist Discussion Group Learnings and Successes 
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We have met this year’s goal of expanding the diversity of the Group this year though more 
slowly than we wished.  There have been women at about half of our meetings and the cohort is 
a little younger.  
 
We shifted the focus of the Group to the study and application of classical Taoist texts and their 
inter-connection. We continue to want to open new student teaching sessions, but classical 
Taoist literature is an esoteric field.  We will continue to work with LeeAnn on finding 
opportunities. We would like to add a session this year on the “new Taoism” of the last 10 years 
and it’s meaning for our church 
 
The staff contact has been Rev. Linda Olsen Peebles.  We consult with her as necessary. 
 
Needed support for CY 16-17: One Room @ 2-4 hours/month plus occasional supplemental 
meetings and “Connections” articles. 
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Congregational Life 
Sarah Masters, Director of Congregational Life 

 

Congregational Life includes welcoming visitors, introducing newcomers to the church, guiding 

people on the path to membership, making sure that members stay connected, and ensuring 

that we raise the money needed to support UUCA.  

Our Sunday Morning Ambassadors take the lead on welcoming everyone on Sunday mornings, 

especially first-time visitors.  Starting in the parking lot with our Outside Greeters and including 

Upstairs and Downstairs Greeters, Welcome Desk volunteers, Ushers, Sound & Video 

technicians, Coffee Servers, Cupwashers, Bookstall Volunteers, and the Decorations Team, over 

200 people are part of making Sunday morning services inviting and welcoming.  New this year 

was the Sunday Connection Circle.  These volunteers lead low-key conversations in the 

Welcome Room (formerly the Board Lounge) for newcomers and those who are looking for a 

quiet alternative to Fellowship Hall.  About 375 people signed up for our Connections mailing list 

this year (which makes them Newcomers).  Many more visited us as guests of congregants or 

simply under the radar visitors. 

The path to membership includes our popular New UU class, offered every other month.  This 

year 100 people attended this one-session class taught by Rev Aaron or Rev Linda and me.  The 

curriculum for this class has been strengthened in the last two years.  It now includes more 

spiritual and reflective components as well as more chances to connect with other participants 

and with more church members who attend. 

Membership in UUCA is about making a commitment to your church home.  It’s a commitment 

to the community here, to worship here, to social justice activities here, to pledge here, and to 

invite others here.  To join the church, you make that commitment and you sign your name to 

the rolls of those who have come before and those who will come after.  56 people joined UUCA 

in the past year.  We held a ceremony during the Sunday morning worship to officially welcome 

them into the church.  It’s important for new members to feel known, so make sure to introduce 

each one and some of their interests. 

UUCA is one of the largest congregations in the denomination and it’s our ongoing challenge to 

help congregants form the connections that make this feel like their church community.  We 

have a wide array of programming in music and arts, spiritual exploration, and religious 

education.  Congregational Life provides opportunities for connecting with both those with 

similar life circumstances or interests and the church as a whole.  These include the Parents of 

Infants & Preschoolers (PIP), the Dad’s Club, the Friday Breakfast Group, Day Alliance, 

Fellowship X, Memoirs & More, the Poker Group, and Round Robin Bridge. Some of these 

groups have submitted reports about their activities, which you will find elsewhere in this 

report.  We’re always eager to help new groups get started.  This year we started a Bowling 

League, which has fielded several teams in the Alfred Street Baptist Church League.  

We have several church-wide activities to promote fellowship and community.  Circle Dinners 

are groups of 8-10 that meet for regular dinners.  103 people participated this year.  We have 

two church-wide retreats, one in the spring and one in the fall.  New this year are church-wide 
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Happy Hours held before evening meetings, classes, and groups and provide another chance for 

people to make connections.  About 40-75 people have attended each one.   

There are so many of these activities that it can be overwhelming to newcomers.  This year we 

formed the Connectors, a group of 43 volunteers eager to help people find their niche in the 

congregation.  This group helps out with all the Congregational Life activities, especially the New 

UU classes, special events, and the new monthly Happy Hours.  The Connectors are working on 

finding even more ways for people to find community here in the coming year.   

Congregational Life also includes Stewardship, which is the overall word for all the ways we take 

care of our community, especially financially.  This year we launched a Stewardship umbrella 

group to coordinate all these efforts.  Most of the operating income of the church comes from 

Annual Giving, the pledges that Members and Friends make each spring for the coming fiscal 

year.  We are also in the last year of our 5-year pledges to the Capital Campaign to provide 

funding for repair, replacement, and construction of our facility.  Each year we sponsor an 

auction to raise money for both the annual operating fund and one or more social justice 

causes.  As we strengthen all of these fundraising activities, we turn next year to Legacy Giving 

to increase our Endowment Fund. 

Stewardship 
Stewardship Mission 

The concept of an overall Stewardship umbrella is still evolving; this was its first year. Broadly 

speaking, the mission of Stewardship is to hold the vision for all of the ways we gather funding 

and support for the church. It’s also important to keep the bumper cars from crashing into each 

other.  

During this first year, Stewardship has been just one person, working in various ways with others 

who raise and manage funds.  

 

Stewardship Highlights  

 

 Instituted and wrote a monthly “Stewardship Umbrella” column in Connections, with 

themes planned and approved in August.  

 Raised funds for Rev. Aaron McEmrys’s Installation—about 60% from existing church 
resources, 40% from specific requests to individual donors.  

 Made strides toward “rebranding” Annual Giving as a sub-entity under Stewardship.  

 Lined up co-chairs for Annual Giving; assisted in identifying and recruiting other 
volunteers for Annual Giving. Advised Annual Giving co-chairs; assisted with the work of 
that team.  

 Consulted with various leaders: Auction co-chair Kate Gallup regarding plans and needs; 
Bill Fogarty regarding Capital Campaign Allen Keiswetter regarding the Strategic Plan.  

 Reached out and/or responded to other congregants and leaders for information-
sharing and trust-building.   

 Kept Rev. Aaron McEmrys and CAO Tamara Srader informed; consulted with Rev. Linda 
Olson Peebles regarding Give The Plate; worked closely with Sarah Masters, Mary Ann 
Bolton, and Beth Enriquez.  
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 Began serving regularly with the Finance Committee. 

 Started on a plan for reviving our Legacy Giving program. 

 Started coordinating with a volunteer who wants to help create and monitor new plans 
for revenue enhancement.  

 Initiated informal contact with a professional fundraiser who specializes in nonprofits 
and who may be willing to do some services for us pro-bono.  

 

Stewardship Learnings and Challenges 

 After a slow year, it’s time to put together an active team and make more detailed plans 
for specific efforts. Legacy Giving is probably at the top of the list. 

 Continuing a regular “umbrella” presence in Connections looks worthwhile.   

 Reaching out more to make optimal use of UUA resources (including Stewardship For 
Us); general-audience webinars are limited in their usefulness, but there’s more beyond 
that.  

 From the fundraiser, I learned that UUCA’s pledge levels are statistically about average 
for religious institutions. My question, of course, is “Should we be content with 
‘average’?” 

Annual Giving Team  
 

Annual Giving Team Mission 

Effectively a subcommittee of Stewardship, the mission of the Annual Giving Team is to plan and 

conduct an appeal to the members and friends for financial commitments in the form of pledges 

to UUCA for general church operations for the next fiscal year.  The team was composed of 14 

members loosely defined as those who attended at least one of the team’s planning meetings 

and including the two co-chairs and Stewardship Chair. The team was further assisted by 

approximately 16 additional ad hoc volunteers for specific tasks (follow-up phone calls, staffing 

the table in fellowship hall, stuffing envelopes etc.).  

 

Annual Giving Team Successes 

This year’s campaign resulted in a pledged total (number of pledges and total pledged amount) 

approximately equal to last year’s appeal. Notable successes of this year’s campaign: 

 Early coordination and engagement with the Finance Committee and with the Board of 

Trustees; 

 Quiet telephone campaign coordinated with and in association with the leadership 

conference achieved early engagement by the wider leadership circle; 

 Development of a comprehensive Question and Answer document for use as talking 

points and made available to the congregation achieved a unity of message among 

leadership; 

 Improved use of the webpage and social media as resources to inform and educate the 

congregation achieved improved transparency on the church’s needs and goals for the 

campaign; 
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 Engagement of the Religious Education constituency-this arose from the initiative of the 

Director of RE and should be planned and improved upon in future campaigns; 

 Regular campaign progress updates were useful in promoting transparency, urgency, 

and engagement by the congregation. 

 A leadership team with complementary skills was critical to the work. The working 

chairs (2 co-chairs and the Stewardship Chair) were an important interactive dynamic at 

several junctures during the campaign. 

 

Annual Giving Team Challenges 

 Better identify and address members requiring special attention during the campaign. 

This is an intensive undertaking that would extend throughout the year and require to 

some degree an arm’s length connection to annual giving.  

 The work of the team was definitely impacted by the reduced availability of staff 

affected by reduced staff work hours. Even if the team had a sufficient number of 

volunteers participating, this constrained staff availability would have been felt. 

Capital Campaign 
 

Capital Campaign Mission 

To close out the campaign as of June 30, 2016, and to determine if the church should refinance 

its current loans. 

 

Capital Campaign Successes 

We contacted all the members and friends of the church, to follow up on campaign pledges and 

to obtain new pledges.  We worked with the bank to determine possibilities for refinancing the 

construction loan. 

 

Capital Campaign Learnings and Challenges 

The challenge is a constant one of figuring out ways to encourage financial stewardship, and to 

balance capital needs with annual needs. 

Annual Auction 
 

The annual auction was held on November 14 and raised $31,000 for the Church and an 

additional $6,200 in scholarship funds for Dreamers and Guatemalan students. Ably chaired by 

Kate Gallup and Tom O’Reilly, the executive team organized over 100 volunteers to produce a 

wonderful evening attended by an estimated 200 UU's.   With 25 live auction items, and 149 

silent, most attendees were able to find something to compete for, and 152 were winners!  The 

core of the auction team is looking forward to this year's event on November 5, and are working 

on ways to  increase both revenue and fun!!! 
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Circle Dinners – submitted by Jennifer Frum 

Circle Dinner Mission 

Intended to build friendships within the church, by bringing people together in an informal way. 

We had eight potluck groups of 8-9 people each, and 4 restaurant groups of 8-10 each for a total 

of 103 participants. Many have expressed appreciation for the program's having been started 

again. 

Joella Hartzler was extremely helpful, especially in identifying ways to improve the sign-ups to 

make on-line consistent with written sign-ups.  We tried to account for dietary preferences, 

allergies, inability to walk up stairs, people needing rides, etc.  Some found Doodle polls helpful 

in date selection. 

In restaurant groups, we need to identify more people willing to organize. 

Committee: Jennifer Frum, Joella, Donna Forsman, D Ohlandt, Phyllis Woodring, Frank Corsoro, 

GariJo Green, with assistance from former organizers Joyce Hylton and Anne Blacksten.  Sheila 

Ellis wants to help next year. 

Connectors  

Connectors Mission 

To provide and enhance opportunities for connections within our community by coordinating 

and staffing events, programs and weekly duties. 

Connectors Successes 

Connections Circles on Sundays; happy hours; assistance with New UU events. 

Connectors Learnings and Challenges 

The challenge is to create an organizational structure to hold these efforts together, and to 

encourage others to come up with new ideas, and to implement those ideas. 

Sunday Ambassadors  
 Welcome Desk Team. Mission: Provides welcoming assistance to newcomers to UUCA 

and encourages them to take the “first step” to engaging with our community by signing 

up for the mail list.  The Team is composed of 17 regular volunteers at the end of the 

2015-16 church year.  Challenges: Reaching ideal roster of 20 to 22 volunteers .  

Successes: The Teams goal for last year of an average of five new sign-ups per week was 

achieved. Sarah Masters coordinated an excellent training this year on safety and 

security. Goals for next year is to again have some sort of training session for volunteers 

to ask questions and re-engage after the summer; to increase the volunteer base from 

17 to 22; and to review and edit guidelines as needed. 
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 Outside Greeters.  Mission:  Greet people as they first encounter the Church on 

Sundays, help them find a place to park if a place is not evident, and explain to new 

visitors where to walk to get to the service.  Successes: Educated drivers to park in the 

Masonic lot and the soccer field lot [aka Arlington Hall Park]  to help keep more spaces 

available open in the main lot.  Last fall we handed out maps to all last-minute arrivals. 

That is seldom required anymore -- A goodly number now automatically park in the 

Mason lot. A few in the soccer field lot.  Also, many park on side streets purposely to 

keep help keep the main lot open for those coming later. After two emails to the 

Arlington County, the pedestrian walk light at the intersection of Arlington Blvd. and S. 

George Mason Dr. was finally fixed.  Challenges: More volunteers as Outside Greeters.   

 Hospitality. Mission: Team of 25+ members strong serves beverages (coffee) after 

services in Fellowship Hall. Successes:  The Hospitality team creates an inviting 

atmosphere after Sunday services to encourage people to linger and connect.  

Challenges:  The biggest challenges are staffing and communications with team 

members: Filling and keeping filled the positions is an ongoing challenge; 

Communications (despite weekly emails to servers, some don’t know what’s going on.  

Many of my volunteers can’t figure out how to use the Google docs schedule. ) 

 Cup Washers. Mission. Wash coffee mugs and glasses after each service so that we do 

not need to use paper cups, since this has been determined to be more eco-efficient. 

Successes: Used ceramic mugs 70-80% of the time this past year. This is an estimate. 

Challenges: It is challenging to get people to sign up.  We have 28 people in the group, 

and less than 10 people actually volunteer on a regular basis. 

 Decorations Team.  Includes ten our core group with additional help for special 

projects.  Mission: Provide and maintain artful flowers arrangements, indoor plants, and 

other displays for the sanctuary and other parts of the church to make the space more 

inviting. Successes:  Worked closely with ministers, staff, and Worship Associates for 

special celebrations such as Gathering of the Waters, Flower Communion, Day of the 

Dead, and Fire Ceremony, Rev. Aaron’s installation, and Palm Sunday. Updated and 

expanded December holiday decorations on the ramp outside as well as in the 

sanctuary. Recruited additional volunteers for particular tasks such as holiday 

decorating. Coordinated with other groups in church to multi-purpose our displays (e.g., 

harvest display for Services Auction).  Updated the candle table at the front of the 

sanctuary. Learning and challenges: We individually expanded our knowledge and skills 

about flower arranging (e.g., ikebana). We are learning how best to use flowers and 

natural arrangements with the new chancel design. Challenge and goal:  Recruit new 

volunteers. 

 Sound & Video. Over the course of the 2015-16 church year, we have added a number 

of new volunteers and increased their level of training. These volunteers have met the 

challenges of more complex musical and audio needs, as well as video production and 

live streaming. These volunteers are taking on increasingly diverse and complex tasks, 

not just for Sunday services, but for many church events, and are doing a fantastic job 

under the leadership and watchful eye of Jim Terpstra. 

 Connection Circle. Mission: Provides a quiet space for newcomers and others to engage 

in conversation immediately after each of the services. Between September and May 
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(2015-16) eighteen volunteers provided this service spending about 30-45 minutes 

chatting with those who dropped by. Successes: On most, but not all, Sundays, there 

were visitors to our newly named Welcome Room (aka the Board lounge, aka the bride's 

room). Some Sundays one or more of the professional staff would drop by to say hello 

and answer questions. There was an announcement in the order of service and a 

worship associate mentioned the location of the room from the pulpit, so it was well-

publicized. Challenges: The only challenge is the familiar one of wishing for more 

volunteers. We hoped to have two welcomers after each service, but the majority of the 

time one has had to suffice. 

Affinity Groups 
 Poker Group.  Involves about 15 people and is open to all.  Each month about seven 

meet in a member's home to connect and play poker.  In addition to meeting each other 

in a different setting and getting to know more facets of each other, each contribute $5 

each time they play to the church. Mission: Promotes fellowship by connecting Members 

and Friends in an enjoyable, shared activity. The group currently includes 12 people. 

Highlights: September 2015 – pre-season get-together to tally existing members, 

welcome any newcomers, finalize roster, and solicit donations of $25 per person. 

Almost everyone contributes. October 2015 – distribute host/guest schedule for seven 

matches through April. May 2016 – end-of-season potluck, donation of proceeds (minus 

prizes) for scholarship to summer Peace Camp. Learnings: Members and Friends play 

each month at home with one other pair, alternating as hosts and guests. This enables 

us to get to know each other, or to know each other better, in a relaxed social setting, 

thereby growing our church community. 

 Fall Retreat. For over half a century members of the Unitarian Universalist Church of 

Arlington have gathered every fall for a three-day retreat. Its mission is to provide a 

space for members and friends to interact in a more sustained manner than possible on 

Sundays, fostering spiritual growth and the strengthening of community bonds. 

Approximately sixty individuals gather for one weekend in September for this event. In 

recent years, the retreat has been attended by older members and the number 

participating was decreasing. For the retreat to continue, the number of   attendees 

needed to both increase and become more diverse in terms of age.   To this end, the 

planning committee launched an awareness campaign, making sure that more church 

members   know about the opportunities offered by the retreat.  Last September 

seventeen people attended for the first time. A challenge is for the current planning 

committee to continue this forward movement, adapting retreat activities accordingly.  

This is a congregational activity with longevity. To sustain it and add new attendees, the 

planning committee must each year continue these outreach efforts.  Not only is the 

retreat financially self-sustaining but also is a net plus to the congregation’s finances.  

The Fall Retreat Committee collects the room and board fees from individual attenders 

at the rate that includes taxes, but the church payment is made from the church 

account at the tax free rate.  The difference covers the incidental costs for publicizing 

the event and eventually results in nearly $1,000 annually being returned to the 

church’s general fund. 
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Faith in Action 
Rev. Dr. Linda Olson Peebles, Minister of Faith in Action 

Pastoral Care Team 
Eight people serve on the Pastoral Care Team, which is headed by Rev. Linda with support from 

Sarah Masters.  The mission of this team is to help Rev. Linda and Sarah serve the members and 

friends of UUCA whenever they are in need of special emotional, mental or physical care.   

Pastoral Care Team Successes 

Visits and calls to members and friends, following up whenever pastoral care is needed; three 

sessions led by Claudia Blake and Juliet Purll on The Conversation Project; sending personal 

notes to members and friends who are grieving the loss of a loved one, both within a month of 

the death and again at the one-year anniversary of the death. 

Pastoral Care Team Challenges 

Continuing challenges stem from the fact that Rev. Linda and Sarah Masters, who both give 

tirelessly of their time and compassionate caring, are overburdened.  The Strategic Plan suggests 

creating a middle-management group which would help with the administration of pastoral 

care. 

Well Spouse Support Group. Linda Billings, facilitator. The Well Spouse Association (WSA, 

wellspouse.org) is an international community of active care-givers to spouses and partners who 

are chronically ill and/or disabled and former care-givers struggling to build a new life after care-

giving ends. WSA offers various forms of support to this community, one of which is face-face-

to-face support groups, facilitated by volunteers. The group meets monthly on third Thursdays, 

7-9 p.m. The group is open to all, serving the congregational and broader communities. WSA 

membership is not required for participation, and no fees or donations are collected. Our 

support group encourages contact among participants between meetings. We typically have 6-8 

people attending monthly meetings, enabling intimate conversation. Most participants are 

caring for spouses or partners who are totally disabled, by diseases such as multiple sclerosis 

and Parkinson’s disease. Over the past two years, we have supported two participants through 

the deaths of their spouses. This year, we have welcomed a participant whose spouse died in 

January (she previously was not able to attend meetings due to care-giving demands). I have 

learned as a facilitator that the best thing we can do for each other in this group is to listen. We 

all understand how stressful it is to be a care-giver, and we all appreciate the opportunity to be 

in a safe and supportive place. 

 

Social Justice  Groups and Community Partners 

ALIVE!  (Alexandrians Involved Ecumenically!) -- submitted by Ann Marie Hay 

ALIVE! Mission  
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Help people living in Alexandria and facing food or monetary emergencies that threaten their 

housing or utilities or longer-term needs deal with the crisis or gain the tools to improve their 

lives on a sustained basis. 

Number of people from UUCA involve five with regular positions or volunteer jobs. Others on a 

more casual basis, including two covenant groups and a Girl Scout troupe that helped distribute.  

Others donated house wares and items for the annual sidewalk sale (to benefit the ALIVE! 

House Shelter); toys for children at the Child Development Center (CDC) and House; and a 

computer, refurbished and given to a CDC family. Some UUCAers sent letters to Council 

advocating on housing and social services issues. 

ALIVE! Successes 

 In addition to its food distribution (daily and last Saturday), ALIVE! started a weekend-

backpack program for public school students identified as food insecure.  From a pilot 

program with one school, five are now involved and more schools are interested in 

participating next year.  Gleaning from farmers markets has started now that there is a 

permanent food warehouse with refrigeration.  

 With a coalition, the ALIVE! Affordable Housing Committee helped convince the City not 

to sell a three-bedroom house that had been used for temporary supportive housing 

and instead use it for much needed permanent supportive housing.  The house now is 

home to three formerly homeless veterans. 

 With AFAC (Arlington Food Assistance Center) and A-SPAN (Ending Homeless in 

Arlington), ALIVE! collected food and sundries (for A-SPAN) two months this past year.   

 UUCA generously helped support the annual walkathon benefit for the Child 

Development Center.  The rainy weather contributed to fewer walkers than usual. 

ALIVE! Challenges 

 Getting heard in a large, very active congregation remains a challenge.  For instance, the 

food collections were disappointing. Hopefully, earlier coordination with the RE 

program will help involve the children and add to donations.  

 Getting volunteers for furniture delivery continues to be difficult. There was an ALIVE! 

furniture delivery Saturday that was available during the special installation weekend in 

the fall that didn’t get volunteers.  Over the summer, however, a young French woman 

interning here, found it a wonderful way to participate and made it part of her Saturday 

routine.   

Arlington Food Assistance Center (AFAC). UUCA works through community partners to 

serve those in need. Arlington Food Assistance Center (AFAC) is one of the community partners 

that UUCA works with. AFAC provides supplemental food assistance to Arlingtonians in need. 

AFAC serves about 2,200 families per week (up from 1,400 families just two years ago), making 

an important difference in the lives of our neighbors. UUCA members and friends have 

volunteered at the Arlington Food Assistance Center for more than 25 years!  More than 100 

UUCA youth and adults are part of the community that supports AFAC each month.   
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The UUCA volunteers serve by staffing the food bank distribution on Saturday mornings; and 

they connect with each other as they participate in this service. They also collect food through 

food drives, and participate in preparing food for distribution at 18 sites throughout Arlington. A 

UUCA volunteer group also tried a new activity and gleaned produce for AFAC in the fall.  

AFAC Successes 

 Connected a wide range of people at UUCA with direct service at AFAC, including youth 

and covenant groups.  

 Collected $3,300 through Give-the-Plate and used those dollars to purchase food, which 

our community bagged as part of the Day of Service activities around Reverend Aaron’s 

installation. We bagged 10,500 pounds of food for those in need! 

 Provided more than 300 hours of direct service to AFAC through our volunteers.  

 Collected food through three food drives to benefit AFAC. 

 One of our objectives this year was to reach a wider range of people at UUCA to 

participate in direct service. We achieved this through working with the preschool on 

emergency food kits, with the CASE youth group (Community-Action-Service-Education 

for youth not yet in high school) on a cereal drive, having the Day of Service activity, and 

in connecting with covenant groups. As a result of this outreach, we’ve learned that 

many people in our church are looking for opportunities for one-time volunteering (vs. a 

regular commitment), and many church members are interested in direct service 

opportunities that can include their younger children. We have connected more families 

to AFAC this year by providing opportunities to bag produce, which elementary-school 

age children can help with.  

AFAC Challenges 

 Lack of participation in food drives. The cereal drive sponsored by the CASE youth was a 

big success; the other two food drives (joint with ALIVE and ASPAN) had very little 

collected. It may be that people have other places that they can donate (work, library, 

apartment buildings); or it may be that we need a more visible objective/goal (like the 

‘wall of cereal’) to get people interested.  

 One final ‘lesson learned’ this year is that there are a lot of UUCA members who 

volunteer directly with AFAC; our impact on AFAC goes beyond the direct service and 

contributions made through this group.  

Bridges to Independence (b2i) – submitted by Alex Roth    

I am the liaison from UUCA to Bridges to Independence, formerly known as Alexandria Arlington 

Coalition for the Homeless. One of b2i’s programs is their residential family shelter, which is 

called Sullivan House, and we have sometimes referred to them by that name. I believe that 

because b2i is our neighbor and because their programs align very closely with our social justice 

missions (supporting the vulnerable, protecting women and children, ameliorating the effects of 

income inequality and welcoming the immigrant) my job is to harness the goodwill and the time, 

talent and treasure of the congregation in the service of b2i’s clients. 

b2i’s Successes 
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 In August, we always promote Look Cool for School, which is b2i’s program that allows 

individuals to kit a child out in a new outfit and backpack for the first day of school. I 

view this as both an opportunity to solicit concrete assistance and to make people 

familiar with b2i. I ran a table in the Fellowship Hall for several Sundays and I think five 

or six families signed up to help. They do this through the b2i website, so it’s not so easy 

to track. We also received some checks for the program. 

 UUCA was host for A Sparkling Black and Gold Evening to benefit Bridges to 

Independence on March 19th, which raised over $9,000 for general operating expenses. 

Our church contributed the beautiful space, which made it possible to have an elegant-

feeling event. This was catered by Mark Fedorchak of Liberty Tavern and he was really 

impressed by our kitchen. I hope this was the inaugural event and we will be able to do 

it yearly. Barbara Gilligan was an invaluable help to me in doing this for the first time, 

and about ten congregants attended. We could not have done this - at least I could not - 

without UUCA. 

 We will Give the Plate this June 19th to Bridges to Independence.  

 In addition, raising the profile of b2i at UUCA has led to donations of in-kind materials 

which are always needed as people move from the shelter into their own apartments. 

I’d say about three or four times this year someone has called me with furniture or 

housewares and I was able to tell them how to donate to b2i - or that the donation 

wasn’t suitable for new apartment dwellers. And of course, there is a food collection 

bucket in the cloakroom and I take the things from there to b2i on a regular basis. 

Green Action  
Green Action Mission 

To educate and enroll the UUCA congregation to take personal and collective action to address 

climate change.  

Green Action Successes 

 July-Sept.: Worked with UUSJ in development and dissemination of Action of Immediate 

Witness on climate change (passed at General Assembly)  

 July and August: hosted "Conversation and a Movie" of two segments of film "Years of 

Living Dangerously"  

 Sept.: Participated in Grandparents’ Climate Action Day and UU-sponsored events 

surrounding Papal visit  

 Oct.: Participated in Environmental Film Fest; organized "Moving from Despair to Active 

Hope" Workshop  

 Nov.: Hosted "Awakening the Dreamer Symposium"; participated in UUCA trip to 

Guatemala and efforts to resist environmental and human rights degradation by mining 

companies  

 Dec.: Promoted Paris Climate Change Accords  

 March: Updated and submitted Green Action Self-Evaluation Report  

 April (Earth Day/Month): supported thematic sermon and Peace Pole re-dedication; 

hosted showing of two environmental films and discussions; coordinated two local 
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groups (ACE and GWIPL) to be recipients of Give-the-Plate with their educational 

displays in Fellowship Hall; supported DIG's exhibits each Sunday in Fellowship Hall and 

nature walk; supported PAG display on extraction industry despoiling of environment; 

conducted “Wellspring Wednesday” session on climate change; organized Work Day in 

collaboration with Arlington Unitarian Cooperative Preschool at Long Branch Nature 

Center, organized by ACE; organized and conducted Forum on Climate Change featuring 

experts from the Natural Resources Defense Council, Greater Washington Interfaith 

Power and Light and the Georgetown University Law School Climate Center; Wendy 

Jessup, a graduate of Al Gore’s Climate Reality Project, delivered the session. 

 Year-'round: maintained two list-servs, UUECOAction and Conscious Eating, which 

together reach several hundred members of the UUCA community.  

Green Action Learnings and Challenges 

 While there is a regular, reliable group of UUCA members interested and even 

passionate about the climate change/environmental issue, it remains small and efforts 

to expand the group have not been very successful. Linkages with DIG and PAG have 

helped amplify the Green Action message within the congregation.  

 Competing social justice issues that are perceived as more urgent, e.g. wealth divide, 

Black Lives Matter, compete for the time and attention of congregants. The sense of 

urgency around climate justice issues has not yet been well understood despite various 

efforts.  

 We have found that attendance is much greater when affiliate organizations are 

partners or co-sponsors. We do not recommend that the RE curriculum be used for 

showcasing forums or presentations using people of prominence, as attendance is not 

commensurate.  

 Outside of UUCA, there are a number of UU groups actively involved, such as UUSJ and 

Commit2Respond, that are more likely to provide meaningful opportunities for UUCA 

congregants to become engaged on climate justice issues, as well as non-faith groups 

such as Sierra Club and Elders Climate Action.  

Partners for Arlington and Guatemala (PAG) – submitted by PAG Coordinating Team:  Chris 

Sutton, Anne McKnight, Nancy Hall, Joe Schmitz, Marilyn Baker, Marcia Trick, David McTaggart, 

MJ Schmelzer 

Please refer to the Fall Plan of Action that PAG submitted this year for complete description of 

our Goals and Outcomes, summarized in this report. Below is a brief description of activities and 

accomplishments for the current year. 

PAG Mission  

PAG fosters human rights and justice in Guatemala and dignity and self-sufficiency for local 

immigrants.   

PAG Goals for this fiscal year and next:  

Protect human rights in Guatemala through international accompaniment. 
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 UUCA/PAG sponsored nine months of accompaniment in FY’16, and pledged 3 

additional months for emergency accompaniment for emerging court cases. 

 Six people participated in the November NISGUA delegation to Guatemala.  Four of the 

six were new to Guatemala:  Rev. Aaron, Bea Ann Phillips, Shelly Thompson and Marilyn 

Baker.  Two (Chris Sutton and Bob Denniston) were repeat travelers.  In March, two 

UUCA members (Joe Schmitz and Jeanne Everitt) went on the national NISGUA 

delegation. 

 May 20-22, two Accompaniers visited UUCA to talk about accompaniment:  Emily 

Rhyne, accompanier 2013-14, and Michael Hoyt, who leaves for Guatemala in June. 

 May 21 – June 11, Photo exhibit by Guatemalan journalist Roderico Yool Diaz on display 

in Fellowship Hall.  Mr. Yool Diaz visited UUCA the same week-end as the accompaniers 

and spoke at different events. 

Foster meaningful relationships with local immigrants. 

 The Buckingham Outreach Committee (chaired by Nancy Hall) continued its work to 

strengthen relationships with immigrants in Arlington, particularly among families.  

Ongoing activities included the Jobs Bank (40 requests filled), helping parents complete 

Back to School forms, staffing the Buckingham computer lab two nights a week, 

Spanish/English conversation group, and providing space for immigrant groups to meet. 

 October 10, UUCA provided volunteers for a community health fair sponsored by the 

Bolivian Consulate. 

 May 21, annual UUCA/Buckingham community potluck/talent show brought nearly 200 

people together for an evening of community building, great food and entertainment; 

this was the 10th annual fiesta. 

 The Fall UUCA auction raised $1500 to support Arlington Housing Corporation (AHC) 

summer scholarships for youth in Buckingham.  

 UUCA served as one site for the annual metropolitan Immigration Film Festival.  Marilyn 

Baker served as UUCA coordinator for this event. 

 UUCA/PAG continues to strengthen its partnership with the International Mayan 

League/USA.  Its Executive Director, Juanita Cabrera Lopez participated in church 

events, including the rededication of UUCA’s Peace Pole in May. 

Strengthen the relationship between UUCA, ADIVIMA, and Jefferson Unitarian Church (CO) to 

support scholarships for Mayan middle and high school students. 

 UUCA has raised $12,000 for scholarships as of May 22nd.  A final Give the Plate Sunday 

will be on May 29.  The goal is to provide 20 scholarships of $750 each year. 

 In February, Phyllis Morales from Jefferson Unitarian Church (JUC) and 3 from ADIVIMA 

in Guatemala came to UUCA for several informative gatherings. 

 Jeanne Everitt of UUCA participated in the Fall delegation to Rabinal led by Phyllis 

Morales.  In October 2016, JUC will lead a UUCA delegation to visit the ADIVIMA 

community in Guatemala.   

 UUCA formed an active working committee for the scholarship program; it is chaired by 

Anne McKnight and includes both UUCA, JUC and ADIVIMA members. 
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Advocate for justice in Guatemala and for Central American immigrants in Northern Virginia. 

 UUCA has an active advocacy network of 80 members that respond to Guatemalan 

human rights concerns.   

 Prior to the November 2015 delegation, UUCA folks signed posters of support for 

survivors of the genocide and postcards of solidarity to human rights activists falsely 

imprisoned for opposing mega project development on their communal lands.  These 

were delivered in person by delegation members. 

 PAG collaborates with other human rights organizations.  We met with local 

representatives of the Guatemalan Human Rights Commission and NISGUA, and 

attended a presentation by Friends of the Earth.  When possible, we promote the work 

of VACOLAO (Virginia Coalition of Latin American Organizations) and the Dreamers. 

Build the base of support to continue this ministry. 

 PAG intentionally recruits new travelers to participate in delegations to Guatemala, and 

40 UUCA-ers have gone to Guatemala since 2008, including Rev. Linda and Rev. Aaron, 

and former minister Michael McGee.   

 Another focus has been to encourage people from the Creative Arts ministry to take an 

interest in Guatemala and with local immigrants.  Two recent travelers – Bea Ann 

Phillips and Marilyn Baker are key volunteers. 

 In order to increase awareness by a broader cross section of the congregation, PAG 

members met with new staff members.  The visiting Accompaniers spoke at a joint 

gathering of Fellowship X and the Young Adults on May 20. 

 PAG and Green Action people continue to collaborate on joint projects including a 

proposed workshop on responsible investing practices.   

PAG Learnings and Challenges 

 Our biggest learning is the reaffirmation that sustaining deep relationships underpins all 

that we do.  This was brought home vividly in our meetings with partners in Guatemala 

and with those who have received accompaniment. Rev. Aaron and NISGUA 

Accompaniment Director, Bridget Brehen, pledged to be in contact regularly. Our 

significant local partnerships are visibly alive in the frequent and regular contacts 

between UUCA folks and local immigrants.  These relationships contribute to the 

diversity and vitality of the Church Without Walls. 

 In August, as a follow-up to Rev. Aaron’s spring request for groups to engage actively in 

a planning/implementation/evaluation cycle, the PAG Coordinating Team held a half-

day planning session facilitated by Bill Fogarty.  We developed a two-year Plan of Action 

and have been working to develop metrics to measure our learnings and successes.  

These are still a work in progress and will be a focus for Year 2 of the Plan.  At the very 

least, we try to keep better track of attendance at events and volunteer participation. 

 We have an active core of perhaps 30 volunteers who help with various PAG events.  Of 

these, about 10 are in leadership positions.  We continue to face the challenge of 

developing a rotating leadership base that brings in new leaders and avoids leadership 
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burn-out. This year, the Coordinating Team successfully tried a rotating meeting 

facilitation for its monthly meetings. 

 Ongoing funding support for the work of PAG is a concern.  In FY ’16, for the first time, 

the UUCA operating budget contained $2900 to fund our organizational membership 

dues in NISGUA and the day-to-day project expenses.  In tight budget years, this critical 

funding source may be in question.  The ambitious goals of supporting 12 months of 

accompaniment ($9500) and 20 Mayan scholarships ($15,000) require significant 

revenue.  Give the Plate and the Operating Budget have been important sources of this 

revenue.  The inability of individual donors to give additional contributions outside of 

Give the Plate in support of these two goals is a challenge, as is the church policy that no 

longer allows PAG to know the names of donors so that they can be personally thanked.  

The Committee for Peace and Justice in Israel/Palestine 
The Committee for Peace and Justice in Israel/Palestine has about 30 members.  From eight to 

fifteen members attend the group’s monthly meetings.  The purpose of the Committee is both 

to educate UUCA members and others in our area on the history of and the situation in the 

Israel, the West Bank and Gaza, and to advocate in favor of social justice for Palestinians and 

peace for all in the area, Jews, Muslims and Christians alike.   

In addition to our monthly meetings, which focus on specific issues, the Committee during the 

past year conducted a five-part film series, co-sponsored and supported by 20 other 

interdenominational organizations in the metropolitan area.  An average of about 100 people 

attended each of the five films and concluding panel discussion.     

The Committee is also the Northern Virginia Chapter of the Unitarian Universalists for Justice in 

the Middle East (UUJME), and we were active participants in the UUJME successful campaign to 

get the business resolution for divestment from 5 US firms complicit in the illegal settlements 

placed on the calendar for the UUA General Assembly in June.  We also were active participants 

in the regional coalition, Freedom2Boycott – VA, which worked successfully to block a bill in the 

Virginia legislature whose intent was to penalize contractors that expressed support for the 

Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions movement (BDS), a movement whose goal is to end Israel’s 

occupation of the West Bank and to recognize the rights of Palestinian refugees.   

We also served as co-hosts with Jewish Voice for Peace and Code Pink for a presentation 

featuring Iyad Burnat, a Palestinian leader of a non-violent movement to Israel’s encroachment 

into the West Bank town of Bil’in.  We also hosted a meeting for 10 students of Gaza gathered in 

the area after spending a year of high school studies in the United States under the auspices of  

the U.S.-funded organization, AMIDEAST.   

We also opened a dialogue with members of Dar Al Hijrah, the Islamic Center in Falls Church.  

We visited the center and several of their members have participated in our programs.   

Plans for the coming year include reaching out to other UU congregations in the metropolitan 

area to encourage them to become active UUJME chapters; opening up dialogues with other 

church organizations including with the Jewish community to include them in the increasing 

discussion of the need to work for peace and social justice in Israel and Palestine.   
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We have also decided to establish closer contacts with communities and organizations in our 

area that are working to lobby legislators at both federal and Virginia state levels.  We are 

meeting with these organizations to determine the details of campaigns that will arise.   

Peace Ministry Team 
Peace Ministry Mission 

The UUCA Peace Ministry Team is a group of UUCA members who are committed to developing 

a year-round, lifelong peace education and social justice ministry that complements the Faith in 

Action/Social Justice work of other UUCA groups and also the religious education programs at 

UUCA. We have a core team of six UUCA members who meet monthly and a circle of 26 UUCA 

"Friends for Peace" who volunteer with peace camp or who want to participate in our events 

throughout the year. 

Peace Ministry Successes 

 We have successfully gotten UUCA's 2016 Peace Camp planned and nearly full of 

registered campers and scholarship campers with our community partners. 

 We have presented and participated in UUCA's Peace and Justice series which 

culminated in the peace pole rededication ceremony attended by about 100 members 

and partners.  

 Our March workshop on Family Peacebuilding and a Taste of Peace Camp had over 20 

participants (counting some of us). 

Peace Ministry Learnings and Challenges 

It is very important to create relationships with each UUCA staff member and understand their 

concerns about UUCA hosting peace camp. After a few months, we sorted that out. We're also 

figuring out a balance between Peace Camp planning and operations and other year-round 

activities and opportunities, such as Wellspring Wednesdays or other workshops for UUCA 

members and perhaps the RE program and teachers. 

Unitarian Universalists for Social Justice (UUSJ) in the National Capital Region  

Unitarian Universalists for Social Justice (UUSJ) in the National Capital Region is a partnership 

organization that brings together UU congregations and individuals to raise awareness, do 

advocacy, take action, and provide a united and strong voice for a peaceful, just, and 

environmentally-sustainable world. UUCA is a member in good standing by participating in and 

contributing to UUSJ.  

UUSJ Mission 

Since its inception in 2000, UUSJ’s mission has been to educate and build capacity among its 

members. Now, UUSJ is embarking upon an additional role of amplifying our UU voices by taking 

action on UUSJ priority issues including immigration reform, climate change, income equality, 

and LGBTQ rights.  

UUSJ Successes 
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UUSJ is developing an organizational strategy and hiring a half time executive director to plan 

and execute activities that will make a difference in furthering social justice regionally and 

nationally. This is an exciting and pivotal time for UUSJ as it seeks to build upon its education, 

capacity building and networking programs to consistently and constructively communicate with 

public policy-makers to garner the attention and support of elected officials and policy-makers.  

Currently, Frank Corsoro represents UUCA on the Board. Other UUCA members involved include 

Lavona Grow as Board Chair, Bob Denniston on the Communications Committee and Allen 

Keiswetter, as a member of a team that has visited the Department of State on climate changes 

issues. There are 35 UUCA congregants who are individual members of UUSJ, contributing $40 

or more each. Approximately 20 UUCAers took part in advocacy events this year, which included 

events focused on climate change and the Pope’s visit.  

UUCA hosted the UUSJ Social Justice Awards Gala in October, where UUCA member Gene 

Mulligan was honored with the Social Justice Lifetime Achievement award. 

UUSJ Learnings and Challenges 

Learnings and challenges faced by UUSJ at UUCA is to find additional ways to communicate and 

disseminate information to members and congregates about opportunities for engagement.  

For more information on UUSJ and its activities and accomplishments, go to its website: 

www.uusj.org. On the website, you may also register to receive the UUSJ e-newsletter, which 

publicizes regional and national events, including those by UUCA. 

VOICE (Virginians Organized for Interfaith Community Engagement 

VOICE Vision 

VOICE  believe that people working together have the power to change their communities and 

their county for the better. 

UUCA VOICE Core Team: 10 people. UUCA people who participate in VOICE ACTIONS: 85. Other 

institutions belonging to VOICE: 42  

VOICE Successes 

 Passage of the Affordable Housing Master Plan by a county board vote of 5 to 0.  

(Organizing residents for testimonies, letters to media, building relationships with other 

housing advocates, meetings with county board members and Arlington County staff)  

 Passage of AHIF (Affordable Housing Investment Funding) funding for the Columbia 

Grove Project and Arlington Presbyterian Church conversion to Affordable Housing. 

 Held a Candidate Forum for candidates for the Arlington County Board. 

 Conducted a Get Out the Vote Campaign in two precincts in Arlington that resulted in 

the 12% increase in turn out in one precinct and 24% in the other. 

 Community organizing that resulted in the new Mi Voz Cuenta group (low/moderate 

income APS parents). 

 Holding One on One Relational Meetings with people all over the community... ongoing. 
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 Currently holding 230 Listening Sessions in Northern Virginia to inform the agenda for 

the VOICE October 16, 2,000 Person Assembly with political candidates.  UUCA VOICE 

pledged to hold 15 sessions. 

 Received the 2016 Virginia Governor’s Volunteerism and Community Service Award 

VOICE Challenges 

 As we work on issues of fairness and justice there is always stiff opposition. The 

challenge is to stay strong, engaged, committed and supportive of each other.  

 Recruiting new leadership is an ongoing  challenge. 

VOICE Learnings 

 One on One Relational Meetings are the key to community organizing. 

 One on One meetings can foster the relational  culture inside UUCA... which in Rev. 

Aason’s language would have relating to each other  ‘in  circles, not rows.’ 

 Affordable Housing is a complex subject.  We are now experts in the field.  What would 

you like to know? 

 The people most affected by a condition usually know the solutions to their problems.   

 Power comes and goes. 

Write Here! Write Now! – submitted by Lavona Grow 

Mission 

To increase the frequency of advocacy through writing campaigns to policy makers by providing 

the tools necessary for issue groups to conduct their own campaign on important issues that 

promote UU values. 

Number of people involved: Two people helped to reorganize materials and update legislative 

contact information. The number of people or groups that have participated is unknown since 

this is not a group but a toolkit of instructions, signage and writing supplies available to group 

leaders for their use. 

WHWN Successes  

The Write Here! Write Now! has been replicated at other congregations. The Unitarian 

Universalists for Social Justice (UUSJ) has prepared a toolkit based on UUCA’s writing campaign 

instructions, which is now available through the UUSJ website at www.uusj.org.  

WHWN Learnings and Challenges 

More promotion and outreach is needed to make group leaders aware of the toolkit. 

Instructions, handouts and writing supplies need to be packaged more simply.  
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Faith in Action in Arts 

 

Chalice Theatre – submitted by Sarah Priestman 

Chalice Theatre celebrated its 20th anniversary this spring, with a two-night cabaret which 

featured performers and numbers from the two decades of multigenerational community 

theater.  Chalice Theatre’s mission is to promote the creative vision of the Unitarian Universalist 

church through intergenerational dramatic arts presentations. Each year a spring musical 

production is presented. Past productions include South Pacific, Oklahoma!, Joseph and the 

Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat, Sound of Music, and other well-loved musicals. Dramatic 

readings and other performances are also presented. 

Our steering team includes Robert Albro, Barbara Buzzell, Kate Campbell Deglans, Diane Dorius, 

Mindee Laumann,  Tom O'Reilly, Sarah Priestman, Kit Sibley, and Peter Vitaliano. 

We produced the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical, South Pacific, in 2016.  The show involved 

a cast of 45 (including children), and about ten teens assisted with director support and stage 

management/technical duties.  The show ran for ten performances.  We sold-out nine of these, 

and nearly sold out the tenth.  Our seating capacity was 110.   

We will produce Shrek, the Musical in 2017.  Our cast for South Pacific included several new 

families and younger members of UUCA; our hope with Shrek is to increase the number of youth 

and their families as part of Chalice Theatre to build the community as we move into the future.  

We are excited about aligning aspects of Shrek with RE and look forward to exploring this.  We 

also hope to produce staged readings, if possible.   

Circle Dance 
Through dance we create a meditative atmosphere for connecting mind, body, and spirit; we 

create community and hope to manifest peace into the world.  

Since 2000, we have danced in the UUCA chapel twice a month. Dances are led by three 

experienced teachers who have trained with circle dance teachers from all over the world. We 

typically have 8-12 dancers, including both UUCA members and non-members.  

 Circle Dance Successes 

 About 11 new people tried circle dance this year; 4 of these continue as regular 

dancers. 

 We were recently contacted by a former UUCA member who wishes to start a circle in 

the UU Church of Frederick and is seeking our assistance. 

 Our leaders bring new dances for us to learn. 

 We continue to deepen our appreciation of dance as a means of connecting with 

others, growing spiritually, and lowering stress. 

Circle Dance Learnings and Challenges 
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We want to continue attracting people to circle dance to sustain a community that offers a 

unique spiritual experience.  Our most effective publicity is through our personal networks. We 

have attracted several new members through a meet-up website. We also post fliers on the 

church bulletin board and list our dates on the church calendar. We will continue to explore 

other methods of spreading the word. 

Art Galleries 
Carson Herrington VanderPoel, curator; Meika Ungricht, assistant; Peter VanderPoel, installer 

QUUest Gallery Schedule (for display of work by our members) 

 Aug. 30 to Oct. 11 Heart Balmed: The original artwork by Meika Ungritch 

 Oct. 11 - Nov. 15 UUCA Volunteers: Photographs by George Lauman 

 Nov. 15 - Jan 17 ALL UUCA Small Works (with gift giving in mind!) 

 Jan. 17 – February 28 - UUCA Photographers: Show Us the Light! 

 Feb. 28 - April 24 - South Pacific  

 April 25 - June 11 – Peace Camp Photos 

 May 20-June 5 in Fellowship Hall - Photos from Guatemala 

Center Gallery Schedule (for display of outside artists with some exceptions*) 

 Sept. 22 - Nov. 1 Outside In: An Invitation Through Art (LBAL) 

 Nov. 8 - Jan. 10  Sculpture of the Soul: Lynda Smith-Bugge 

 Jan. 10 - Feb. 17 - Throw Your Hands Up: Paintings by Wayson R. Jones 

 (Feb. 17 - March 20 - Chalice Theater - no art work in Center) 

 April: Bud Hensgen: Israeli-Palastinian 

 May 1 – June 5: Johnny Waddill/Loren Mead 

 June 5 – Sept. ? All UUCA Large Works* 

Art Galleries Challenges 

 Need help with receptions: Person/people to oversee making coffee, tea, putting cloths 

on tables, help provide snacks/refreshments, flowers etc. AND recruit others to help. 

Currently, for refreshments, I use my own money and/or whatever $$ we might have 

from sales of artwork (20% of purchase price) and Meika bakes cookies and/or makes 

finger sandwiches. (In January, a covenant group took on the reception as their service 

project and it worked beautifully - they were wonderful! (They also helped to provide an 

audience when the attendance might have been skimpy otherwise. Low or no 

attendance is embarrassing when we are hosting outside artists.)  

 Need light administrative help: keeping files in order, help account for sales, help to 

gather or create documentation of shows and events, support PR/marketing efforts if 

any.  

 Need a dedicated audio person for 5-6 receptions a year. 

 Need space for gallery supplies, easels, table clothes and to store poster archives, and 

artwork when artists are unable to retrieve work by pick-up deadline. 
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Lifespan Spiritual Development 
LeeAnn Williams, Director of Lifespan and Religious Education 

Lifespan Learning 

the way we grow and deepen through exercising our curiosity 

and engaging new ideas and concepts 

Children’s Religious Education 
 Engagement and Participation: In 2015-2016, 99 committed volunteers supported our 

children and youth RE programs. Our Sunday classroom attendance averaged 175.  

 Preschool Program: This year preschool continued offering the Spirit Play program. 

Spirit Play is proving to be one of our most lively offerings—for both adult volunteers 

and children.  Based on the Montessori Method of education, Spirit Play provides 

children a balance of story time, reflection, and play.  

 Elementary Program: This year the focus of the Lower Elementary Program was UU 

Identity and Heritage. The classes that showed the highest engagement and attendance 

were those which were interactive and multiple intelligence based. The elementary 

program is still primarily supported by our parents. Engaging our non-parents in the 

faith development of our children and youth is a goal for upcoming years.  

Our Whole Lives Sexuality & Values (OWL)  
This year we offered a total of five OWL classes for 1st, 5th, 8th and 11th/12th graders.  This 

program continues to be a point of entry for our community. However, our challenge remains to 

be retaining our “OWL only” families—families who attend UUCA for the OWL program and 

otherwise have no relationship to the congregation. The OWL Committee is a strong, well 

organized committee whose support makes this program a mainstay of RE.   

Youth Programs 
CASE (Community, Education, Social Justice, and Education): this year long program created by 

Kate Gallup, Annie Parker, and Dave Shepard has proven to be one of our most successful this 

year. Designed to engage our 6th-8th graders, CASE format is highly interactive. Highlights of the 

year include sleepovers, Beacon House visit, and kayaking. Key to the success of CASE, is the 

much-appreciated parent support component that was offered in tandem with the youth 

program.  

Youth Group: Under the leadership of Youth Coordinator, Andrea Albamonte our high school 

youth program, continues to offer rich, challenging, welcoming space for teens.  As always, the 

service trip is a highlight of the church year. In March, 21 youth and 5 adults traveled to West 

Virginia to perform home improvement projects for residents of the Pipestem area.  

Adult Religious Education 
 Adult Religious Education Committee: We are fortunate to have a strong team of 

leaders guiding and shaping this program along with the Director of Lifespan Education: 

Martha Dee Emory, Regina Koffman, Kathy Smith, Marcy Leverenz, and Bob Blinn.  
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 Wellspring Wednesday Program: Part of the adult faith development here at UUCA, this 

program was launched this spring with 86 registered participants.  Attendance each 

week averaged 70.  A total of six classes/workshops were offered. This program will 

continue next year offering three sessions: Fall, Winter, Spring Sessions.  

Looking Ahead 

As this was a transition year, I gained much important insights on how to shape the program 

over the next five years.  Goals include: 

 Moving toward a more interactive children’s program 

 Engaging more non-parents in the support of our program 

 Improving the physical space downstairs, creating a more inviting environment 

 Integrating worship themes into the programming for children and youth 

 Expanding opportunities for faith development for adults  

Young Adults – SEE PAGE 51     

Youth Ministry – submitted by Noah Hall  

Youth Group membership fluctuates, but it is usually around 20-30 people. The group aims 

primarily to give an environment which is youth led and adult facilitated, with goals that are 

determined by the youth, and activities/service projects that enrich the group, the church, and 

the greater community. (Whatever that community may be.)  

Youth Ministry Successes 

Our successes this year have been our service project to West Virginia, the Chili Cuuk Off, and 

the Youth Sunday service. The Chili Cuuk Off and Youth Sunday focused more on the goals of 

enriching the church and group, whereas the service trip was primarily intended to serve an 

external community. 

The leadership of the youth group has shifted and because of this we are working on how youth 

group will be structured going forward.  

Library/Resource Center Renewal 
Library/Resource Center Mission 

The goal of this project is to renew the UUCA library resources, make them more accessible to 

the congregation, and identify current and future needs.   

Library/Resource Successes 

 Identified subject headings (e.g., UU history, UU writings, humanism, Christianity) such 

as those used in bookstores that would be appropriate for a UUCA collection. 

 Sorted and shelved existing book, tape, and other collections in the upstairs and 

downstairs spaces using the subject headings. 

 Creating an electronic database that is sortable.   

 Incorporating donations. 
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 Working on consolidating most of the collection in the upstairs space and identifying 

how best to use both spaces. 

 Coordinating with the book stall team.   

 Initiating discussions about relationship of archives and library.  

 Beginning discussions re next steps.  

Library/Resource Learnings and Challenges 

 Many of the resources have not been used for years. 

 UUCA has a remarkable collection of resources related to UU history, theology, and 

spiritual writings.  

 Soul Matters groups, Wellspring Wednesdays, and other initiatives have created needs 

for more resources for lay leaders. 

 Our challenges are to design a system, identify specific needs, and make the best use of 

the space, books, and other materials. 

 

STUDY GROUPS 

Dream Study Group 
Dram Study Group Mission 

 At dream study group, we gather to share our dreams with one another and offer our 

projections/interpretations of each other’s dreams in order to deepen our understanding of 

ourselves and the world around us. Number of People: 11 members. 

Dream Study Group Successes 

 We gained three new members this year. 

Dream Study Group Challenges 

 We need to contact the person who updates the UUCA website in order to change some 

of the information about Dream Study Group on the website. As a group, we are also 

learning to integrate visiting members into the group. 

Holistic Moms Network,  Arlington/Alexandria Chapter  -- submitted by Michelle Rief 

The Arlington/Alexandria chapter of the Holistic Moms Network (HMN) meets on the third 

Thursday of each month from 7-9pm at UUCA.  The mission of the national organization is to 

connect parents interested in holistic health and green living.  Our chapter has a team of six co-

leaders and maintains between 40-60 members.  Meetings are free and open to the public and 

typically attract 10-20 attendees, several of whom are visitors.  In addition to monthly meetings, 

we organize: 

 Weekly “Wednesdays in the Woods” play dates at various nature parks in the area 

 Quarterly Moms Night Outs (MNOs) 

 Quarterly birth blessings for expectant mothers 
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 A members-only yahoo listserv that provides support and builds community 

 A blog and public Facebook page where folks can learn about our group 

Holistic Moms Network 

 Our biggest challenge is encouraging active participation of our members.   Many 

members are busy moms who find it difficult to attend meetings, but they frequently 

comment that the yahoo listserv is an invaluable resource for questions related to 

health and child-rearing.  

Holistic Moms Network contact information: 

 Email: membershiphmnarlalex@gmail.com or michrief@gmail.com  

 Chapter website: http://arlalexva.holisticmoms.org/ 

 Chapter blog: http://holisticmomsarlalex.blogspot.com/ 

 Chapter Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/HMNArlingtonVA/ 

 National organization: http://www.holisticmoms.org/ 

 National Facebook page:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/HMNMembers/ 
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Music Ministry 
Bob Griffith, Director of Music 

Ministering to Our Guests and Our Members Through Music 

Membership in Music Groups and Activities 
Clerestory Choir: 55-60 members. Their mission is “Our music nurtures the heart and lifts the 

spirit.” Members provided engaging and inspirational choral music for most Sunday worship 

services September through May. The choir also presented a spring concert in June featuring the 

major classical choral work “Requiem” by W. A. Mozart. Chamber Choir, an ad hoc subset of 

Clerestory Choir, sings several times a year in worship services and for other special events.  

Chalice Choir: 35-40 members. Grades pre-school through grade 3. This ensemble sings in 

Sunday worship service every 5-6 weeks.  

TrUUbadours Choir: 10-15 members. Grades 4 through  6. This ensemble also sings in Sunday 

worship service every 5-6 weeks.  

Youth Choir: 20 members. Grades 7 through 12. The Youth Choir sings in Sunday worship 

service every 5-6 weeks. Each year during their school spring break, Youth Choir members also 

lead a week long service ministry. This year they visited a community in rural West Virginia. 

SHINE Choir: 15-20 members. This ensemble provides a healing ministry through their music by 

visiting home-bound people. 

Professional Music Leadership 

Bob Griffith, Director of Music, conducts Clerestory Choir, and plays piano and organ for Sunday 

services and for other events at the church. He supervises other paid and volunteer music 

leaders, and he coordinates with the Music Committee and church staff to provide 

administrative leadership for music in the church. 

Bea Ann Phillips directs  Chalice Choir, TrUUbadours Choir, Youth Choir, and SHINE Choir. Bea 

Ann also works with Rev. Aaron to help plan music for special events, including Christmas week 

services, meditation services, and the Youth Program/Youth Choir annual service trips. 

Ken Bissel is the church’s Director of Handbells. He coordinates and conducts performances of 

the UUCA handbell ensembles. 

Bob Kline is a highly valued volunteer to the music program: He is pianist and organist for 

Clerestory Choir, Chalice Choir, and TrUUbadours Choir. Together with Bea Ann Phillips, he 

organizes and plays piano for Christmas Eve family services. Bob also provides occasional solo 

keyboard music and choral leadership for Sunday services. 

Music Ministry Successes and Challenges 

 Perform a wider range of musical diversity. Clerestory Choir, Children’s Choirs, Youth 

Choir, and handbell ensembles  all presented music in a variety of styles, languages, and 

religious traditions. For example, Clerestory Choir performed pieces in Spanish, in Latin, 

and in German. They sang many styles, including spirituals, gospel, musical theater, 
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contemporary and traditional classical music from European, American, and African 

sources. At Christmas, Clerestory Choir sang – in German – excerpts from “Christmas 

Oratorio” by J. S. Bach. Children’s Choirs and Youth Choir also performed music in a 

variety of languages and ethnically diverse origins. One challenge this past year was 

learning only a limited amount of new music. This coming fiscal year, we will be looking 

at new ways to finance the acquisition of new music. 

 Establish a regular Musical Meditation service.  The first two monthly “Transmissions” 

services were presented in May and June. The programming included musical 

“soundscapes” by Woven Green, a multi-talented professional musical duo. 

 Grow the house band. During the first months of the 2015-16 fiscal year, band 

members known as “Awesome Garage Band” played approximately once a month in 

Sunday services. The past few months, the band has not appeared regularly as a group. 

However, several band members individually provided musical support on drums, 

guitar, bass, keyboards in worship services for contemporary popular songs and musical 

theater selections. Vocalists – solo and small ensembles – performed most of that music 

in worship services. A challenge in the coming year will be to recruit more church 

members – and their friends and colleagues – to participate in a regular band for Sunday 

services.  

 Develop a monthly sing-along choir. Although two “Just Sing” sing-along events took 

place in the fall, the series was discontinued due to lack of financial support. However, if 

funds can be obtained to hire part-time professional leadership in the coming fiscal 

year, “Just Sing” series will re-start this coming fall. 

 Create outreach opportunities for adult choral groups.  A major challenge for the 

coming year is to create a new adult choir to sing contemporary and ethnically diverse 

music for in-house and off-campus music ministry. 

Handbells – submitted by Ken Bissell, Director of Handbells 

The handbell program is open to all individuals from children through adult regardless of their 

prior musical experience. This program provides an opportunity for those individuals to have a 

small group experience within the larger membership of the church. Through this experience 

they are able to connect with each other, develop and grow close relationships, experience the 

excitement of creating music together and sharing that experiences with the congregation and 

others outside of UUCA Arlington. 

Last summer as the new fiscal year began, the church budget short falls forced funding for the 

handbell program to be severely cut back. This prompted revision of the job description for the 

Director of Handbells. As a result adjustments were made and a number of leaders emerged 

from within the handbell groups to provide additional support for the program. Sara Yue from 

Polymnia led a handbell ringer task force to assist the church in finding solutions to the situation 

including ways to increase funding for the entire church. Donna Brown stepped forward from 

Bellissimo to assist in leading that ensemble in rehearsal even though she did not have any 

training in conducting. All of these actions allowed the handbell program to maintain Bellissimo 

and Polymnia but the pursuit of the Young Ringers ensemble was temporarily curtailed.   

The groups we currently have are as follows: 
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 Bellissimo – 10 Members 

 Polymnia   -  14 Members 

In the fall the ringers assisted in manning a display in the fellowship hall between services to 

give members a chance to know what the handbell program could offer them. From this activity 

we brought in a few new members and have others interested. This spring a chapel was held 

during the RE time to give older children the opportunity to have a “hands on” experience with 

the handbells and chimes.  A handbell lesson opportunity was also offered to members during 

the church wide auction. Both of these activities were organized and led by the current 

members. We now have a list of people who have interest in the program for next season.  

Bellissimo continued regular rehearsals this year and members of this group participated in the 

handbell festival sponsored by the Handbell Musicians of America (HMA) in March at the Ocean 

City Convention Center, Ocean City, Md. This 2 day event give the ringers the opportunity to ring 

under the leadership of a nationally known handbell composer, arranger and conductor as well 

as the opportunity to meet other people of all denominations. 

Polymnia began this season with a Saturday reading session at UUCA followed by a social hosted 

by one of the ringers for all the ringers and their families. In November they participated in the 

annual Northern Virginia Handbell Festival in Centreville, Va. They also provided music for both 

worship services every 6 weeks and attended the handbell festival sponsored by the HMA in 

April at the Benton Convention Center, Winston-Salem, N.C. At this event Polymnia was the only 

group who qualified to ring the bronze selection which is at a more difficult level then the rest of 

the festival music. As a result they experienced a one on one master class with the festival 

conductor, Michael Glasgow noted composer, arranger and conductor. They were also invited to 

ring the selection as a solo performance during the final concert which was open to the public.  

Both ensembles will be involved in providing music for the 10:15 worship service on Sunday, 

June 12, 2016 which will also include other instruments and voice.  

Music Committee --  submitted by Phyllis Liner, Chair 

Music Committee Mission 

Develop and support a music program that nurtures the spirituality of UUCA. Music Committee 

has eight members.  

Music Committee Successes 

 As a General Fund raiser the Clerestory Choir worked with Chalice Theatre to celebrate 

their 20th Year Anniversary with a Cabaret on two consecutive nights with full houses. 

 The Choir advertised our unused robes on eBay and found a buyer from a high school 

choir in West Virginia. We sold our robes to a very appreciative recipient. 

 Clerestory choir membership was increased by recruitment at New UU sessions and 

through the Choir Open House 

 The choir sang at both services on most Sundays.  Some sang for either the first or 

second service, but many sang for both! 
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 The Music Committee sponsored 11 performances of Live in the Center concerts  as a 

joint venture with Stone Room.  Except for one occasion at least one member of the 

committee was in attendance at each concert. 

 Installed a plaque that recognized monetary gifts that present choir members gave to 

purchase additional handbells and percussion instruments in memory of three deceased 

members.   

Music Committee Learnings and Challenges 

 Due to budget restraints, keeping enthusiasm and interest in choir with relatively no 

new music purchased. 

 Because of the demand of singing for both services on most Sundays, having smaller 

numbers of singers at each service.  

 No venues were secured for social outreach.         

Live At The Center!  -- submitted by Susan Andalora 

Live At The Center! Mission 

Bring live music to UUCA for the benefit of the musicians, the audience, and to bring in those 

who are not familiar with UUCA.  

Live At The Center! Successes 

 Since July 1, 2015, Live At The Center! has hosted 17 diverse artists, groups and music 

genres at UUCA in partnership with Stone Room Concerts. 

 Some of these concerts brought in and delighted standing-room-only audiences. 

 Kim & Reggie Smith came to UUCA in February to perform in concert, and Reggie 

provided meaningful songs in Sunday morning services. 

 The Yale chorus and the Duke Ellington chorus filled the room with a very enthusiastic 

audience, to include special surprise guest, Ysaye Barnwell. 

 Joe Ely and Jack Williams brought in many fans from the good ole' days, as well as many 

first-time visitors to the church.  

 We learned of one new member who was introduced to the church by attending one of 

these concerts. Many others have expressed interest in coming to services and 

participating in other programs UUCA offers. 

Live At The Center! Challenges 

 We learned that scheduling concerts close to certain holidays results in low attendance.  
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Ministry of Administration and Finance 
Tamara Srader, Chief Administrative Officer 

Personnel 

UUCA has an amazing team that has welcomed me into the day-to-day operations.  I began this 

journey in January of 2016 moving from Fort Worth, Texas and a long career leading teams in 

Big Four public accounting firms.  Given the budget situation occurring last year, some staff had 

their hours reduced in order to meet budget requirements.  In addition, the absence of an 

Administrator from June 2015 until January 2016 left some holes to fill from a staffing 

perspective. Stepping up the plate were Barbara Gilligan, Beth Enriquez and Paul Kearney to 

assist with tasks not being completed by the opening.   

Building 

With all capital projects completed, the building has seen an increased amount of use over the 

past year.  Many evenings you will have a challenge finding a parking spot!   The biggest change 

to the building was the need to replace our air conditioning system.  This was a $146,000 

expenditure that was funded through a generous unrestricted legacy estate gift to the Church.  

The system is more efficient than the previous one and will hopefully save on our electric 

expenditures.  

Finance 

This past year, due mainly to openings for unfilled positions, we had positive cash flow.  Given 

the upcoming increase in mortgage costs from movement of expenses from the capital 

campaign to the operating budget, overall impact will be high in the next few years.  In April the 

Strategic Plan was unveiled, and this will help guide strategy including growth. 

Facilities and Grounds – Submitted by Paul Kearney, Facilities Manager  

This was a good year for our facility, capped by the purchase and installation of our new air-

conditioning chillers, a large project which should keep us cool for many years to come. With 

this project, our entire HVAC system is up to date and should keep us more comfortable than 

ever before.  

We’ve also successfully adopted new technologies, most notably in audio and video. We have a 

superb group of trained volunteers, and we have created some new presentation opportunities 

for groups with our cart-mounted flat screen televisions. These were put together at a very 

modest cost and are relatively easy to set up and use. They’ve become quite popular.  

The DIG/Green Action committee has shown renewed vigor in looking after our grounds and 

plants, a welcome effort given our very limited budget in this area. They have been weeding, 

mulching, trimming and restoring native plants when possible and appropriate. We thank them 

for their volunteer service.  

I’m looking forward to another year of making UUCA a safe, functional and welcoming 

environment.  
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Strategic Planning Team – submitted by Allen Keiswetter 

Strategic Planning Team consisted of nine members whose backgrounds reflected the diversity 

that UUCA strives for.  Rev Aaron charged the team with sketching “strategic goals for the next 

five years that help paint a picture of what UUCA’s three Ends might look like when 

implemented.”  He later asked the team to take our planning a step further toward program 

planning.  

Strategic Planning Successes 

 Consulted broadly across the congregation with conversations with more than 300 

congregants, extensive consultations with Ministers and staff and attendance at Board 

discussions relevant to our work, 

 Presented preliminary conclusions at a well-attended leadership meeting and at Town 

Hall meetings. 

 Drafted and presented to the congregation a strategic plan approved by Rev Aaron that 

identified goals, specified 16 Indicators for those goals, and set out metrics for each of 

UUCA’s three Ends and for our financial and management objectives. 

 Conducted a survey with more than 600 responses that will serve as a baseline metric 

for monitoring progress toward fulfilling or Ends and strategic goals.  

Strategic Planning Learnings and Challenges 

The team learned from our outreach across church life that UUCA is a vibrant community, 

willing to take on the challenges of growing into a more diverse church. As we implement 

“Growing Together,” we will emphasize small group ministry, intentional growth, encouraging 

diversity, re-envisioning religious education, achieving new excellence in our music and arts 

programs, and continuing to be an exemplary force for social justice and service for our 

community and beyond. For the first time, we will have specific metrics by which we can 

measure our progress as a church committed to connect, grow and serve. 

Communications – submitted by Mary Ann Bolton, Communications Coordinator 

The church’s online newsletter, Connections, continues to be the church’s main line of 

communication with the congregation. There are over 1,400 that receive the e-newsletter each 

week and an average of 50 who receive paper copies through the U.S. Postal Service. Increased 

visuals around the church, more use of social media and an increase in special announcements 

on Sundays has helped to keep the congregation better informed. We utilized YouTube 

(UUCAPublications) and Facebook to pre-record a sermon when a Sunday service had to be 

canceled due to a snowstorm. We had record response to that video and others – Rev. Aaron’s 

video on “A Church Without Walls” and a video of congregants sharing on the theme of 

gratitude shared had record viewings. The church does have a Twitter account 

(@UUArlingtonVa) though keeping it current is a staffing challenge.  In May, a company was 

contracted to re-design the website and we anticipate completion early in the church year. We 

look forward to a new site that is more welcoming and informative for those new to the church 

and one that is more robust and integrated with video and social media. Over a 30-day period 
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we average 2,983 new users to our current site. We expect to see a substantial increase in the 

coming year.  

Communications Team – submitted by Janice Morris 

Mission  

To tell the story of UUCA both internally and externally 

Communications Team Successes 

 Held meetings in August and September, 2015.  Janice produced a Church Without 

Walls video of Rev. Aaron for his installation to put on the website.  Group helped with 

banner, stickers, and other aspects of the event as well. 

 Held a meeting in March organized by Tamara to kick off the group.  Discussed mission 

and agenda. 

 Cancelled meeting in April - held phone conference in May to be brought up to date on 

website development which is well underway. 

Communications Team Learnings and Challenges 

 MESSAGING - Incorporate the mission of Connect. Grow. Serve. into all of our 

communications. 

 Create avenues to make it easier for congregants to provide feedback so they feel 

heard. 

 Analyze strengths and weaknesses of both our internal and external communications. 

 Review the church calendar and upcoming events for opportunities to maximize 

outreach and encourage participation through pro-active communications. 

 Reach out to lay leaders, church groups, staff, and RE representatives to solicit 

suggestions of how we can be helpful.   

 Implementation: Monthly meetings with guest speakers as needed. 

Communications still to be decided 

 Big Projects 

 Small Projects 

 Yearly Projects 

 Stewardship Campaign 

 Budget Process 

Financial Advisory Group – submitted by Peter Vitaliano, UUCA Treasurer 

UUCA Operating Results:  Revenues and Expenses 

The church has an operating budget of $1,468,000 for Fiscal Year 2015-16, which was approved 

by the Congregation at the annual meeting on June 7, 2015.  During the first six months of the 

fiscal year, total revenues averaged just over $155,000 per month and total expenses averaged 

just over $116,000 per month.  These results were due largely to the higher than average pledge 

payments that typically occur during the first half of the July-June fiscal year, particularly year-
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end payments in December for tax purposes, to an earlier-than-typical pattern of pledge 

payments this year and to vacancies in the staff positions of Chief Administrative Officer and 

Director of Lifetime Religious Education during all or part of the first half of this fiscal year.  At 

the end of December, the year-to-date operating surplus, or surplus of revenues over expenses, 

was $234,250.  During the subsequent four months, January through April, total revenues 

averaged just over $82,000 per month and total expenses averaged $123,666 per month.  These 

results were due largely to lower than average pledge payments typical for a fiscal year second 

half and to the filling of remaining staff vacancies.  At the end of April 2016, the year-to-date 

operating surplus was down to just under $68,100. 

At the end of April 2016, year-to-date total revenues were $1,259,540, just ahead of budget.  

Key components of total revenues were pledge payments and contributions (87% of total and 

just over budget), rental revenue (9% of total and almost equal to budget for the full year) and 

fundraising (3% of total and under budget).  At the end of April 2016, year-to-date total 

expenses were $1,190,963, which was under budget.  Key components of total expenses were 

total staff costs, both compensation and benefits (68% of total and just under budget), buildings 

and grounds (13% of total and over budget) and mortgage payments, not including the 

construction line of credit, which is still being paid from the Capital Campaign (9% of total and 

just under budget). 

UUCA Investment Funds and Reserves 

The church’s operating reserves consist primarily of the General Fund/Designated Accounts and 

the Replacement Reserve, both invested in Fidelity Mutual funds. The former holds liquid funds 

not needed for immediate expenses, which are paid from BB&T checking accounts.  The latter is 

restricted. The combined balance in these two accounts at the end of April 2016 was $245,995. 

Board policy under policy governance requires the Executive to operate with at least two 

months of liquid operating reserves, unless otherwise approved by the Board. Two months of 

the church’s operating budget of $1,468,000 for Fiscal Year 2015-16 is $244,667, so this policy 

was complied with as of April 30, 2016. 

The UUCA Endowment Fund consisted, at the end of April 2016, of $969,438 invested in various 

Vanguard mutual funds plus $612,682 due from the Capital Campaign plus $29,092 in notes 

receivable from the OpenDoor Housing Fund (ODHF), for a total of $1,611,212. Board policy 

under policy governance requires the Executive to maintain a balance in the Endowment Fund 

not less than 100% of the annual operating budget ($1,468,000 for the current fiscal year) 

except in connection with refinancing the mortgage, in which circumstance the Endowment 

Fund balance shall be not less than 50% of the annual operating budget. Therefore, this policy 

was complied with at the 100% level as of April 30, 2016. Board policy under policy governance 

also permits the Executive to draw up to 4% of the Endowment Fund balance each year for 

annual requests and also more than 4% of the Endowment Fund balance for the purpose of 

refinancing the mortgage. 

The loan from the Endowment Fund to the Capital Campaign was collateralized by legacy 

pledges to the Capital Campaign. This obligation, which is internal to the finances of the church, 

has $200,000, or about 33% of the balance, of remaining legacy pledges against it. ODHF paid 

the church $12,687 in principal and interest on its notes from UUCA during Fiscal Year 2015-16. 
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This represented about 30% of the outstanding balance of, and interest on, these notes. ODHF 

has ceased its business operations but is continuing to collect some payments on its portfolio of 

loans to low-income housing organizations, which will be paid out to UUCA on a pro-rata basis 

as received. This portfolio is being liquidated and is in various stages of payment, non-payment 

and potential foreclosure, so the current balance of the notes must be considered illiquid and 

will need to be written down to a more realistic level prior to the next external audit of the 

church’s finances. 

Capital Campaign and Long-term Debt 

The balance on the construction line of credit for the recent addition to the church building and 

related work on the parking lot was $1,783,222 at the end of April 2016. Interest and principal 

payments to date have been made from the Capital Campaign but will need to be incorporated 

into the operating budget next year. The balance on the existing mortgage was $1,830,670 at 

the end of April 2016. This mortgage, together with the construction line of credit, will need to 

be combined and refinanced at the end of Fiscal Year 2016-17. 

Other Finance-Related Board Policies under Policy Governance 

Other board policies under policy governance impose various requirements on the Executive in 

connection with managing the church’s finances. These include operating with an approved 

annual budget, a long-term financial plan, a long-term strategic plan, and a 20-year facilities 

maintenance/replacement plan and restricted replacement reserve. Board policies also require 

the Executive to seek the board’s approval for a number of financial actions beyond day-to-day 

operations under the annual operating budget. As of April 2016, the Executive was in 

compliance with these policies with the exception of a policy that requires UUCA to provide its 

full fair share of financial support to the Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) and the Joseph 

Priestly District of the UUA, which is merging with three other UUA districts to become Central 

East Region of the UUA (UUA-CER). UUCA has budgeted $36,000, or 50% of full fair share of 

support to the UUA and JPD for Fiscal Year 2015-16. 

Finance Committee 
The Executive authorizes the Finance Committee and directs it to review available monthly and 

annual financial statements of UUCA.  The Finance Committee is responsible for volunteer 

review of UUCA financial operations and condition, assisting and advising the Executive and 

Treasurer.  This assistance and advice includes budget preparation, the monthly report to the 

Treasurer and the Board, the audit, content of relevant Executive Limitations and such other 

matters of church finance that may, from time to time, arise.  The Finance Committee also 

advises the Treasurer in maintaining the church records and preparation of reports.  In addition, 

the Committee serves at the request of the Executive from time to time on the Church financial 

situation, and when a major financial decision is to be made. 

Current members of the Finance Committee are Gene Mulligan, Bob Gayer, Chad Ohlandt, Bill 

Piez, Don Leverenz, Diane Ullius, Allen Keiswetter, Peter Vitaliano, and Bill Fogarty with 

professional staff representation including Aaron McEmrys, Tamara Srader, and Beth Enriquez. 
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The Finance Committee meets monthly in advance of the monthly Board of Trustees meeting.  It 

is informally chaired by UUCA Treasurer, Peter Vitaliano. 

The Finance Committee has met each month of the current fiscal year and has provided advice 

and guidance to the Executive on a broad range of church financial issues, especially during the 

first half of the year during which the position of church administrator was vacant.  Following 

the hiring of Tamara Srader as UUCA’s Chief Administrative Officer in January, the Committee 

has worked particularly closely with her.  In addition to reviewing the monthly UUCA statements 

of revenue and expenses, the balance sheet and the Capital Campaign, the Committee has 

provided advice and recommendations on the Endowment Fund, the upcoming refinancing of 

the line of credit for the new construction and the church’s five-year financial plan, among other 

issues.  The Committee has successfully encouraged active participation and involvement by 

those engaged in other, finance-related church committees and undertakings, including the 

chairs of the Stewardship Committee and the Strategic Planning Committee, as well as 

leadership of the Capital Campaign. 

Memorial Garden 
The Memorial Garden has a committee of three:  Carol Hopper, Chair.  Mollie Jewell and Roger 

Soles are the Committee members.  Judy Fisher is working on new advert for " The Connections" 

Newsletter. Dick Graham and Jane McKeel are advisers. 

Memorial Garden Successes 

 Gardening work completed of weeding, tree pruning, and fall leaf removal...$1,300 

 Four new names engraved and eight death dates added...$1,400 

 Repairs and mold cleaning of stele, resulting from age and tree roots at 

foundations...$2,000 

 Volunteer weeding and trash removal assistance  throughout the area, visitors to the 

MG are year round. 

Rentals – submitted by Barbara Gilligan, Administrative Coordinator 

Rental income has seen an increase in the 2015/16 fiscal year and promises to do as well in the 

coming year. Our continuing rentals include the Moroccan American Community, Kol Ami, 

Buddhist Meditation, the Arlington Chorus and several support groups.  Three returning 

children’s camps have become part of the summer rental scene–plus our church-sponsored 

Peace Camp. 

Additional income throughout the year is generated from weddings, memorial services, private 

parties, concerts, workshops and meetings. 

DIG (Do It Green) – submitted by Jennifer Frum 

DIG this year has made great progress, in our efforts to improve the grounds of the church, and 

to make more use of them to display native plants.  

DIG Successes 
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 We have established regular monthly meetings (Third Wednesdays) and regular 

workdays (Second Thursdays and fourth Saturdays). 

 We have about ten very interested and active members, and others interested and 

supportive.  One of us has gotten a professional assessment of ways to improve the 

George Mason Slope.  Paul Kearney has been most cooperative and we communicate 

with him regularly. 

 We have continued work on the longterm landscape plan for the church. Areas have 

been designated with Numbers, and we have several stewards signed up.  We have 

regular notification of our activities in Connections. Several Covenant Groups have 

offered to work with us in improving the grounds. 

 We provided four different display tables in Fellowship Hall during Earth Month. 

SCRIP Fundraising 
Scrip Sales is a small fund-raiser carried on through the year by four volunteers.  The church 

pays $95 for gift cards worth $100 at Giant Foods and we sell them between services at a table 

in Fellowship Hall.   

This year we have raised over $1,000.  Our one serious challenge is promotion – how to make 

sure that every congregant who routinely shops at Giant knows of the program without 

influencing anyone’s shopping habits, which we feel is not our place. 
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Name of group UUCA – Young Adults 

Number of group members   

           Facebook group 150 

           On listserv 169 

           Regular Event      Attendees 35 

Mission Statement To provide social, spiritual, and service events for young adults 

between the ages of 18-39 and support the church’s mission to 

grow, connect, and serve. 

Successes          Increasing participation in events. 

         Keeping track of growth and setting up the ability to pass 

information along to future leadership. 

         Increasing the number of social and service events. 

         Organizing a large group camping trip with members of 

surrounding congregations. Registration is almost full at this time 

(29/36 available spots have been taken).           

           Grow: 

  

         Beer, Pizza and Questions about the Universe: Our most 

attended event with ~15 people per month. Also is a fundraiser 

for the Young Adults restricted fund. So far we have grown our 

fund to $245 and we have another event next week.  

           Connect: 

  

         Brunch: Made into a small fundraiser for the church. Raised 

$72+ for the general fund. Tried increasing involvement with 

other members of the church, but participation of other 

members was fleeting. 

         Other social events: Karaoke night, board game night, and 

bowling are all events which have attendance at about 7-10 

people each. Bowling will likely become a regular event with 

other sporadic social events continuing.  

         Have a space in Fellowship Hall to table and sign up new 

members. 

          Serve:           Assisting general church functions: Hosted a Happy Hour 

on 4/12 with 35 attendees, 14 Young adults. Have the goal of 

helping with coffee/ushering in the future. 

         Meeting with VOICE: Establishing connections with 

service/activism organizations within the church. 

         Meeting with PAG: Learning and understanding what the 

church is doing to serve our partners in Guatemala 

Challenges          Getting the word out about events. 

         Losing membership and interest to other congregations. 

         Inspiring self-leadership and encouraging group members 

to create events.  

           Grow: 

  

         We only have one spiritually focused event per month—

there is room to add more opportunities for deep discussions and 

reflection. 

           Connect: 

  

         Looking into ways to connect with surrounding religious 

communities and other UU congregations. In planning stages, not 

yet off the ground just yet. 

          Serve:           Inspiring interest in these activities is a challenge.  

         Still in the early stages of developing plans for coffee and 

ushering.  
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W ho W e Are 
Director of Congregational Life Sarah M asters tracks our demographic statistics.  This 

table shows how our current data com pare with those of the two previous years. 

  

 
 

2015-2016 
 

2014-2015 
 

2013-2014 

 
Number of Households 

 
973 

 
1028 

 

994 

 
Total Number of  Members 

Total New Members 

Moving from Inquiring Friends 

Moving from Friend 

Moving from Newcomer 

From Other Categories (Incl. youth) 

 
824 

59 

35 

17 

5 

2 

 
840 

69 

25 

26 

14 

4 

 

834 

48 

16 

22 

8 

2 

 
Friends 

Inquiring Friends 

 
433 

126 

 
450 

181 

 

441 

153 

 
Age 

Infant to age 12 

Age 13 - 17 

Age 18 - 35 

Age 36 - 64 

Age 65 - 79 

Age 80 - 90 

Age 91 and above 

Unknown 

 
M ale  Female 

171 189 

77 83 

44 84 

239 413 

114 201 

28 41 

3 17 

95 118 

 
M ale   Female 

191 193 

80 100 

50 87 

264 455 

109 193 

25 40 

4 18 

112 135 

 

M ale   Female 

188 201 

81 96 

39 82 

281 440 

95 184 

30 38 

5 18 

97 133 

 
Visitors signing up for newsletter 

 
375 

 
465 

 

431 

 
Pledging units 

Percentage of pledging units to 

households canvassed 

Total dollars pledged 

 
705 

 

71% 

$1,259,675.32 

 
681 

 

70% 

$1,239,005.02 

 

703 

 
72% 

$1,211,579.50 

 
Adult Education classes offered 

No. of adults registered for classes 

Children registered in R E 

Average R E attendance 

9:15 children/9:15 teachers/aides 

11:15 children/11:15 teachers/aides 

 
13 

186 

330 

 

70/24 

72/21 

 
 
 

348 

 

69/22 

60/21 

 

39 

448 

389 

 
85/27 

76/23 

 
A vg worship attendance 9:15/11:15 

Average summer attendance 

 
180/219 

238 

 
185/220 

234 

 

178/208 

209 
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ATTACHMENT  
 

 

 

2014-15 Group Reports 

Alpha Order 
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UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation: ARLINGTON FOOD ASSISTANCE CENTER 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

UUCA works through community partners to serve those in need. Arlington Food Assistance 

Center is one of the community partners that UUCA works with. There is a 20+ year history of 

partnership between our church and AFAC, which is the local food bank for our community in 

Arlington. 

The focus of our group is to connect the church through giving and volunteer time to AFAC.  

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

AFAC serves those in our community who are food-insecure; our support of AFAC is a direct tie 

to the “Serve” part of UUCA’s mission.  

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

We support AFAC through financial contributions, food drives, and by providing volunteers. We 

measure success through the participation in these 3 activities: 

 Financial contributions: AFAC is a give-the-plate recipient, shared with A-SPAN and 

ALIVE. 

 Food drives: we collect food in September (Hunger Action Month) and again in the 

spring.  

 Volunteers: UUCA members and friends are active volunteers at AFAC. We provide a 

gateway for new members and friends to connect to AFAC and to fellow church 
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members through volunteer activities. UUCA provides the volunteers needed for 

Saturday morning distribution on the second Saturday every other month. There are 

volunteers from our church community, and often covenant groups choose this 

volunteer activity as their service project.  

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 

priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

UUCA’s relationship with AFAC directly contributes to our mission to Serve the community 

we live in, and expand to a Church Without Walls. Our volunteers and contributions are 

important to providing food to vulnerable neighbors in Arlington.  

A new activity this year is a great example of how our commitment to AFAC goes beyond 

“Serve” to creating Connections in the church and outside the church. This year we 

partnered with the preschool on a food drive, preparation of emergency food kits, and “field 

trip” to AFAC. The 1st, 2nd, and 5th grade RE classes helped assemble emergency food kits for 

AFAC. Many social justice activities at our church are geared toward adults, and in fact most 

volunteer opportunities at AFAC headquarters are only for older teens and adults. We are 

excited about this activity as a way to engage the youngest people in our church (6 and 7 

year olds!) in a hands-on service activity.  
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I am not familiar with the other initiatives and will ask Reverend Linda when she returns 

from sabbatical for her guidance on how what we do for AFAC can support these priority 

initiatives.  

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

Reverend Linda is the Minister for Faith in Action and our contact point for AFAC 

activities. We typically update her during September Hunger Action Month.  

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

The UUCA volunteer connection to AFAC was established many years ago and does not 

currently require much staff attention. This is an interesting question that I had not 

considered. I will schedule a meeting with Reverend Linda when she returns from her 

sabbatical to ask her suggestions on how we can improve our service through AFAC and 

what her suggestions would be for deepening our commitment to this community 

service partner.  

 

UUCA Group Self-Evaluation: ALIVE! (ALexandrians InVolved 

Ecumenically) 

1.  ALIVE!’s Mission and Vision 

             ALIVE!’s mission is to help people faced with emergency situations or long-term needs in 
the City of Alexandria.  ALIVE!’s volunteers put their faith and love into action by committing 
themselves to alleviate the suffering caused by poverty and to bring about dramatic 
improvement in the lives of those in need.  Through the committed efforts of people of faith, 
ALIVE! explores new ways and resources to bring about a day when it will be able to meet all of 
the critical needs of those in the Alexandria community. 
 

2. Links with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, Serve” 
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ALIVE! connects individuals from its 43 congregations in work done together in 

its  

various programs to serve the needs of children and adults in the City of Alexandria 

(food, shelter, early childhood education and child care, emergency monetary 

assistance, house wares and furniture, affordable housing).  Working together brings 

connections to those of different faith communities who share goals of alleviating dire 

need and working to end it.  Within UUCA, it connects member with Alexandria 

residents who they may not have contact with in their day-to-day lives; it educates 

UUCAers about the hardships faced by too many and provides opportunities to serve. 

 

3. Expected outcomes for this year and measurement 
This year ALIVE!, AFAC and ASPAN coordinated with the September Give-the-

Plate 

collections that the three groups shared.  The groups have coordinated two food and 

necessities drives: September and May.  They had hoped to involve the children in the 

RE program but found the calendar full when RE was approached.  A lesson for the 

coming year.  ALIVE! is grateful to the congregation for its help with food collection, 

though its September collection was not been as large as it has been in years past, as 

well as its generosity during September’s Give-the-Plate offerings.  Though it has been 

discussed before, meeting with and coordinating by church groups dealing with many of 

intersecting issues should occur, meeting quarterly or so, to compare  and share ideas.   

 

 A feature ALIVE! should have is a page on the Social Justice section of UUCA’s 

website.  ALIVE! now communicates at least monthly via an email list serve to UUCAers 

living in the City of Alexandria and others who have volunteered with ALIVE!.  With an 

expanded presence, it could communicate with the larger congregation more generally 

and provide opportunities for those interested or looking for immediate volunteer 

activities.  This is a task for this coming year. 

 

 By the end of May, three covenant groups will have participated in a Last 

Saturday Food Distribution program.  Twenty-eight UUCAers participated in the May 3rd 

Walkathon as a sponsor and/or a walker.  Volunteers serve regularly on ALIVE!’s Board, 

its Child Development Committee, and a Spanish-speaker and spouse at of three Last 

Saturday Food Distribution sites; others participate on a less regular basis.  Success will 

be measured by increased participation by UUCAers and awareness of issues facing low 

incomes persons in our generally affluent and comfortable Northern Virginia region.  

Local advocacy for policies and program to ameliorate inequities is a logical next step. 
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4. Outcomes and UUCA’s mission: “Connect, Grow, Serve” and priorities 
Better communication will help explain and deepen the understanding of the  

problems facing low income persons in the area who are members of our larger 

community.  Hopefully through stories and direct service, connections and 

understanding will grow and deepen.  Connections among UUCA groups would also 

increase a sense of UUCA community and enhance UUCA’s ability to serve and help 

those in need. 

 

 Meeting of like-groups would create “circles” where there are “rows” now.  

Meetings too could enhance leadership development and its concomitant skills.   

Participation in ALIVE’s programs and activities and those of like-groups at UUCA 

provides a way to meet with low-income persons and immigrants, help them and in 

turn, learn from them. 

   

5. Staff persons 
Reverend Linda Peebles, Minister of Faith in Action, is the staff person who 

provides  

the most support, with other help from Barbara Gilligan (space for an ALIVE! board 

meeting), Sarah Masters (list of new UUCAer with Alexandria addresses each year), and 

Mary Ann Bolton (inserts for Connections).    In the past ALIVE! has not provided regular 

updates or activities other than an end-of-year report.  Contact during the year has been 

on an as-needed basis.   

 

6. Support 
ALIVE! hopes that GTP will continue to provide very much needed financial 

support from 

UUCA.  In terms of staff, I am aware of the fewer hours available to do everything (and 

more).  I will talk with Rev. Linda on how she would like to proceed with this process 

(which will be good for all social justice groups in my opinion) and hope that Mary Ann 

Bolton can provide help with creating an ALIVE! social action page initially and continue 

to help with inserts into Connections.   For food collections, we will need to talk with RE 

before the year really begins in September.  I look forward to the Leadership 

Development opportunities this coming year. 
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UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation: Annual Giving, AKA Stewardship 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group? Our focus is to help 

ensure that UUCA has the financial resources appropriate for its mission on an annual 

basis. We do this by creating and implementing (with help) a plan for annual 

stewardship. Further, we see it as part of our mission to help educate and inspire 

others in the congregation.  

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? We Connect in several ways: Periodic 

“Intro to Our Faith” classes; monthly new-member signings; multiple forms of 

outreach (letters, email, personal conversations, appeals during worship, and phone 

calls as needed) to all known members and friends. We help the congregation Grow 

by working to get the money that supports the church mission, and we ourselves 

Grow by constantly developing new skills. We Serve by providing our time and our 

talent to these crucial tasks.  

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes? 

As envisioned in Fall 2014: First, to raise enough money to fully fund the church’s 

mission; that outcome was not reached. Second, to increase the proportion of 

members and friends who pledged; not sure where we stand on that outcome. Third, 

to expand our use of electronics and social media in raising pledges; we have a long 

way still to go in that regard, and next year we may want to be more specific. Fourth, 

to involve additional members and friends in doing the work of Stewardship; here we 

succeeded, in that two additional people joined the core Stewardship Team, and at 

least six (who had never done so before) agreed to do Testimony on Sundays and/or 
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be videotaped for the Website. For the coming year, we are also planning to expand 

further the number of Stewardship core team members and auxiliary helpers for 

specific tasks.   

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   We all know that not much can happen without money. And how will 

your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives of “Circles, not 

rows”; “Membership Development”; If we can say that part of Membership 

Development is increasing the knowledge, involvement, and understanding among 

our members—then the “Happy Dreaming Hours” conversations (attended by about 

60 people) helped do that, and the “Dream Cards” that we sent out with pledge letters 

(returned by  more than 70 people) also contributed;  “Infrastructure”, Physical 

infrastructure takes money; leadership/ volunteer infrastructure is important to us, 

because participating on Stewardship is another “on-ramp” for people to get involved 

in UUCA’s workings. and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group 

pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is 

taking? We intend to make the work of Stewardship into a more strategic and more 

nearly year-round. We also stand ready to try out new ways to run a pledging 

campaign.   

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? Sarah Masters; in regular 

contact. (Also Beth Enriquez, Brian Smith, and others.)  

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership. We appreciated having more theological support from 

Rev. Aaron this year—both for us as a team and for the congregation; also, Rev. Linda 
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did a wonderful job of “talking turkey” when she preached during the pledge drive. 

We would love to see even MORE and more specific encouragement and inspiration 

from the pulpit.  Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. We have not 

had a chance to meet during this late-April timeframe, and leadership of the team will 

be changing. However, I think I can speak for all involved when I say that we welcome 

the chance to plan, implement, and evaluate our work in a more structured way in the 

coming year.  I have scheduled a meeting for Wednesday, June 3. I will invite all 

current members of the core team, as well as all those whose names have been 

mentioned as likely candidates for serving on the core team or the auxiliary team for 

next year.  

 

 

Bagged Meal Program 

 

The Bag Meal program, sponsored by A-Span, serves homeless or low income people in 

Arlington by providing a bag lunch and hot soup 365 days per year in two locations in Arlington. 

Organizations, such as schools or churches, handle the preparation and delivery of the bag 

meals one Sunday (the last) per month. I coordinate UUCA’s participation with the help of a few 

regular and some occasional volunteers. We do not have a formal goal setting process and do 

not have meetings to assess progress, etc. Therefore, I’m not sure exactly how what we do fits 

into this request, but here’s my best stab at it. 

 

Goals for the 2014-2015 year:  

1. To recruit volunteers to prepare and deliver bag lunches (plus hot soup provided by DC 
Kitchen) the last Sunday of each month (12 times). 

2. To recruit covenant groups or other organizations from the church to prepare, deliver, 
and pay for the meals 
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The first goal is being successfully accomplished. We have prepared and delivered meals each 

month and expect to continue through the end of the year. 

We have experienced difficulty in meeting the second goal. This involved recruiting church 

groups and affiliated organizations to prepare, deliver and fund the program. Since July 2014, 

only two groups have agreed to participate: Moonfire (1 month) and Kol Ami (2 months). During 

the other  7 months, I recruited volunteers from a list I maintain to do this activity. Every year, I 

send a note out to covenant groups and others to see if their organization is interested. I’ve had 

better luck in previous years, but I think just about all the groups have handled the activity at 

least a few times and it isn’t new or fresh any more. What this means is that we have a regular 

crew of 3 or4 people and recruit the rest from a list of volunteers. That works out pretty well, 

except that we don’t collect enough from the volunteers who prepare the food to be able to 

cover the costs. Pat Williamson does the shopping and collects funds from the group, then 

requests reimbursement from the church for what is left. But the same people contribute every 

month. (I probably contributed about $300 and the other regulars have probably done so also.) 

 

I understand that this ongoing activity doesn’t fit with your action/reflection model below and 

that we may not have the church funds to subsidize it. As a side note, we do contribute our give-

the-plate in September or October to the 3 organizations that provide food and shelter to 

Arlington and Alexandria, including A-Span. We could potentially use some of these funds to 

support the bag meal program. We also participate in the walk for the homeless in October. 

 

I would be happy to hear any thoughts you have on how to modify or strengthen the program. I 

have Coordinated it for about 11 years and am perhaps getting a little stale. I would be more 

than happy to work with someone else who may have more time and energy to enhance the 

effort. 

 

 

BEACH TRIP UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group? The Youth group is 

primarily interested in providing a genuine, healthy, productive, and enjoyable 

experience for the youth of the UUCA community to  

a) Have memorable experiences that they cherish and carry with them throughout 

their life 

b) Grow as individuals within the Youth Group, and by doing so, 
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c) Give back to the UUCA and Northern Virginia communities through service projects, 

fundraisers, etc. 

What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? As a Youth Group we want to connect with 

each other and with others in the UUCA community, we want to grow both as 

individuals, and as a collective Youth Group, and serve the Northern Virginia 

community, as well as other communities and groups that we may visit briefly. (Think 

Hopi, West Virginia, New Orleans, etc.) 

What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes? 

Our goal is to encourage more consistent participation and attendance at Youth Group 

so we can achieve our objectives more quickly and more effectively so we can allow 

ourselves to take on new projects that not only benefit us, but also benefit others. This 

can be measured on an individual level by reflecting on one’s own attendance and 

participation within the group, and on a group level by assessing the amount of projects 

successfully taken on and achieved.  

How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current 

priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

Ultimately, our outcomes and the mission of “Connect, Grow, Serve” seek the same 

purpose, and reflect each other, because both aim to encourage our intertwined 

communities to take an active role in doing more good for ourselves, each other, and 

the community that surrounds us.  
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The priorities of “Circles, not rows,” and “Church without walls” are already fairly well in 

place within the Youth Group, the first being addressed simply by Socratic nature of our 

discussion and decision-making. The Youth Group has always sit in a sort of deformed 

circle (as long as I can remember, anyway), and has no plans or reason to stop this 

practice. The second is more difficult to explain in a concise way because we all take 

different experiences away from UUCA and the Youth Group, but for those of us who 

regularly attend and have a lot of emotional investment in the church and Youth Group, 

we take our experiences with UUCA and our values with us everywhere, and incorporate 

them into many aspects of our lives.  

As for “Membership” and “Infrastructure” , these priorities are more difficult to address. 

Membership is a very personal and spiritual thing, and while some members of the 

Youth Group are also members of the church, but it is never really brought up within the 

Youth Group because there is this general feeling of “I’m only going to be here for x 

number of years, then college comes, then I’m gone.” With that said, it’s fair to say that 

many members of the Youth Group will likely go on to join UU congregations in their 

adult lives, wherever they happen to settle down. This incorporates into Infrastructure, 

where we as Unitarian Universalists provide an environment for youth that encourages 

them and motivates them to join UU congregations around the U.S and continue a 

progressive, important, legacy.  

Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? We almost exclusively rely on 

Erica Shadowsong, and communicate with her about any and all needs, activities, 

and outcomes. We also try to work with Reverend Aaron and hope to continue that 

relationship. 
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What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. In 

terms of budget, we run our own fundraisers and always set reasonable goals in terms 

of funding our own projects. Leadership isn’t much of a concern, and is usually split 

between advisors and the Youth. And now thanks to the generous endowment, we are 

now able to have a Youth Coordinator which will make staff attention a non-issue 

because of increased communication between the Youth Group and the rest of the 

church, which will go a long way to achieving our objectives.  

 

Round Robin Bridge 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

To promote fellowship within the church through a fun activity. 

The RRB Group dates from at least 1984, when the earliest records 

were kept. This community-building activity has been running for 

at least 31 years (and probably longer). 

This is social bridge for all skill levels. There is an orientation in 

September. Each month from October to April, each pair of players 

visits the home of one other pair, alternating as hosts and guests. 

Current membership is about 13 pairs. Members grow to know 

each other over many years, and we always welcome newcomers 

(including outsiders) who may be drawn into the church. There is a 

party with prizes in May. 

We have no dues, but we invite $25 annual donations from each 

member ($50 per pair) for a charity within the church. In the past 

several years, we have selected Peace Camp, our summer day 

camp for kids. Our dues provide scholarships for poor kids. 
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2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new 

mission statement: “Connect, Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up 

with that? 

We connect members and friends, some of whom may not even 

know each other (or at least not very well); through these 

connections we grow our church community; and we serve Peace 

Camp with our scholarships. 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you 

measure your outcomes?  

Our membership is holding steady, as we recruit new, hopefully 

younger members to replace those who have passed on. We 

promote the significant social and cognitive benefits of the game 

for all members. 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA 

achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, Serve?   And how will 

your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority 

initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; 

“Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or 

does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the 

mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

Our mission links up directly with the church’s mission statement, 

as noted. We get people together, invite their further involvement 

in the church, provide a structure for interaction, and welcome any 

outsiders. 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide 

them regular updates on your group’s activities, outcomes, needs? 

Membership staff is aware of our activity, bookkeeping staff keeps 

track of our contributions, and publications staff handles our 

content for the online newsletter and annual report. 
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6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these 

outcomes, in terms of budget, staff attention and leadership.   

Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

Current support is excellent. 

 

Bridges to Independence  

 

The mission of the UUCAb2iL is to nurture the relationship between UUCA and its 

partner organization, Bridges to Independence, providing financial and practical support 

for b2i from UUCA and promoting knowledge and understanding within the 

congregation of both the organization and its clientele, who are our neighbors in need. 

 

The clients of Bridges to Independence are homeless families or those in immediate risk 

of homelessness - often recent immigrants, woman-headed families and/or those escaping 

from domestic violence.  Families may stay at Sullivan House, the b2i residential 

apartments, while receiving services. Many vulnerable Arlington children are assisted 

when we help their families in this way. 

 

The mission of the Liaison is to make the congregation aware of b2i and its work, 

promoting their understanding and their contribution of time, treasure and talent. Since 

the Liaison took on her initial role seven years ago, the collection receptacle in the 

cloakroom has been continuously filled with non-perishables for the Sullivan House food 

pantry, although the Liaison confesses that she has never, ever seen the elves who do it. 

During the past year, several congregants contacted the Liaison with queries about items 

they might offer to b2i, and the Liaison has solicited particularly needed items as well, 

such as diapers and furniture. In addition, several congregants have inquired about 

volunteering at b2i and one other congregant serves on the board of trustees with the 

Liaison. 

 

Bridges to Independence received the Give-the-Plate donation in February of this year, 

over $2000.  As well, the Liaison participated in a free-agent fundraiser for the b2i Youth 

Leadership Academy; many of the donors were church members, who contributed to the 

1600. total.  

 

Connect – Grow – Serve: we connect with our partner organization, grow in 

understanding and generosity, and serve them as they help their clients. The level of 

participation described – volunteering, in-kind contributions, and financial support - 

indicates to the Liaison that interest and support for b2i is high among church members; 

we are linking meaningfully to our community through this relationship. Reverend Linda 

has been our chief staff support, suggesting the GTP initiative and linking the Liaison to 

professional staff. 
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Chalice Theatre  

Crystal Black, Cynthia Young, Sarah Priestman 

 

 

The mission of Chalice Theatre is to provide a multi-generational, fun and challenging 

creative experience in the performing and visual arts through projects that underscore 

the core principles of our faith.  

  

Chalice Theatre has set its intentions to support the pillars of the church’s mission – 

connect, grow, serve; to deepen our connection with and to serve our church, our 

community and our youth.  

 

CONNECTING  

Building community is a vital focus of Chalice Theatre. Anyone of any age willing to join 

a group effort which involves countless hours of time both onstage and behind the 

scenes is welcome to get involved in Chalice Theatre! Our program has engaged literally 

hundreds of children, youth, teens and entire families in the life of our church. This type 

of experience builds deeply meaningful and lasting connections between participants 

and the church; love for and dedication to Chalice Theatre binds numerous children and 

families to UUCA and brings them back year after year.  In addition, unique connections 

are forged among the cast and crew of Chalice productions.  We offer a totally unique 

opportunity for people of ALL ages to work together towards an exciting common 

purpose.  These inter-generational bonds -- loving, deep and strong -- are tremendously 

enriching and important to everyone involved in Chalice Theatre. The program builds 

multi- faceted connections across generations which grow deeper over time. 

 

GROWING 

People who participate in Chalice Theatre grow as human beings through the 

experiences we offer. Chalice Theatre uniquely offers adults, children and family groups 

a safe and loving space to move beyond comfort zones, challenge themselves physically 

and artistically, and experiment with their artistic potential.  Participants of all ages 

emerge from these experiences with renewed self-confidence, a stronger sense of self, 

and the exhilaration of having tapped into their own creative wealth and having had the 

courage to share that with others.  These are powerful growth experiences.     
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Participants also grow from the uplifting experience of ensemble work; trusting and 

respecting others and collaborating as a team.  Again, the multi-generational aspect of 

our productions enriches the ensemble experience. The benefits of this type of growth 

personally to the children and youth who have gone through our program can be 

transformative and manifest in enhanced confidence and poise to maneuver through the 

joys and challenges of growing into young adulthood. Many of our Chalice youth have 

gone on to pursue theatre and music in college and beyond. 

 

SERVING: 

Chalice Theatre serves the congregation by offering annual productions that illuminate 

and explore UUCA values.  We strive to connect the thematic scope of our shows to the 

work of the church through thoughtful dramaturgy, and group discussion opportunities. 

We bring scenes and songs from our productions to Sunday services; we are eager to 

deepen and broaden this involvement in Sunday worship in the future. A charitable 

donation to an organization serving the local or global community is organized for most 

of our productions. Chalice Theatre volunteers often organize blocks of tickets to be 

donated to Beacon House children, Buckingham families and Culpepper Gardens 

residents. Transportation is offered to facilitate bringing these groups into our church to 

enjoy our productions. More outreach along these lines and particularly around social 

justice issues to broaden the impact of Chalice Theatre in the Arlington community is of 

great interest to our program. 

 

SHOWS SELECTION: 

The Chalice Theatre committee works very hard to choose shows which will meet the 

following guidelines: 

 

1) Illuminate and explore Unitarian Universalist values 

2) Interest and Engage UUCA members and attract audiences of all ages from within the 

church and from the outside Arlington community 

3) Offer possibilities for Connection with Sunday Worship Services 

3) Offer possibilities for multi-generational casting 

4 Combine Good Stories and Interesting Characters with Quality Music 

 

LAST YEAR’S GOALS: 

Last summer we set a goal of producing one or two small projects in addition to our 

annual musical. We formally requested proposals for projects that would support our 

mission and provide an opportunity for someone to produce/direct a project that they 
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were passionate about, with the support of Chalice Theatre. We sought to enrich our 

program and the experience of the participants and audiences by offering performances 

with powerful and profound impact. We successfully produced two projects for this 

purpose.  

 

My Name Is Rachel Corrie   

We began our 2014-2015 season in the October 2014 with our production of My Name 

Is Rachel Corrie. This project was guided by Samantha Sheahan, one of our young 

adults who remains connected to this church and who is a Chalice Theatre alumni. This 

play tells the powerful story of Rachel Corrie, an American student who went to the Gaza 

Strip during the Second Intifada. She was killed by an armored bulldozer operated by the 

Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) while protesting against the destruction of a house by the 

IDF in the Gaza Strip, apparently acting as a human shield. An Israeli investigation ruled 

the death an accident, while the International Solidarity Movement (ISM) of which Rachel 

Corrie was a member, maintained that the act was deliberate. We are proud to have 

supported this project which brought this profoundly sad story to our consciousness. All 

proceeds from this production were donated to _________. 

 

Children of Eden: 

Children of Eden was staged in February/March 2015 and marks our 20th fully staged 

intergenerational musical. The epic themes of love, loss, resilience, redemption, 

forgiveness and desire are central to this play and form the great questions for which we 

all seek resolution. What forms our desire to explore beyond the known, to seek 

connection with others, and to understand the meaning of our lives? These are enduring 

human quests at the heart of this epic musical saga. This year, we formed a covenant of 

fifty-five active participants as we welcomed eleven new production and cast members 

to our beloved community. Beyond this number, many volunteers came together to 

contribute their time and talents to a common purpose. The compassion of some of our 

youngest cast members inspired us to send financial support to a young Guatemalan girl 

through Common Hope, an organization whose mission is to promote hope and 

opportunity around the world. 

 

WIT: 

April 2015 brought our third and final show for this season, WIT. The minimally staged 

dramatic reading of this play directed by David Rampy and performed by twelve actors is 

a powerful depiction of universal intellectual and emotional experiences at the end of life 

such as choice, regret, anger, self realization, compassion and finally, acceptance.  

 

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE: 
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We are excited as we look to the future and explore the possibility of expanding our 

program beyond the walls of UUCA. We will continue our commitment to UUCA’s 

general fund through annual sharing of proceeds from our productions and also to 

support other charities when appropriate.    

 

We are currently formulating our upcoming season with the goals in place as stated 

above, to connect to, grow with and to serve our community.   

Our spring musical will be as always, an inter-generational show, where children, youth, 

young adults and older adults will work together, forging connections across the 

boundaries of age and creating a meaningful work of art that will resonate with 

participants and audiences long after closing night. Audiences will be enriched by a 

thought-provoking exploration of the themes of our chosen show. Those involved on 

stage will grow as artists, as human beings, and as alert, concerned and contributing 

members of not only our church community but also their greater communities outside 

our UUCA walls.  

 

 

Circle Dance 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  
 

We offer a meditative, movement-oriented spiritual experience.  We dance in the UUCA chapel 

twice a month. Dances are led by experienced teachers who have trained with circle dance 

teachers from all over the world. Judith Ann David brought circle dance to UUCA in 2000. (She 

now lives in California.) 

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”?  How do you link up with that? 

 

Circle dance offers the chance for participants to connect with each other by holding hands and 

sharing in the creation of patterns of movement. A circle is one of the most ancient forms of 

human connection, appearing in not only dance, but also in other forms of creative expression.  

 

Many of the dances we do help us to grow spiritually because they are rooted in traditions that 

honor the cycles of the earth. Our dances are international and culturally diverse and therefore we 

can consider our practice as part of growth, reaching out to diverse communities.    

 

We serve people both inside and outside UUCA. Some of our regular dancers are UUCA 

members; some are members of Accotink UU; others are not affiliated with a UU church. Circle 

dance does not require a partner, and all dances are taught. The dances are very inclusive since 

they are simple sequences of steps that are easy to learn. The dances are gentle on the body and 
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soul, and low-impact, appropriate for all ages and abilities. People who are not experienced 

dancers can feel welcome. We are open to anyone to join at any time. 

 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

 

Our expectations are to provide a venue for people who wish to explore circle dance on their 

spiritual journeys.  Each year we attract new dancers, who express to us how much they value the 

opportunity to participate. Currently we have 32 members on our email list. We typically have 6-

10 dancers each time we meet. This year we attracted several new members through a meet-up 

website. New members also come through friendship networks. In the past, we have advertised 

with fliers in church, bulletin board notices, and newsletter announcements, as well as offering an 

introduction to circle dance class. Our dates are on the church website calendar. 

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current priority 

initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church 

without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the 

mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

 

Circle dance offers a special spiritual practice that is not offered through other avenues. Many 

dancers feel that the combination of music, dance, and light create a meditative atmosphere for 

deepening our spirituality. We leave behind the stresses in our lives and connect to each other, 

“spirit,” and the rhythms of the natural world. Circle dances include folk dances from all over the 

world, as well as choreographed dances.  (*See the note at the end for background information.) 

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 

your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

 

Barbara Gilligan supports our group in approving our calendar requests, which we set each 

season in advance. 

 

4. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 

The use of the chapel space two nights per month is adequate support from UUCA. We are very 

appreciative to UUCA for providing us space to dance for 15 years. 

 

 

Report prepared by Ann Ulmschneider, UUCA contact for circle dance 

Reviewed by current leaders: Evi Beck, Judy Robison, Barbara Stiffler 

 

 

*Background Information about Circle Dance 
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Source: Circle Dance, Metro DC website, 

https://sites.google.com/site/circledancedcmetroarea/home  

 

Dance as Sacred  

Bernard Wosien (a founder of circle dance) regarded the essence of dance to be spiritual and 

that the dance, in turn, nurtured our own spiritual essence and development.  His motto was, 

"Dance, dance, dance!"  He emphasized the quality of joy as a natural outcome of the dance and 

studied the ancient dances of Greece as embodiments of ancient wisdom.  He called this way of 

relating to the dance "sacred."  Once we view the dance as sacred, all sorts of avenues of 

investigation and ways of experiencing the dance open up.  There is the continued exploration 

of ancient dances and the dance as a source of wisdom which is most beautifully exemplified by 

the work of Laura Shannon.  There is the exploration of the dance as a spiritual practice, as a 

form of meditation and source of healing and wholeness.  There is the exploration of the dance 

as a form of worship in many different cultures and various cosmologies of which dance has 

been a vital part.  There is creation of wonder and awe in ourselves through the use of poetry 

and the words of many songs which are also sacred text.  But the most simple, and possibly 

most profound, way of relating to the dance is to simply name it "sacred" stepping into "sacred" 

space as we begin to dance attuning to ourselves and to others as the spiritual community.   

 

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT REHABILITATION UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 

priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

https://sites.google.com/site/circledancedcmetroarea/home
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6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 

DAY ALLIANCE UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

The purpose of the Day Alliance shall be to promote the religious, educational, and 

social life of its members and to devise effective means for usefulness in the Church and 

community.  

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

We connect monthly at our luncheon meetings, grow monthly with our program 

offerings, and serve annually with donations to Church and community organizations.  

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

We expect to hold 10 monthly meetings & luncheons and donate $4,000 divided 

between Church and community. 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 

priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

Our meetings are open to all, so no walls. Most of our members are in their 80s, so 

active physical participation in Church and community work is unlikely. We support 

Church and community work through monetary contributions and by word. 
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5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

We are self-sufficient. We provide the congregation with information about our 

programs through Connections. 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

We are self-sufficient and are, in fact, an independent organization affiliated with the 

Church rather than of the Church. We receive no budgetary support . 
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UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation:  Decorations Team 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?   
 

Attached is a general outline about the roles, responsibilities, and processes followed by the 

Decorations Team.  Most of these are current; however, we have not had responses to previous 

inquiries for people and groups about donations of flowers.  

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 
Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

The tradition of the team has been to work individually.  A schedule is constructed with each 

member taking a specific Sunday.  There can be informal conversations among the group, but 

usually this is a solo undertaking.    

 

To connect, the team is working more closely with the worship associates and ministers to have 

Sunday displays reflect the ministers’ or worship themes.  Examples include Water Communion, 

Day of the Dead, Earth Day, Flower Communion, and Equality projects/displays.    

 

To grow, individuals on the team have taken education classes to improve their skills.  Also, the 

team is sponsoring a flower arranging mechanics workshop in June.   

 

Primarily, we serve the congregation by proving artful arrangements and displays for the 

sanctuary and other parts of the church to make the space more inviting.   

 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

The following have been identified as goals and measurements for this past year.    

 

 Number of participants in activities: While three members have retired after several 
years’ service, we have added two new team members and are actively recruiting for 
additional participants.   

 

Next year:  Grow membership to 10. 
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 Is the team building community; are relationships with other groups in UUCA being built 

to ensure continuity with the goals of worship:  For the first time in several years, the 

team has met together three times.  We have participated in worship associate 

meetings as needed and coordinated with them regarding consistency with the goals of 

worship. 

 

Next year:  Participate in any worship arts retreats and stay open to new ideas about 

displays and use of flowers and plants in the interior at UUCA.  Plan and execute at least 

one educational project that UUCA congregants and friends can attend.   

 

 Is the interior of UUCA attractive and environmentally friendly:  the team has received 

compliments about the arrangements and displays on Sunday as well as the appearance 

of indoor plants.  We make every effort to purchase flowers from sources that are 

positive for the environment as well as free trade to ensure appropriate pay for 

workers.   

 

Next year:  Make additional efforts to ensure all materials and flowers are from 

environmentally sustainable and environmentally friendly sources.  Strive to ensure that 

purchases are made from sources that pay fair wages and support safe working 

conditions. 

 

 After worship, do we share the arrangements with those who might enjoy them and are 

not able to come to church:  we have not accomplished this.   

 

Next year:  The team will discuss and implement projects to use the arrangements and 

displays in new ways.   

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 
Grow, and Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current 
priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and 
“Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to 
achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 
 

To serve, we will continue to serve the congregation by enhancing the visual appeal of the 

sanctuary and other internal spaces.  To grow, we will work to increase membership and 

numbers of participants in activities; for example, we could coordinate with covenant 

groups and others to decorate for the winter holiday season.  Also, we will seek out 

educational opportunities for ourselves and others.  To connect, we will participate and seek 

out opportunities to expand the concept of worship arts at UUCA.  This will also integrate 

our activities with others and the spiritual goals of UUCA.    
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5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 
your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

 

The Director of Congregational Life has been our primary staff contact.  We also have begun 

working with the worship associates, so we have had contact with the Intern Minister as 

well as specific worship associates.  Our responsibilities have been mostly routine, so our 

updates have been informal and as needed.   

 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 
attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 
 

The biggest need is to improve timely communications.  The team is ready, willing, and able 

to participate and support worship and spiritual needs and would like to expand its 

membership and role.  One of the important parts of the team has been the opportunity of 

members to be individually creative and autonomous, and it would be advantageous for this 

to continue.  However, the team is ready and willing to also work collaboratively with others 

to enhance and expand participation.  This will require more formal communication lines.   

 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation: Do It Green/Grounds (DIG) 

 

5. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group? 
 

Mission.   The Unitarian Universalist Church of Arlington (UUCA) Do It Green (DIG)/Grounds Team 

advises, coordinates, and consults with the UUCA minsters, staff, other lay committees as well as 

Members and Friends about developing and maintaining UUCA’s gardens and grounds to support 

the wider spiritual/ministry goals of our congregation and share natural and artistic beauty with 

our neighboring community. 

Focus Statement.  The focus of the DIG Grounds Team is to advise and consult with ministers and 

staff, primarily through the UUCA Chief Administrative Officer and Facilities Manager, about the 

development and maintenance of outdoor landscaping and gardens (trees, plants and landscaped 

areas). The DIG/Grounds Team will also assist with the coordination and execution of Board- and 

Executive- approved projects including planning, installations, and maintenance.  The 

DIG/Grounds Team will strive to: 

 Protect the architectural integrity of Charles Goodman design & vision.  

 Be environmentally sensitive and responsible.  

 Recruit Members and Friends to serve DIG Team and participate in specific projects. 
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Coordination.  The DIG Team works with the UUCA Eco- or Green-Action Team and steering 

committee. 

 

6. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 
Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
 

The DIG Team works to: 

 Connect Members and Friends who are especially interested in using environmentally-
sensitive practices and resources on the UUCA grounds; 

 Educate the team members and other congregants about the advantages of using green 
methods and products in general as well as at UUCA; the goal is to grow more 
environmentally-conscious; 

 Serve UUCA by assisting with maintenance of the grounds and natural resources as well 
as planning and installation of new gardens.   

The team strives to be environmentally-responsible individually as well as a group in its advocacy, 

projects and demonstrating how UUCA and individual congregants can also use safe methods and 

products that protect our environment. 

 

 

7. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  
 

Reinstitute “Green Lens.”  It is important to note that the DIG/Green Action Team supports the  

previously adopted administrative policy that the grounds around the building shall be 

maintained for the purpose of offering ‘curb appeal’ for potential visitors, and shall be designed 

and carefully maintained for the primary purpose of creating a positive aesthetic impression.  

But, we also believe that a crucial element is missing:  UUCA should do more than consider 

aesthetics and also employ environmentally sensitive and sound methods in regard to the 

grounds and protect and wherever possible use native trees, shrubs, and plants.   

 

The DIG/Grounds Team identified that the use of a “Green Lens” is not currently part of UUCA 

policy or procedures.  This is especially important in the context of scientific evidence that 

protection of tree canopies, use of environmentally-sensitive methods, and preservation of 

native plants are beneficial for a number of reasons including addressing climate change.  In 

some cases, the DIG/Grounds Team also noted that projects on the grounds might not have 

identified preserving and planting native plants as integral to these projects and in compliance 

with Section 4.5 of the Board Policy Manual (see Appendix A).   Through its connection with the 

UUCA Eco-/Green-Action Team Steering Committee, DIG advocated for the UUCA Board to 

update its policies and subsequently write specific ends that would reinstitute the “Green Lens.”  

While the communications were made, DIG has not been advised that any UUCA Board action 

was taken. 
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Maintenance Strategy and Landscape Planning.  The role for the DIG Team related to 

maintenance of the grounds as well as future landscaping planning has been unclear.  To clarify 

the role and attempt to work closely with staff, the DIG team undertook a project to draft a plan 

for UUCA.  The expected outcome was to work with ministers and staff to use the DIG draft as a 

resource and move forward to clarify roles and perhaps plan projects.  The draft was completed 

in early 2015 and is being attached to this self-evaluation.  The draft includes sections that 

suggest processes for maintenance, protection of the environment, general planning, and 

completion of a UUCA guide. Early in 2015, this draft was forwarded to the appropriate UUCA 

staff, ministers, and UUCA Board Members.  The DIG coordinator met with staff about the plan 

and some specific projects, including removal of invasive plants, establishment of a curb patrol 

to remove invasives from areas adjacent to parking areas, forms for proposed projects, and the 

need for a well-functioning staff/congregant group to communicate and plan for the future.   

 

The current status is that the DIG Team has permission to do invasive plant removal without 

prior staff approval in certain parts of the grounds,  but staff would like to be advised when a 

group is working.  The Memorial Garden area and the established lirope beds are not part of this 

permission.  DIG understands that staff will maintain the Memorial Garden and the established 

lirope beds will remain until a general plan is developed and accepted about removal.  The DIG 

Team is willing to discuss any other parts of the draft. Plans for establishing a curb patrol are 

currently on hold.   

 

Projects.  DIG projects for this year, in addition to the development of a draft maintenance 

strategy and process for the future, included the following.  Outcomes are noted. 

 

 Invasive Plant Removal.  DIG has sponsored one Saturday invasive plant removal (about 
12 people participated) and several weekday removals.  DIG concentrated on the 
wooded area around the sanctuary and offices. On one of the berms bordering Route 50, 
native violets replaced invasives.  These native violets were chosen to prevent erosion.  
Also, they require little maintenance, provide ground cover, and will expand.   
 

This has been successful; the goal for next year is to expand the program and encourage 

more participants. 

 

 Protection of the wooded forest areas.  DIG has advocated for several years that the 
woodland surrounding the sanctuary should remain, invasives should be removed, 
maintenance should be careful not to disturb existing native plants, and any planting 
should be native plants.  This year, staff agreed and indicated that they would advise DIG 
about any work to be done in this area prior to the start of any work. 
 

 Butterfly and Pollinator Garden.  In Fall 2014, DIG got permission to do a project with 
religious education (RE) classes to plant milkweed seeds as the beginning of a project to 
attract monarch butterflies and other pollinators to UUCA grounds.  In Spring 2015, DIG 
members have maintained and expanded this space in collaboration with RE classes.  DIG 
will continue to maintain this space and expand as feasible. 
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 Identification of Native Plants on UUCA Grounds, UUCA Guide, and Map.  The DIG team 
has identified a number of native plants on UUCA grounds and also obtained 
construction documents that identify others.  The team has placed temporary flags.  A 
map and guide of the grounds is being prepared, and more permanent identification 
stakes are needed.  Previously, UUCA has not had formal identification of the natives on 
the grounds.  It is expected that the completion of this project will be used with 
education projects for adults and children as well as future planning for the UUCA 
grounds.  This is an ongoing project. 

 

 Earth Day.  DIG participated by providing several exhibits (invasive plants, backyard 
habitats, monarch butterflies, water quality) for the Earth Day celebration.  Also, DIG 
team members helped with the planning and execution for the day’s events.   

 

8. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 
Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current 
priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 
and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute 
to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 
 

DIG projects have connected groups within UUCA (e.g., RE, Eco-/Green- Action), between 

UUCA and other established groups (e.g., Arlington Master Naturalists, Earth Sangha, 

ACE), as well as UUCA with society and the world in general (e.g., climate change, 

environmentally-safe principles).  DIG is multigenerational and involves all kinds of people 

who might not otherwise get to know each other.  This can only expand if DIG grows.  And, 

DIG’s work being environmentally responsible and knowledgeable requires collaborations, 

not hierarchies or rows.  DIG is preserving and enhancing the UUCA infrastructure.  Also, 

DIG’s work tells a story to the surrounding community by drawing and painting a picture 

of environmentally green projects in action for all to see.  DIG advocates for discussion of 

its draft plan and developing an action plan as a way to support the wider spiritual and 

ministry goals of our congregation and share natural and artistic beauty with our 

neighboring community. 

 

 

9. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 
your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 
 

DIG understands that it is to receive support from the Chief Administrative Officer and 

Facilities Manager.  Regular updates have been provided. 

 

10. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 
staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 
 

DIG fully understands that it must coordinate and consult with the UUCA minsters and 

staff, as well as other lay committees, Members and Friends, about developing and 
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maintaining UUCA’s gardens and grounds to support the wider spiritual/ministry goals of 

our congregation and share natural and artistic beauty with our neighboring community.  

The challenge has been for DIG to understand how to coordinate and communicate best 

with staff in order to move forward.  We would like to have the roles more clearly 

defined, communications facilitated more often, and ensure that the DIG perspective is 

considered and valued.  While many on the DIG team vocally and strongly advocate for 

the use of native plants and other environmentally-sound practices and some 

communications have not been optimal, DIG hoped that its efforts to develop a draft of 

strategies and general planning would help to foster better communications.   

 

Protection of the environment is a crucial 21st century task; DIG projects address climate 

change and also build connections among congregants.   

DIG supports developing a long-range plan for the UUCA grounds and would like to a part 

of the process.  Many DIG members understand that this will involve compromise.  This 

work will require a coordinated effort of staff and congregants as well as technical 

expertise from the community (e.g., environmental experts, academics, county 

personnel, landscape professionals).  This needs to be a broad-based review including a 

variety of UUCA stakeholders (e.g., Green Action, RE, preschool, youth group, ministers, 

staff, and congregants). It could include seeking certification from environmental groups 

such as becoming a wildlife habitat or Monarch way station.  The draft includes more 

specifics.   

 

 

 

 

Report Equality UUCA 

 

The missions of Equality UUCA are support for the LGBTQI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 

queer, intersex) communities and members of those communities within and outside our 

congregation, the education of our congregation and the larger community on history, facts and 

issues in the LGBTQI community and those who love them.  This includes, in particular, support 

for LGBTQI people of all ages, gender identities, ethnic groups, and nationalities. 

Equality UUCA is a model for UUCA’s “Connect, Grow and Serve” mission statement.  Equality 

UUCA focuses on direct support to LGBTQI communities locally, regionally, nationally and 

internationally, outreach to, and education of the larger community.  The 2015-16 church year 

was a very active one for Equality UUCA, connecting the congregation with 2 Pride festivals and 

celebrating National Coming Out Day and the advent of Marriage Equality in the Commonwealth 

of Virginia!   Equality UUCA promoted and supported and sponsored five UUCA “give the plate” 

efforts for organizations supporting the LGBTQI community at all levels in the world.  Equality 

UUCA sponsored effective education and community projects that brought together hundreds 
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of people from such diverse groups as Metro DC PFLAG, the Buckingham community, 

International LGBT refugees, People of Faith for Equality in Virginia, NOVA Transyouth, 

Transgender Education Association, the Human Rights Campaign, and The Transition Network.  

Similar activities and programs are planned for next year. And like this year, outcomes will be 

measured in successfully attracting people, attention, and approval to our church and its 

outreach programs on behalf justice and dignity for all people. 

In a recent pulpit poll during Sunday services at UUCA, it was evident that being LGBTQI or 

family or friends to that community was a significant draw in a large part of our Congregation.  

Equality UUCA expects to continue to contribute to all aspects of the “Connect, Grow, Serve” 

missions by attracting positive attention and potential new members. 

Equality UUCA has looked to Rev. Dr. Linda O. Peebles for support this church year .and in turn, 

has provided ideas and people for continuing community programs and outreach in the 

Congregation.  The links and communication between the organization and Rev. Linda are deep 

and strong.   

Equality UUCA would like to maintain the current, small, budget level that has enabled the 

group’s education programs and community outreach, and we would like to maintain our good 

relationships with senior staff. 

 

ANNUAL FALL RETREAT 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

The first Fall Retreat was held in 1954 and has continued annually since then.  There 

doesn’t seem to be a formal mission or covenant for this group but the focus has always 

been on connecting, growing, and having fun. 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: 

“Connect, Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

This activity provides an opportunity for church members, both new and old, to 

“Connect” on a more personal and sustained level than can be accomplished on 

Sundays.  This is especially helpful for newer members and friends.  We share meals and 

activities together.  Self-led workshops on various subjects are conducted over the 

weekend giving participants opportunities for growth.  Some “grow” and “serve” by 
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preparing and sharing their knowledge on a subject matter or leading an activity.  

Others “grow” from being exposed to a new subject or experience they hadn’t thought 

about before or by gaining additional knowledge and perspective.  The Fall Retreat links 

to all elements of UUCA’s mission but the primary focus is on “Connecting” and having 

fun.  You return refreshed and better able to “Serve.” 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your 

outcomes?  

We expect to welcome back folks who attended the retreat for the first time in the past 

two years, welcome new people who have never attended before, and welcome those 

who have been attending for many years.  We keep track of who attends so we know 

who is there for the first time and we can easily measure if we are attracting new folks.  

We provide an evaluation form that is turned in at the end of the weekend that we 

review at a post retreat committee meeting to help plan for the next year.   

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of 

Connect, Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s 

current priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; 

“Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group 

pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is 

taking? 

The Fall Retreat is all about “Connecting.”  It is a great way for newcomers to meet 

people and form relationships so that when they come on Sundays they see familiar 

faces.  It is also all about “Circles” - both literally and figuratively.  At most of the 

workshops the chairs are set up in a circle or semi-circle, meals are served family style, 

we sing songs around a campfire, and Sunday service is set up in a circle.  The physical 
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circles support the feeling of being part of the activity not just observing it.  The whole 

feeling of the Fall Retreat is family together.  Each person is accepted as they are and 

can do as many or as few group activities as they want or need to do each year with 

plenty of opportunities for both alone time for reflection and community time for 

connecting.  We pledge to continue reaching out to new folks to help them connect and 

continue providing the opportunity for renewal to folks who are already deeply involved 

and committed to UUCA .   

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

Sarah Masters, Director of Congregational Life, is the staff person we work with.  We 

keep her informed of our needs and activities, and she has helped guide us at 

important junctures. 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

The level of support we have been receiving is sufficient.  We don’t need budgetary 

support from UUCA but we do receive support by having our incoming and outgoing 

money processed through UUCA.  Because our check to Capon Springs (where the 

retreat is held) comes from UUCA we get a tax break.   

 

Capon Springs gives us a check back at the end of the retreat for the money we saved 

and that serves as our seed money for the next year.  We have used the money in 

various ways over the years.  Most recently, in an attempt to entice new attendees, we 

have offered discounts to people attending the retreat for the first time.  We get 

administrative and organizational support from Sarah Masters.  In the past we got a lot 
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of support from ministers, who often attended and led workshops on various subjects.  

We would really welcome this again.  We enjoy the opportunity to spend informal, fun 

time, interacting with our ministers and getting to know them better.  This is especially 

helpful to new people. 

 

FELLOWSHIP X UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

  

1.     What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group? 

Fellowship X began as a way for Generation Xers in the church to meet, socialize, and have 

services on topics of interest to them. While we have formal bylaws, we have not brought 

members together to make a covenant and that is our goal for 2016: to make a covenant for our 

group.  

 

2.     What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

Fellowship X is strongly focused on connecting. We hold weekly services and have a Meetup 

group that has brought new people to both FX and the church. In fact, many of our members 

have gone on to become members of UUCA, which aligns with the ‘grow’ mission. 

3.     What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes? 

Our goals for 2016: 

●  Develop a focus, mission, covenant, and/or charge 
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●  Hold services every Friday evening. Our schedule is as follows:  

○ First Fridays -- UUCA-themed service;  

○ Second Fridays -- a social service (cooking a meal together or playing a game); 

○ Third Fridays -- Discussion service;  

○ Fourth Fridays -- service based on Soul Matters material;  

○ Fifth Fridays -- a check-in service 

● Update and ratify bylaws 

●  Get new people involved in FX leadership and in organizing activities. We plan to do this 

by simply reaching out and asking new folks if they’re interested instead of relying on 

the same group of people to do things 

● New email list serve -- Right now FX has an outdated email list, a Meetup group, and a 

Facebook group. We want to come up with a better/consistent way to communicate 

with our membership; trying to hit more in one swoop instead of hoping members see a 

message somewhere 

● Clarifying use of social media. Right now FX only has a Facebook group. 

● Have a stronger FX presence on church web site 

4.     How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority 

initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church 

without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the 

mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

By reaching out to people to get them more involved in the leadership/planning part of FX, we 

hope to bring about more “circles, not rows” in our organization. More FX members are 

attending Sunday service, which is enticing other members to come as they know they will see 
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someone there. Additionally, FX is making an effort to let members know about church-wide 

activities -- such as the Happy Hours and the Day of Service. We’re hoping our new 

communication system will aid that. 

 

5.     Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 

your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

Sarah Masters 

Barbara Gilligan 

6.     What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 

attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

An additional goal is to bring in a minister or lay leader to speak to the group. Over the years we 

have hosted various ministers at our Friday night services and talked with the transition team 

and search committee. This year, Allen Kieswetter spoke to the group about strategic planning 

(and over 20 people showed up to give their input) and Rev. Linda is scheduled to do a Friday 

night service.  

We have also heard from our members they would be interested in an adult OWL class. Many of 

us did not grow up in UU and are envious of the education our youth receive. 

Our group has been self-sustaining financially, and has even been able to give a small amount of 

money to the church.  We anticipate we’ll follow this same path going forward. 
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Finance Group 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

a. Our only mission is to provide advice to Brian Smith when he requests it.  Our 

focus is on Finance but only on the overall expenditure of funds, i.e. are we 

within to budget or not.  Although our name contains finance we have no role in 

the revenue or developing the budget only in whether or not we think a budget 

deficit in possible and what level might be acceptable.  We also give advice on 

things like negotiating a mortgage.  But again, we only give advice. 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that?   

a. Our link is through Brian Smith and how the advice he requests then links to the 

mission statement. 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

a. To provide advice as requested on a timely manner.  If Brian is happy then we 

have accomplished our job 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 

priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

a. We have no charter, mission, or authority for anything in the church.  We are 

strictly an advisory group to Brian Smith.  We will contribute to the church to 

the extent that our advice helps Brian and through him Rev. McEmrys 
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5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

a. We support the Parish Administrator, Brian Smith; we meet with him 

monthly or at his request. 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

a. We really don’t need any support. 

 

 

1) UUCA Galleries Mission  
 
The Center Gallery:  
The primary mission for this gallery is to feature large scale artworks (appx. 
24”x36”) by artists artist from the DC area whose work resonates with UUCA’s 
mission and values i.e. social justice, equality, diversity, faith etc.. Special 
consideration will be given to emerging artists and artists who represent a range 
of ethnicities and religious backgrounds.  
 
The QUUest Galleries:  
The primary mission for these galleries is to feature work from UUCA 
congregants in thematic exhibitions that closely adhere to UUCA’s mission, 
principles, monthly spiritual themes and/or church activities and initiatives such 
as Chalice Theater productions. Artist submit a 40-60 word statement about how 
their work or, their process, manifests aspects of the exhibitions’ theme and will 
be included in the wall label for their work.  
 
Some themes may be particularly conducive to group works and/or products from 
workshops or photographic explorations that are part of another church initiative.  
 
Opportunities for children’s work to be showcased will be part of the exhibition 
planning for these galleries as well.  
 
2) Outcomes: 
 
QUUest Gallery Schedule 2015 

 Children of Eden: Feb. 27 - May 3 
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 Guatemalan Photos: May 3 - May 17 

 Soul Matters(renewal, resilience, revelry): May 17 - June 21 

 Peace Camp Past and Present: June 21 - July 26 

 Nameste - July 26 - Sept. 13 

 NEED 2015/16 church calendar and themes to plan 
 
Center Gallery 2015 

 Colorful Stories of Hope paintings by Lukman Ahmad, May 10 - July 12 

 Earth, Wind, Water: A Celebration of Summer paintings by Lisa Neher, July 19 
- Sept. 12  

 Harvest: Artist Reap from Nature and Spirit artwork from the Lake Barcroft Art 
League, Sept. 21 - Nov. 1 

 Sculpture of the Soul wall relief by Lynda Bugge-Smith, Nov. 8 - Dec. 13 (or 
first week January) 

 TENTATIVE: Solstice Light Installation by CA artist  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3) Connect, Grow, Serve 
 

 Connect: The galleries will provide church members and visitors with exciting 
visual connections with UUCA’s values and principles. Every exhibition will 
highlight, in a concrete way, what is important to our church community. For 
example: Color Stories of Hope paintings by Syrian artist Lukman Ahmad 
demonstrates UUCA’s commitment to representing artists from diverse ethnic 
and religious backgrounds and providing viewers with art made as a statement 
against social injustice worldwide; AND, showing work in the Center gallery of 
artist who represent a range of ethnicities and religious backgrounds will help 
the church make connections with artists and viewers in the greater DC area 
(with good publicity and attendance at receptions by artists’ friends, family and 
colleagues).  

 

 Grow: The galleries will provide congregants with an opportunity to stretch 
(grow) their understanding of abstract themes (renewal, resilience, grace etc.) 
by making and viewing visual art made as an expression of such. AND, like the 
connections (above) made by showing a diverse range of artists in the Center 
gallery we may “grow” our own community by engaging new people at our 
church. 

 

 Serve: The galleries primary purpose is to serve and support the values, 
principles, themes, and initiatives of the church by promoting education and 
consideration about these in an alternative (visual) way. More thought and 
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consideration of our principles by all viewers will be a service to our community 
at large. 

 
 
4) Resources: 
 

 People: curator (Carson), assistant (Meika), Event Planners for receptions 
(needed!), Handypeople for Art Installation (needed! 

 

 Supplies: $100 
    hanging wire, fishing line, stick-tack, tape, adhesive labels, mats and 
cardstock  for signage. 
 

 Marketing: $660.00 
    mounted poster for each Center exhibition ($70 x 6 = $420), flyers ($40 x 
6 =  $240)  
 

 Hospitality: $1400.00 
 Light refreshments for 6 Center gallery receptions and 1 annual 
reception/party  
 for QUUest artists ($200 x 7 = $1400) 
 

 Annual Children’s Project: $100 (supplies) 
 
TOTAL: $2260.00 
 
5) IMPORTANT matter regarding income from ART SALES:  
 
Policy, to date, regarding sale of art work from church galleries has been that 
80% of the sale goes to the artist and 20% of the sale goes to the church. Since 
these sales have been for artwork in the QUUest galleries by artist who are 
members of the church it has been on the honor of the artist/member to receive 
the check for the full amount of the sale then write a separate check to the 
church for 20% of the amount they received.  
 
Questions: 
 

 If the church is not able to provide adequate resources for the galleries’ 
programs, can the income from the sale of art work be put toward a visual art 
fund (or budget line) to defray the cost of much needed resources (see above 
#4)? 

 

 In the case of sales of work by artists who are not church members, primarily 
those who will be exhibited in the Center, should the purchaser write one check 
to the church then the church write a check to the artist for their cut OR should 
the purchaser write 2 checks - one to the artist and one to the church?  
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 Can the 20% that goes to the church be considered a tax deduction for the 
artist? Or the purchaser?  

 

 

 

Green Action’s Self-Evaluation 
 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

 

Our charter provides details on these elements (see Green Action page on UUCA 

website). 

 

In a nutshell, Green Action exists to promote UUCA engagement and action supportive 

of the Seventh Principle, "Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which 

we are a part." 

 

Green Action pursues this goal through a program of educational, service, witness and 

advocacy opportunities for congregants, knowing that the visibility and salience of this 

issue in the public square is largely insufficient to change behavior at the individual or 

collective level. We believe  that the spiritual, ethical and moral aspects of climate 

change can be a unifying and compelling force for energizing the congregation. This is 

why we do this work, differentiating UUs from other groups such as Sierra Club, as 

Lavona Grow reminds us. 

 

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: 

“Connect, Grow, Serve”. How do you link up with that?  

 

A core Green Action purpose is to:  

• "Connect" with an increasing number of UUCA folks to inform and engage them to 

address climate change;  
• "Grow" our individual and collective understanding of the issue and how to foster 

effective action; and  
• "Serve" the broader mission of the church and the faith by amplifying and augmenting 

the 7th principle in a meaningful and actionable way.  
 

We link to the mission statement by providing opportunities for congregants to improve 

their commitment to a just and sustainable environment through action at the individual, 

congregational, and community levels through education, service, witness and advocacy. 
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3. What are the expected outcomes for this year? How will you measure your 

outcomes? 

 

A major goal this year was to support the new Senior Minister in delivering key messages 

from the pulpit to elevate the issue and engage the congregation in efforts to address 

climate change.  This was accomplished through two principal activities that resulted 

from Rev Aaron’s messages and which involved more UUCA members than in recent 

memory. Details below. 

 

Green Action has a long record of offering classes, forums, film series and other 

activities, both within the church and as regional offerings involving other congregations 

and UUSJ, as well as faith groups such as GWIPL.  These have nearly all been well 

attended and highly regarded over the years, including Earth Day exhibits and activities. 

We have also worked with the youth through the RE program and have been offering 

Green RE quarterly sessions.  

 

The two special minister-inspired projects: 

 

• Promote solar power and policy change to encourage and incentivize non-profits 

to invest in sustainable energy. This has involved conducting "Write Here, Write 

Now" events over several Sundays that generated more than 150 individual letters 

to elected officials that were hand-delivered to elected officials in Richmond by 

Rev. McEmrys and two UUCA members. In January UUCA joined with the 

Sierra Club and the Virginia Chapter of the Solar Electric Association to present 

insight into the legislative barriers to solar advancement in Virginia. We expect 

this project will continue and expand, gaining more UUCA member support, to 

advance our common interest and work with parter groups to define and promote 

energy efficiency and sustainability. 

 

• Promote participation in and celebration of Earth Day, responding to Rev. McEmrys's 

"call to action" from the pulpit for everyone to do something to support the planet by 

Earth Day. This resulted in more than 200 people signing on, with some 60 or so 

making specific and substantive commitments. On Earth Day Sunday, youth were 

involved in an RE green project, an exhibit in the Celebration Center featured 

congregants' artwork depicting earth images, and more than 70 people participated in 

the Sunday afternoon celebration event which featured a "conscious/ethical eating" 

potluck lunch. Fellowship Hall featured nine displays on green projects. Two area 

organizations (ACE and IPL) were beneficiaries of generous Give the Plate 

contributions over two Sundays. 

 

Other projects included an "ethical/conscious eating" potluck that was designed to 

introduce congregants to plant-centric diets and foods that do not rely on unsustainable 

production methods. Green Action sponsored a panel discussion on fossil fuel 

divestment, part of the "Bringing GA Home" effort to extend the reach of General 

Assembly to a broader audience. 
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Green Action maintained two list-servs for interested congregants, UUECOAction and 

Conscious Eating (Ethical Eating), which stemmed from UUCA interest in the Ethical 

Eating Statement of Conscience approved at General Assembly. Combined they reach 

several hundred members of the UUCA community. 

 

And by way of collaboration with other UUCA groups, Green Action collaborated with 

PAG to screen the film "Heart of Sky, Heart of Earth" followed by a group discussion, to 

increase understanding of the threats to peace and sustainability experienced by the 

Mayan communities in Guatemala due to exploitative and extractive practices by foreign 

corporations. This event deepened our commitment to the Seventh Principle and to ways 

to address these issues. In addition, we are working with DIG on projects of mutual 

interest. 

 

The Green Action Steering Committee seeks to help other interested members in reaching 

the goals listed in the Charter in support of the 7th Principle. We rely less on counting the 

number of people who may have attended an event (although we were very pleased with 

the turn-out of more than 70 people for the Earth Day Celebration) and focus more on 

how we can best amplify the conversation on how we as a congregation promote the 

values in our 7th Principle.  We do this through various means such as building 

awareness, deepening understanding, and finding opportunities for congregants and the 

broader community to take action through witness, service and advocacy to further 

environmental justice. 

 

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of 

Connect, Grow, Serve? And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s 

current priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; 

“Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”? What do you or does your group 

pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA 

is taking?   

 

See response to Q 2 for the first part. As for “Circles not Rows” we work to engage 

congregants in  discussions to learn of their interests and needs so they are not just 

passive recipients of programs. Indeed, last summer and fall we conducted several group 

discussions to plan our work, and periodically have a table in Fellowship Hall to have 

informal conversations and get a sense of needs and opportunities. As for membership 

development and infrastructure, we do nothing directly -- that's not our focus. And as for 

"Church without Walls" we have invited members of the broader community to several 

of our events, and work closely with other faith groups to take the message further and 

find ways to witness collectively and bring new voices to our mission. Involvement in 

regional climate change groups, such as UUSJ's Green Leaders, extends our reach.  At 

least five of us participated in the People's Climate March in New York City last 

September, and several will attend General Assembly in Portland in June where the UUA 

initiative on climate justice, Commit2Respond, will get major attention. 
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And in response to the last sub-question, to pledge to "contribute to achieving the mission 

and these directions that UUCA is taking" we need to have further conversations to 

examine the role of UUCA groups overall and the opportunity for social justice-focused 

groups to support Executive Interpretation of the Ends “The church is a force for service 

and social justice.”  

 

Several members of Green Action Steering Committee are stepping down or downsizing 

their personal commitment in light of other personal pressing priorities. This leaves a 

void -- and an opportunity for "fresh legs" and leadership -- for the coming year. So this 

will be a good time for re-assessment, and perhaps a mission and name change to better 

characterize the need for a focus on climate justice. Perhaps a new model is called for, 

such as a monthly "climate action discussion group", at least as an interim measure, to 

enlist wider participation by interested congregants and greater engagement in planning 

and implementation.  In addition, improved means of communication — especially 

involving social media — is essential to increasing congregants’ engagement and 

participation in Green Action efforts. 

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

 

Our group is accountable both to the Rev. Dr. Linda Olson Peebles as well as the larger 

community/congregation. And this year with Rev. McEmrys's arrival, we have met with 

him several times to better understand what role we can play to amplify and augment his 

messages from the pulpit on Green Action-related issues. This has been a success, in our 

view. In addition, members of our Steering Committee have met with the RE staff and 

the administrator on relevant issues, such as planning the Earth Day Celebration and 

pursuing options on solar energy development. Mary Ann Bolton provides essential 

support through Connections and Facebook, and Sarah Masters is helpful in building a 

database of pledgers and in other ways. 

 

 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of 

budget, staff attention and leadership. Discuss internally and with appropriate staff 

member. 

 

Ministerial support is critical in helping to guide our efforts in ways that continually 

inform our programming and are congruent with the messages emanating from the pulpit.  

Over the years, we have worked with the clergy to plan Earth Day services and expect to 

continue to work with clergy to have services (not sermons alone) that focus on the 7th 

Principle.  

 

We regard ourselves as allies of the ministers, serving as extended staff with relevant 

expertise in issues related to the 7th Principle and UUCA-specific commitments, and in 

collaboration with relevant outside groups. We recognize the importance of the 7th 

principle, the various Statements of Conscience on environmental issues, the 
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Congregation’s commitment to Green Sanctuary, and to the Green Lens as once 

articulated in the Strategic Plan. 

 

Realistically, we have no expectation of any UUCA budget support for Green Action. 

Many interested congregants have stepped forward with contributions of time, talent, and 

treasure. 

 

 

 

Green Action Steering Committee 

 

Bob Denniston, Chair 

Mary Pike 

MJ Schmelzer 

Donna Forsman 

Anne O'Neill 

Linda Lutes (liaison to DIG) 

 

UUCA Group Self Evaluation:  Helping Hands 
 
Helping Hands is a network of volunteers who provide assistance in times of need or crisis – 
assistance such as bringing meals on a short term basis or providing rides to medical 
appointments or church activities.  We are part of the church mission to serve. 
 
Our goals are to be available for members’ and friends’ needs whenever called on.  To that end 
we recruit volunteers and match them with requests.  Our group of coordinators takes requests 
for services that have been filtered through Sarah Masters, the staff person who is our very 
strong support.  She kept informed of what is happening. 
 
We have not been keeping statistics but might consider doing so.  At this time, the number of 
volunteers and number of requests for help seem to be matched such that we can meet almost 
all legitimate requests placed in a timely manner (and many not placed in a timely manner.) 
 
These activities bring members of our community together and function outside the “walls” of 
the church.   
 
Our budget needs are for the support of Sarah Masters. She is essential to determining 
legitimate requests and sometimes helps  in locating some of the sources of help being asked 
for.  We have occasional copying needs throughout the year when recruiting for volunteers on 
Sundays. 
 
 

 

HOSPITALITY 

Group:  Sunday coffee servers. 
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1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

Serve coffee after Sunday services.  

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: 

“Connect, Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that?  

Connect.  Create an inviting atmosphere after Sunday services to encourage 

people to linger and connect.  

Grow. – Some servers commit to the single slot once a month just to be sure to 

attend services at least that often.  Helps get some people to church on time.  

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your 

outcomes?  

Get the coffee on the table on time - and keep it coming. 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of 

Connect, Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  

UUCA’s current priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership 

Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does 

your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions 

that UUCA is taking?  

Serve coffee after Sunday services every Sunday. 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs?  

Sarah Masters. 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of 

budget, staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff 

member.  

6a. Budget:  money to buy coffee and supplies,  

6b. Staff attention:  lists of new inquiring friends who might be interested in 

helping with coffee  

6c. Leadership:  annual recognition of Sunday services is nice.  Maybe even an 

email from Sarah or Rev Aaron to each server thanks them for help with Sunday 

service. 

7. What are your biggest issues? 

7a. Recruitment (filling and keeping filled the positions) and  
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7b. Communications (despite weekly emails to servers, some don’t know what’s 

going on.  Many of my volunteers can’t figure out how to use Google docs or won’t 

use it. ) 

7c.  Next year we (Sarah Masters and I) need to recruit someone to serve as co-

organizer of coffee so I can travel.  

8. How did you do this year? 

Managed to serve coffee after every service – except one.  This was a bummer 

when no one showed up to make coffee. 

 

 

UUCA hUUmanist group self-evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

We are members and friends of UUCA who endeavor to keep alive the 

humanist tradition founded in Unitarianism in the early 20
th

 century 

and reflected in today’s UUA’s covenanted by-laws, which lists 

among the “six primary sources of inspiration and wisdom” in 

current Unitarian-Universalism: 

 

 “Humanist teachings which counsel us to heed the guidance of 

reason and the results of science, and warn us against idolatries of 

the mind and spirit.”    

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission 

statement: “Connect, Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

 

We meet regularly for programs that have a humanist approach that 

appeal to like-minded individuals not only in the Church’s 

membership but also in the neighboring communities. Many current 

members and friends of UUCA were introduced to the Church 

through their interest in attending the hUUmanist meetings.    
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3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure 

your outcomes?  

 

We will endeavor to continue to encourage the same outcomes—

providing intellectually stimulating programs that appeal to 

humanists in the church as well as in the community.   However, our 

group is aging and we have lost many due to infirmity, death, and 

relocation-- more than have been replaced by younger members.  

Nevertheless average attendance has been fairly good, at least 20-25 

and sometimes more.    As long as attendance holds up to provide a 

critical mass for having a good discussion I think the members will 

feel the group has value for them.  But we shall see.   

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its 

mission of Connect, Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected 

outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives of 

“Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge 

to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that 

UUCA is taking? 

 

See answer to Points 2 & 3.   

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them 

regular updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs?   

 

Barbara Gilligan and Paul Kearney provide assistance.   

Respectfully submitted, 

Jere Cummins  

 

                                                                            Investment Committee Annual Report 

                                                                                            Fiscal Year 2014-15 

                                                                                                May 15, 2015 
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   Background. The church’s investment function came into being about thirty years ago when a 

donor’s previous small stock gift to the Endowment Fund grew to about $10,000. Members of 

the Endowment Committee recommended sale of the stock and reinvestment of proceeds 

in  one or more Vanguard mutual funds. This was done. 

  

    Church investments grew over the next few years and several additional special investment 

funds were created. At the initiative of Board member Kathy Ross, the Board created the 

Investment Committee as a separate entity from the Endowment  Committee with reporting 

responsibility to the Finance Committee. The Investment Committee was empowered to make 

loans consistent with Church mission and values, and to invest in an appropriate mix of equity 

and fixed income mutual funds. In practice the Investment Committee has made substantial 

individual loans to the Culpepper Garden retirement home, the Unitarian Universalist Affordable 

Housing Corp. (UUAHC, now the Open Door Housing Fund), and the Church itself. Its 

responsibilities have grown to include investments for the Replacement Reserves, the Memorial 

Garden fund, the Cattell Youth Arts fund, and the commingled (with the General Fund) 

Designated Accounts balances. The Committee is not authorized to purchase or hold individual 

bond and stock investments. 

  

   Current Operations. The Committee consists of church members Chad Ohlandt, Bob Gayer, Bill 

Piez, Phyllis Woodring, and Gene Mulligan, chair. Investments are monitored monthly or more 

frequently, and the Committee meets quarterly or more often as appropriate. Investment 

choices are guided by ratings provided by the Morningstar FundInvestor service, and they are 

generally made on a consensual basis. They most often develop at the chair’s initiative, but 

other members often offer and see adopted modifications to proposed changes. Performance is 

evaluated with reference to appropriate investment indices and reported quarterly. A tabulation 

of existing portfolio results for calendar 2014 and 2015 first quarter follows: 

  

                                                                2014     2014       2014     2014            2014         2015     

                                                               1st Q     2nd Q     3rd Q     4th Q       Full Year      1st Q 

Endowment Fund (% returns)                 3.52%    3.74%  -0.93%    3.53%          10.15%       4.97% 

Cattell Fund (% returns)                         2.01       4.86      0.68       4.25             11.89         1.67 

General Fund/Desig. A/Cs                     0.88       0.99     -0.09       1.47               3.13         2.33             

Replacement Reserves (% returns)       2.08       5.22     -0.16       3.99             10.56         2.33     

Memorial Garden (% returns)                0.24       2.60     -0.08       6.86               9.81          NA 
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Comparisons (% returns) 

S&P 500 Index                                       1.81      5.235      1.12      4.938            13.69          0.95     

Barclays Bond Index                             1.84      2.052      0.164     1.796             5.97           1.61 

3-month T-bill Index                             0.02      0.02        0.01        0.0                0.05           0.01     

Model Portfolio#                                  1.728    4.18        0.833      3.942          11.08           1.068 

  

#70-25-5 mix model for Endowment Fund only 

  

    Evaluation. The Endowment Fund has had an objective of “beating inflation” by two or more 

percent; this is not a demanding challenge under recent circumstances. Committee members 

also aspire through active management to outperform a composite index of equity, fixed 

income and cash equivalent securities, represented above by ratios of 70%, 25% and 5%. Thus 

our relative performance above for calendar year 2014 was somewhat disappointing. Although 

we are off to a good start for calendar 2015, the Committee may want to consider a more 

conservative strategy emphasizing indexation for future positioning.   

       

    Conclusion. If one accepts a premise that the Church’s substantial  financial reserves should 

not be maintained only in bank deposits and money market funds, an experienced and 

reasonably competent investment team or committee is key to maintaining productive and 

secure investments in appropriate assets. The Investment Committee serves this role and thus 

supports the Church’s Connect, Grow and Serve Mission. 

 

                                                                       Palestinian-Israeli Issues Task Group 

                                                                         Annual Report, Fiscal Year 2014-15 

  

Background. I initiated this UUCA activity late in 2013 after visiting the Palestinian West Bank 

and Israel in June and participating in the 12th Annual End the Occupation Conference in 

Arlington in September. Fellow congregants Kit Britton, Moya Atkinson, Jere Cummins, Bud 

Hensgen, Allan Kellum, Bill Reilly, Roger Soles, Bob Waters and a number of others have joined 

in meetings devoted to studying specific issues, keeping up with current events, and engaging in 

external advocacy directed to national leaders. About 25 of us have affiliated with the national 

Unitarian Universalists for Justice in the Middle East (UUJME) as the Northern Virginia Chapter. 
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Purposes. We seek to educate ourselves and other UUCA congregants on issues stemming from 

the Palesinian-Israeli conflict. We favor a two-state solution. We seek to ameliorate the plight of 

Palestinians in East Jerusalem, the West Bank, and Gaza by influencing Israeli practice through 

change in US government policies.. 

     

Current Operations. During the year the Group has organized signing of three letters by 

congregants: 

•    A letter to Secretary of State John Kerry in support of his diplomatic efforts to restrain Iran 

from developing nuclear armaments; 

•    A letter to Israeli Ambassador to the US Ron Dermer calling for the end of Israeli settlement 

construction in the West Bank; 

•     A recent letter to President Obama urging reconsideration of long-standing US policies of 

generous financial support to the Israeli military and UN Security Council veto use to avoid 

appropriate sanctioning of illegal Israeli conduct. 

  

Several members have visited Capitol Hill offices of Virginia senators and representatives to 

strengthen support for Palestinian human rights. Part of our group made additional visits in late 

2014 in conjunction with a strong Quaker-led effort to discourage legislative initiatives that 

threatened to undermine the Iranian negotiations. 

  

Our group has sponsored or collaborated with several activities aimed at raising the 

consciousness and engagement of congregants and interested outsiders. UUCA Chalice Theater 

presented the play My Name Is Rachel Corrie, and substantial contributions from the play and 

the following Sunday “Give the Plate”were sent to the Gaza Mental Health Foundation. 

Palestinian nonviolent activist and Amnesty International prisoner of conscience Bassem Tamimi 

spoke on his village’s protests of an Israeli settlement’s encroachment on its land and 

destruction of olive trees. Middle East educational presentations were offered by retired 

diplomat Landrum Bolling and retired congressman Jim Moran. 

     

The task group maintains a table in the Social Hall after Sunday services to encourage discussion 

and support dissemination of educational materials. 

  

Evaluation.  The group’s activities deal with  important national security and  human rights 

issues and are compatible with our Seven Principles. They comprise a valuable component of 

the church’s social justice ministry. 
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                        Respectfully submitted, 

                         

                        Gene Mulligan, Convener 

 

Library/Resource Center 

 

11. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  
 

The focuses and missions of this project is to  

 Inventory books, CDs, tapes and other similar UUCA resources 

 Use specific criteria to identify resources that are currently of value to UUCA’s 
priority initiatives and mission statements 

 Recycle those resources that do not meet the criteria; attempt to find places 
where these could be of value, rather than just discard them 

 Organize the remaining resources 
o Design and implement an electronic system that records each item so 

that UUCA staff and members can know of the resources and use them 
o Identify what additional resources are needed 
o Design and implement systems and spaces that encourage use of the 

resources and resource centers 
 

12. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 
Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
 

UUCA has a plethora and depth of resources that could be of value and use to the 

congregation, staff, and others, including religious education (RE) for children, adult RE, 

and spiritual exploration.  Currently UUCA does not have an inventory or electronic 

record of the resources so that it is difficult to know what we have and what we may 

need.  The first step is to identify what we have and make these more accessible.   

 

These resources can foster intellectual, spiritual, and other growth by providing 

information.  Also, many of these resources can feed our souls in a variety of ways (e.g., 

as inspiration, direction, and perspectives.)   

 

After this first step of identification, it will be prudent to form a team including 

stakeholders from a variety of church organizations and interests (e.g., RE, worship 

associates, arts groups, social justice participants, youth, seniors, and others) to review 

what we have and identify how best to use and expand these resources.  The church’s 

mission statement of  “Connect, Grow, and Serve” will be important guideline in these 

tasks.   
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13. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes? 
 

The initial expected outcomes were: 

 Inventory existing resources 

 Recycle those that do not meet specific criteria 

 Organize remaining into a system like that currently used in bookstores for ease 
of use 

 Put together an electronic record of the inventory. 

 Organize a stakeholder team that can construct a future for the resources and 
resource center. 
 

14. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 
Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current 
priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 
and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 
contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

UUCA has had two libraries for decades; the upstairs library was designed to support 

adult interests; the downstairs library was aimed at RE issues and needs.  Originally, the 

libraries were designed to use the Dewey Decimal System, and the books were 

catalogued with paper records.  It has been several years since the libraries were tended 

and operating at their full potential. 

Joan Helde and I volunteered to work on updating what had been done previously by a 

number of volunteers.  The answer to question 1 outlines what we are doing.  In 

addition, I have consulted with a number of congregants who have institutional 

knowledge about the libraries to ensure that valuable perspectives are part of this 

project.   

With the formation of the Soul Matters Covenant Groups and other changes in worship 

and ministry, having the appropriate resources of books, films, DVDs, and other media 

can supplement and add to the interest and effectiveness of these new spiritually driven 

program.  Inventorying and cataloging what UUCA already has and making the existing 

resources more readily available is a service to UUCA.  This helps the Soul Matters and 

other small group ministry projects be more robust.  These groups connect groups and 

help us all grow our spiritual understandings. 

Also, UUCA has a vast array of historical documents and books that are not presently 

used and could be valuable in a number of ways.  These need to be identified and 

preserved. 

Recycling resources that are no longer current or useful helps us use our infrastructure 

more efficiently. 
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15. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates 
on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

The Director of Religious Education is currently the staff contact.  Regular updates of 

progress are provided, and next steps are discussed. 

16. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 
attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 
 

The current timeline is to complete the inventory and electronic record NLT October 1, 

2015.  The next steps need to be identified.  I suggest once the inventory is complete that 

ministers and staff discuss next steps about the resource centers.  Perhaps it would make 

sense to invite a number of stakeholders to a visioning exercise where people cold learn 

what is currently available and suggest what might be nice.  If a resource center team could 

be identified, that team could then work with ministers and staff re next steps to make best 

use of the space and resource.   

 

 

 

LIVE AT THE CENTER UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group? The focus of the Live At 
The Center! series is to bring various genres of quality music, dance and song to 
congregants, friends, and outsiders alike for their entertainment, while simultaneously 
supporting both UUCA’s talented musicians, as well as unknown excellent traveling 
musicians. 
 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 
Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that?  Live At The Center! fulfills all three 
components of our mission statement. It promotes the gathering of music lovers, 
serving that community. It also brings in a large number of people who have never 
heard of UU’ism or UUCA, with a high probability of attracting like-minded people to our 
church as visitors, friends, or eventually members. 
 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  
We expect to attract music and dance lovers to the church for fun and fellowship. We 
will assess our success by monitoring the number of participants who attend the events. 

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 
Grow, Serve?   See response to #2 above.  And how will your expected outcomes 
contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; When we set up 
for a concert, we literally place the chairs in a semi-circle around the performer, in order 
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to create interaction between the musician(s) and audience members. The square 
dances totally promote physical and emotional interaction among the participants.  
“Membership Development”; As of this date, we have hosted 3 outside bands. At each 
concert, at least one person has asked about UUCA, complimented us on the space and 
bringing such talented musicians to enjoy.  “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 
Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the 
mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? We plan to continue bringing in 
newcomers and introducing them to UUCA, at least through the “back door.” 

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Bob Griffith, Music Director Do you 
provide them regular updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs?  Yes, Bob 
is informed of all events scheduled in the near and distant future and has been 
incredibly supportive of this program. 

 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 
staff attention and leadership.  UUCA has partnered with Stone Room Concerts, a 
501(c)(3) nonprofit, which takes care of all logistics, ticket sales, promotion, support 
systems (sound, lights, etc.) for the performers outside of the Church.  At least one 
UUCA member works with David Holiday, who founded Stone Room Concerts, and is 
present at every event. Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 

 

CONGREGATIONAL LIFE GROUPS 

 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation: Capital Campaign 

 

17. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

THE FOCUS IS TO CLOSE OUT THE CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR.  TO DO THAT, WE NEED TO TRACK 

PLEDGE PAYMENTS AND THEN WORK WITH THE BANK TO DETERMINE THE TYPE OF 

REFINANCING TO PROCEED WITH. 

18. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
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WE CONNECT WITH ALL OF OUR CONGREGANTS, IN FOLLOWING UP ON PLEDGES.  WE 

SERVE THE CHURCH COMMITY, IN TRYING TO ENSURE THE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL 

VIABILITY OF THE CHURCH 

19. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

THE OUTCOME IS A REFINANCED SET OF LOANS, ON THE BEST POSSIBLE TERMS, 

DEPENDING ON THE MARKET, AND THE PLEDGE PAYMENTS. 

20. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 

priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

WE CONTRIBUTE DIRECTLY TO “INFRASTRUCTURE” – THE OUTCOMES WILL HAVE A 

STRONG IMPACT ON THE ANNUAL BUDGET. 

21. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

WE WOULD LOOK TO THE ADMINISTRATOR FOR BASIC SUPPORT, BUT WE ALSO RELY 

ON SARAH MASTERS, BETH ENRIQUEZ AND BOB GAYER FOR SUPPORT. 

22. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

WE DO NOT NEED A BUDGET, BUT “ATTENTION MUST BE PAID” --- I THINK THE CAMPAIGN HAS 

BEEN KIND OF AN “ORPHAN” THE LAST FEW YEARS, AND WE HAVE MISSED OPPORTUNITIES TO 

CELEBRATE ALL THE GOOD THAT HAS COME OUT OF THE CAMPAIGN, WHICH RAISED NOT JUST 
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MONEY, BUT ALSO SPIRITS, WITH AN INITIAL CAMPAIGN THAT CONNECTED PERSONALLY WITH 

MANY PEOPLE. 

 

SUBMITTED BY BILL FOGARTY 
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Sunday coffee 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation –  

23. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  
Serving coffee after services on Sunday mornings. 

24. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: Connect, 
Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that?   
Serving coffee encourages folks to stay after services and facilities connections. 

25. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  
I guess we measure by coffee drunk? 

26. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 
Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 
priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 
and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 
contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 
Pledge: We keep showing up and serving coffee after services.  

27. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 
updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 
Sarah Masters.  Needs:  I keep pestering her about giving us the names of new 
members who are willing to serve coffee – and she does! 
Barbara Gilligan: orders coffee and buys certain other supplies for us.  

28. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 
staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 
I think we are getting the support we need.  
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Ushers 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

Steven Zahniser, Usher Coordinator 

January 10, 2016 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group? To provide ushering 
services to the 9:15 and 11:15 AM church services. 
 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: 
“Connect, Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? Ushering is a supporting 
component of the Sunday church services. In that ushers help to welcome people to the 
church and facilitate their efforts to participate in the church services, ushers have a 
direct role in assisting people to connect with the church, grow spiritually, and serve 
others. Ushering also is an opportunity for service on the part of the ushers. 
 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your 
outcomes? The main expected outcome is to provide ushering for each of the church 
services every year. The quality of this outcome is measured by the success of the 
ushers to provide ushering to all of these church services and by any feedback received, 
either from persons outside the ushering group including the ministers, director of 
congregational life, and members of the congregation or from the ushers themselves.  
 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of 
Connect, Grow, Serve? And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s 
current priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; 
“Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group 
pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is 
taking? One aspect of ushering is to address barriers that might prevent people from 
taking part fully in the church service. This can range from providing assistance to 
people with walkers to helping restless children find something to draw with. The ushers 
strive to find the desired mix between being formal and being welcoming, which is 
helpful given the range of moods in which members of the congregation may find 
themselves in on Sunday morning. The usher coordinator pledges to be responsive to 
efforts to support these priority initiatives more fully. 
 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 
updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? Sarah Masters. Yes. 
 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 
staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 
Support is normally required to recruit new ushers, to coordinate the activity of 
ushering with innovations made to the church service, and to respond to unanticipated 
needs of the ushers. 
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Decorations Team 

 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

January 2016 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

General.  The UUCA Decorations Team works with ministers, staff, and Worship Associates 

(WAs) to provide fresh flowers and other installations for the front of the sanctuary, including 

the candle tables, as well as the welcome desk and other parts of the church.  For altars and 

other special celebrations (e.g., flower ceremony and water ceremony), the team works very 

closely with the WAs and other groups.    

 

Specifics. The Decorations Team will use fresh flowers as much as possible.  Specifically, the 

Decorations Team responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 Welcome Desk and Candle Tables.  Prepare fresh flowers or other suitable materials 
appropriate for the season for the candle tables and the welcome desk each Sunday.  
The welcome desk arrangement could be used if people would like to donate to 
commemorate a personal event. 

 Care of Indoor Plants.  Water and care for indoor plants in the sanctuary, vestibules, and 
narthex areas.   

 Special Services.  Work with the Ministers and WAs about needs for special services (i.e., 
Water Ceremony, Day of Dead/Memorial Service, Flower Ceremony, Fire Ceremony).  
The Decorations Team suggests that plans be finalized NLT two weeks before a specific 
Sunday so that there is sufficient time for purchasing and gathering materials. These 
materials could include fresh flowers, plants, and other natural materials as well as 
other items appropriate for the event/season. 

 Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year Holidays.   Coordinate with groups throughout 
the church, including WAs, ministers, and staff, to design and execute appropriate 
holiday decorations both inside and outside the church.   

 Memorial Services, Weddings, Etc.  At times when families have memorial services, 
weddings, or other events, the UUCA event coordinator would identify how best to use 
any donated flowers.  Coordination with the Decorations Team would not be needed 
unless the Sunday service is one of the events described previously or other special 
commemoration. 
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2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 
Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

Previously, the tradition of the team has been to work individually.  A schedule was constructed 

with each member taking a specific Sunday.  There were informal conversations among the 

group, but usually this was a solo undertaking.   In the past year, the group has had three 

meetings among themselves and also is working more closely with the WAs, staff, and ministers 

for special projects (e.g.,  Water Communion, Day of the Dead, Earth Day, Flower Communion, 

and holiday installations).  We are working on these projects as a team, rather than individuals.  

This has led to the team having significantly more connection among the team and with UUCA’s 

spiritual life.    

 

We were able to recruit a few new members this year and currently have six members.  We 

continue to actively recruit individuals to assist with specific projects as well as regular members 

of our team.  We also had a goal of coordinating with other groups in the church.  We have 

established very successful communications and relationships with the WA team and expect 

that to continue.   

 

To grow, individuals on the team have taken education classes to improve their own skills.  Also, 

the team sponsored a flower arranging mechanics workshop involving several UUCA 

congregants as well as Decorations Team members.   

 

The Decorations Team primary focus is to serve the congregation by proving artful 

arrangements and displays for the sanctuary and other parts of the church to make the space 

more inviting.  This year we were especially successful in our Thanksgiving and Christmas 

decorations.  We received numerous compliments on how much our work added to congregants 

celebrations of the seasons.   In regard to other goals, we continue to make every effort to 

purchase flowers from sources that are positive for the environment as well as free trade to 

ensure appropriate pay for workers.   

 

Also, we have worked diligently to repurpose and share arrangements and displays throughout 

the church and for purposes such as meetings and other events during the week.    
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3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

Connect: We will continue to coordinate with WAs.  In addition, we will communicate with the 

Director of Religious Education to identify possible opportunities for more participation of 

younger RE participants.   

Grow:  We will work to increase membership; we will strive to have at least 10 team members.   

We would also like to increase the numbers of participants in specific activities; for example, this 

year we asked covenant groups and others to decorate for the winter holiday.  We will expand 

these efforts in the next year.  Also, we will seek out educational opportunities for others and 

ourselves.   

Serve:  W will continue to serve the congregation by enhancing the visual appeal of the 

sanctuary and other internal spaces. Also, we would like to participate in and seek out 

opportunities to expand the concept of worship arts at UUCA.  This will also integrate our 

activities with others and the spiritual goals of UUCA.    

We are also available as consultants or other roles about changes to the sanctuary or other 

areas of the church. 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 
Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current 
priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 
and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 
contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

Our expected outcomes are designed to integrate Decorations Team activities closely into UUCA 

congregational life. We advocate that the use of fresh flowers and other arrangements and 

installations to make our spaces more human and beautiful.  We believe that worship arts are 

integral to enhancing spirituality throughout our congregation and in our spaces.  We are aware 

that services are live streamed, and we consciously design our arrangements with this in mind.  

In addition, we are aware that our building and grounds are used and visited throughout the 

week by a variety of groups and individuals.  We believe that the Decorations Team efforts 

enhance the experience of these groups and individuals.   
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5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 
updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

Although the Director of Congregational Life is our assigned staff point of contact, we also 

work with additional staff such as the administrative coordinator, communications 

coordinator, facilities manager, and ministerial intern about specific projects.  We have 

regular contacts with all of these folks about our activities, outcomes, and needs as 

appropriate for the specific project. 

It is also crucial for us to work closely with the ministers and WAs.  We have regular 

communications with each minister as well as the WA coordinator.  This has been crucial 

for us to ensure we are meeting their needs. 

 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 
staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

Timely communication among our team, ministers, staff, and groups such as the WAs is the 

most important support that the Decoration Team needs to function effectively.  The team is 

ready, willing, and able to participate and support worship and spiritual needs and would like to 

expand its membership and role.  To accomplish this, we need timely communications with 

ministers and staff.     

In addition, our team will continue to work together on our own internal communications.  We 

need to continue to use our individual creativities in a collaborative way so that we can continue 

to enhance the appearance of our space.   

Also, we strive to be good fiscal stewards of the church when we purchase supplies and flowers.  

We strive to keep weekly expenses to no more than $35 and less if possible by using personal 

gardens, wholesalers, and other sources.  For some events (Christmas holiday, Flower 

Communion, Easter), we cannot keep the budget to this amount and have sufficient 

flowers/displays for the occasion.  It would be helpful to have more budget guidance several 

weeks ahead of an event so that we can obtain the best prices. 
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CIRCLE DINNERS 

 

Intention is to foster connections within the congregation. 

 

Connect is our primary aim 

 

Success shown by: 

     Successful signup drive 

     Successful completion of 3-4 dinner cycle 

      We could survey participants after the cycle for suggestions. This has only been 

done informally. 

 

Item 4 -  

Connect 

"Circles R Us" 

Integrating new members into congregational life 

 

Staff person - Sarah Masters is invaluable. 

 

Resources - Sarah's help, write up in Connections, computer sign ups, excellent 

volunteer organization by Joella Hartzler. 
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Outside Greeters:  

  

  

1.      Group’s relationship to the Church’s Mission 

  

  

We greet people as they first encounter the Church on Sundays, help them find a place to park if 

a place is not evident, and explain to new visitors where to walk to get to the service.   

  

2.      Goals for next year.   

  

Try to get more volunteers to be Outside Greeters, particularly for the second services on 

Sundays.  Right now we have a skeleton staff for the second service.   (The volunteers for the first 

service on Sundays are ample, thanks mainly to Pat Williamson and Ken Edwards who show up 

every Sunday to do the greeting for the first service.)   

  

  

Respectfully submitted:  

Jere Cummins 
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Sunday Connector Circle. 

 

1. The purpose of the SCC is to offer a smaller, more intimate setting for after service 

coffee and conversation for any member or friend, but especially for newcomers who 

may find the crowd in Fellowship Hall overwhelming. 

2. This group is an alternative method of connecting. 

3. I'm not sure that measurable outcomes are possible as there is no way to 

determine which visitors and/or newcomers prefer a small group over a large group 

for after service fellowship. 

4. It is our hope and expectation that by providing an alternative to  

Fellowship Hall more newcomers will find a " safer" space after services and thus 

spend time chatting with a welcomer or two rather than fleeing to the parking lot. 

Through conversation we hope folks will feel comfortable at UUCA and be inclined to 

become a member. 

5. Sarah Masters is our staff support and since she is at church while the Welcome 

Room is operating she is aware of its usage as well whether or not a volunteer has 

shown up to greet. 

6. As with all voluntary jobs, the Sunday Connector Circle will need a steady stream 

of volunteers and Sarah is very good at identifying potential welcomers.
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Round Robin Bridge (RRB) 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group? 

 

To promote fellowship within the church through a fun activity. 

The RRB Group dates from at least 1984, when the earliest records were kept. So this 

community-building activity has been running for at least 31 years and probably 

longer. 

This is social bridge for all skill levels. There is an orientation in September. Each 

month from October to April, each pair of players visits the home of one other pair, 

alternating as hosts and guests. Current membership is about 12 pairs. Members 

grow to know each other over many years, and we always welcome newcomers, 

including outsiders who may be drawn into the church. There is a party with prizes in 

May. 

We have no dues, but we invite $25 annual donations from each member ($50 per 

pair) for a charity within the church. Over the past several years, we have selected 

Peace Camp, our summer day camp for kids, as our beneficiary. Our dues provide 

two/three scholarships for poor kids. 

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement:  

 

“Connect, Grow, Serve”?  How do you link up with that? 

We connect members and friends who may not know each other at all, or at least 

not very well, thereby growing our church community. We also provide an important 

service: scholarships for Peace Camp. 

 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your 
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outcomes? 

 

Our membership is holding steady, as we try to recruit new, hopefully younger 

members to replace those who have passed on. We promote the significant social 

and cognitive benefits of the game of bridge for all. 

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of 

Connect, Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s 

current priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; 

“Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group 

pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA 

is taking? 

 

Consistent with our mission statement, we get people together, invite their further 

involvement, provide a structure for interaction, and welcome outsiders who may 

need a point of entry to the Congregation. 

 

 

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group’s activities, outcomes, needs? 

 

Membership staff is aware of our activity, bookkeeping staff keeps track of our 

contributions, and publications staff handles our submissions for the online 

CONNECTIONS newsletter and annual report. 
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6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of 

budget, staff attention and leadership? Discuss internally and with appropriate staff 

member. 

 

Current support is excellent. 

  

Bill Reilly 703-525-4075 (h) 571-332-2854 (c) 
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Worship & Denominational Connections
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UUCA hUUmanists   

  

  

1.      Group’s relationship to the Church’s Mission 

  

We are members and friends of UUCA who endeavor to keep alive the humanist 

tradition founded in Unitarianism in the early 20th century and reflected in 

today’s UUA’s covenanted by-laws, which lists among the “six primary 

sources of inspiration and wisdom” in current Unitarian-Universalism: 

  

“Humanist teachings which counsel us to heed the guidance of reason and the 

results of science, and warn us against idolatries of the mind and spirit.”    

  

We meet regularly for programs that have a humanist approach that appeal to like-

minded individuals not only in the Church’s membership but also in the 

neighboring communities. Many current members and friends of UUCA 

were introduced to the Church through their interest in attending the 

hUUmanist meetings. 

  

2.      Goals for next year.  

  

  We will endeavor to continue to encourage the same outcomes—providing 

intellectually stimulating programs that appeal to humanists in the church as well as 

in the community.   However, our group is aging and we have continuing to lose 

many due to infirmity, deaths, and relocation-- more than have been replaced by 

younger members.    As long as attendance holds up to provide a critical mass for 

having a good discussion I think the members will feel the group has value for 

them.  But we shall see.  
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Respectfully submitted:  

Jere Cummins 
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MoonFire 

 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

 

What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?   

  

We have a covenant and bylaws.  Our formal mission and vision statement is: 

 

We strive to build a safe and nurturing community that is inclusive and provides for 

spiritual growth and service to the Earth and Her children. We are the Hub of the Wheel 

of Life, the Crossroads where all meet; We are a Chalice of the Goddess; We are of the 

Earth, rich and empowering; We are a Rock, safe and secure; We are a Rainbow, diverse 

with many colors yet together in one band; We are a Flame of Spirituality, providing the 

light to see our path before us. 

 

Informally we try to be a welcoming group of open pagans that provides a place where 

both members of the Church and pagans from the broader community can feel free to 

meet, fellowship, and worship according to their own inclinations and traditions.   We 

also want to be an entry point for newcomers to the broader Church community, and to 

serve as a worship focus for those in the congregation inclined toward earth-centered 

spirituality.    We also try to exhibit an intentional gratitude toward UUCA for all the 

love, support, and resources that UUCA provides.    We are entirely self-supporting and 

give back to UUCA as best we can.   

 

What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: 

“Connect, Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

 

We believe that we are both a way to connect, and a way to grow spiritually.  We 

believe we are one small part of a diverse set of worship options available to the 

congregation.   We also see ourselves as part of an outreach, providing one small entry 

point into the broader church for those who come with an interest in Paganism and stay 

for the religious education program.   

 

While our focus is worship, part of our spiritual practice is service, both to the pagan 

community as well as with the Church programs (e.g. feeding the homeless).   By 

providing a place where all pagans are welcome we often end up serving and 

ministering to those who no one else would have in their groups.  This has given us 

many challenges over the years that we have overcome with the help of the ministers.  

Despite the challenges, we see this inclusion as a form of ministry.   

 

What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your 

outcomes?  
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Every year we set ourselves the following baseline goals: 

 Maintain a rigorous tradition of holding one ritual a month on the third Sunday.  We 
have upheld this schedule for years and feel strongly that it provides a consistent 
worship opportunity. 

 Increasing our membership and enrolling new members to MoonFire.  We are always 
looking for new members, both in the congregation and outside.  We try and be as 
welcoming and friendly as possible to newcomers, participate in Pagan pride events, 
and keep in touch with the broader community. 

 Developing leaders.  We are always on the lookout for new leaders for the group, we 
don't want to be dominated by a few personalities but rather provide for a diverse set of 
voices in our leadership.   

 

We measure our success by informally keeping track of these metrics (they are generally 

small integer values).   

 

As these have been our consistent objectives over the years.  They were our objectives 

for last year.  Unfortunately in the past several years we have been on a low energy 

cycle and have not attracted as many new members, nor identified as many new 

leaders, as we would like.   

 

We are concerned about growth and participation.  However in the last six months we 

have seen a resurgence of attendance at our rituals, with several younger participants 

expressing consistent interest in attending.  In addition we have seen our 

multicultural/multi-racial attendance grow.  To us both of these are signs that our 

attempt at being a welcoming presence in the Pagan community is appreciated.  And 

several have directly expressed that appreciation.  It's nowhere near where we would 

like to be, but its better than it was 6 months ago when we filled this out.   

 

How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of 

Connect, Grow, Serve?    

 

The more members we have the more connected we will be.  Diversity will provide new 

ideas and forms of worship, which will energize everyone and expand horizons (for 

example in the past few years a Vodun priestess has become affiliated with MoonFire, 

expanding our horizons (but not our rituals, we remain a Celtic-centered group - no 

Vodun rituals)).   If we achieve our objectives of a vibrant group that holds regular rituals 

we will also help with a diverse and energetic worship environment for the Church, 

providing one of many ways to express spirituality.   
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And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority 

initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and 

“Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute 

to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

 

Our objectives are pretty much the same as many of UUCA's:  bring in more members, 

interconnect with the community, serve those who are neediest in our (pagan) 

community, and provide a safe place to experience the spiritual.   We do this as I 

described previously:  through outreach, by being known as an open circle, and serving 

those who come who in some way are in spiritual need or have been ostracized from 

other places.    Sometimes we are not very good at achieving those objectives, but we 

try hard every year.    

 

From a "circles not rows" perspective we do have flow between our worship and the 

broader Church, with members dropping in, participating in our work, and also 

participating in the larger life of the Church.  As we discuss below in "needs" connecting 

with the broader worship service program has always been a challenge mainly due to 

lack of resources (people and time), not intent.   

 

 

Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates 

on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

 

We look to the lead minister as our support person as we see ourselves as part of the 

worship program.  We provide the lead minister a report every six months or year (we 

are behind this year) and we try and meet at least once a year to go over our program.  

Of course we have still not done this, again the energy has waned recently and so we 

have not had the momentum to follow-through on some of the critical tasks.   

 

What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 

We are determined to give back to the Church since it gives us so much.  This year we 

donated 400$ to the Church and typically spend 200-400$ on our feeding the homeless 

program.  Mostly what we need from the Church is: 

 Advice, support, and counsel.  Sometimes things go wrong.  From Rev. Carlton kicking 
someone out of the Church for us who became threatening; to Rev. Linda helping us 
think through governance; the ministers have been very supportive with advice and 
counsel.  We need that occasionally.  

 One very important form of support is for the ministers/responsible parties to help us 
enforce a respectful, safe, and secure environment.  We can draw some participants 
that really, really need love and acceptance because their behaviors are so atrocious 
that no one really wants to give it to them.  We can only be welcoming to the extent 
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that someone has our backs on security.  We always feel we can go to the ministers or 
broader Church to help us resolve difficult situations, and that is important.  While no 
situation has come up in the last 6 months, when we get a diverse set of new 
participants we are always concerned.   

 Use of the rooms.  We use the Chapel and 13/15 every third Sunday, and try and occupy 
the whole sanctuary for Samhain.  We are very grateful for the Church's support in 
helping us with rooms.   

 Connection with the larger services.  We have talked a bit with the Reverends over the 
years about MoonFire becoming more involved in some services where appropriate.  
This is related to our growth and energy, if we had a bigger, more diverse, group that 
had more time and energy we could do better to help with services and events.  As it is 
now we are in a low energy part of our cycle and it is hard.  But this is definitely 
something to discuss.   
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Report for the Taoist Discussion Group 

 

Group Mission - -  Our group’s mission is the study, discussion, teaching and exchange of 

perceptions, understandings and values of Taoist philosophy, meditative/contemplative 

practices and physics and how the philosophies can be applied in our daily lives. 

 

Relation to “Connect, Grow and Serve”: - - The group examines and values the shared variations 

of translations and interpretations of the 3 classical leaders of Taoist thought and the emerging 

patterns of “New Taoists” thought of the last decade.  The personal and shared growth of our 

members and students and growth of community consciousness in the congregation are the 

primary aims and benefits from the study of Taoism. 

 

Expected Outcomes: - - The group outcome is primarily the spread of personal spiritual 

knowledge in the congregation and  among Taoist interested students, expansion of the roles of 

Taoist concepts of analysis, the growth of meditative/contemplative practices and personal 

satisfaction. 

 

Contributions to UUCA’s missions:  The group’s contribution is largely in the area of “Circles not 

Rows” and “the Church without Walls”.  Taoist philosophy values free ranging analysis and small 

groups unencumbered by structure or creed, reaching across the aisles, boundaries and 

traditions, and  internal cooperation to allow improvement of the society.  

 

The staff contact has been Rev. Linda Olsen Peebles.  We consult with her as necessary. 

 

Needed support for CY 16-17: One Room @ 2-4 hours/month plus occasional  supplemental 

meetings and “Connections” articles. 
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Finance & Operations 
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DIG 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 DIG (Do It Green) 

 

 What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

Developing and maintaining UUCA’s gardens and grounds to support the wider spiritual/ministry goals of 

the UUCA congregation while sharing the natural and artistic beauty with UUCA’s neighboring 

community is our mission. We do this guided by the Seventh Principle seeking to achieve preservation and 

sustainability of our local environment. We seek input from the congregation, provide educational 

opportunities for both youth and adult RE, and communicate our plans and goals to the congregation. 

 What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

We connect on the steering committee with monthly meetings, with the congregation and other DIG 

members at work days. We and others grow as we do our planning and sharing of our message of 

environmentally conscious landscaping. All of our efforts are a form of Service as we volunteer our effort 

for the benefit of the church and its neighbors and provide opportunities for other to do the same. 

 What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

5) Create and have approved policies governing the relationship of DIG to the church staff, the 

organization of DIG, and guidelines for a sustainable and healthy environment on the church 

grounds.[UUCA Green Landscaping Policies] 

6) Create and have approved plans for the various areas of the church grounds. [Do It Green 

Landscape Plans (UUCA)] 

7) Produce from the maintenance goals included in the Landscape Plans a Standard of Care 

document to justify a budget for grounds maintenance and new projects. 

8) Communicate regularly with the congregation through educational articles in Connections, and at 

least one field trip to share the native forest. 

9) Work toward the amendment of the Red Book to deemphasize “Curb Appeal” and focus more on 

preservation and encouragement of a sustainable, environmentally conscious landscape. 

10) Collect leaves from the grounds in a environmentally friendly way that still makes the grounds 

appear cared for. 

11) Schedule and hold monthly workdays where the whole congregation is invited to participate. 

 Measurement of success for most is fairly obvious in each case. For (b), we would like to see all 

12 areas have at least a draft plan approved. For (d), we seek at least eight articles published. 

 

 How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current 
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priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

 Connect: (d) and (f), Grow: (a) , (b), (d). Serve: (b), (c), (e) and (f). 

 Circles, Not Rows: We are an open circle. People participate as they are able and serve with their 

strengths. We share knowledge and our efforts are seen by many. 

 Membership Development: If through our efforts the grounds are more attractive and appear cared 

for, we may help make the church a more welcoming place. 

 Church Without Walls: We are certainly focused on the church beyond the walls. 

 

 Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

 This relationship is influx and being clarified. For the last year we have turned to Paul Kearny for 

support. 

 

 What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 We are working to define a working relationship with the appropriate staff through Rev. Aaron. 
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Strategic Planning Committee 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation –  

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  Rev Aaron asked the 

Committee to “Imagine our work as taking place within a series of nested bowls. The 

largest bowl are our Values, and inside of that is nested our Mission. Then come the 

Ends (informed by Executive Interpretations). The next level down is where we need 

strategic planning at this time: in the space between the Executive interpretations of the 

Ends and the nuts and bolts level of staff work plans and resource allocation.”  He 

charged the Committee to recommend “strategic goals that help paint a picture of what 

the Ends might look like when implemented, but without such a level of specificity that 

they constrict creativity or close us off to emerging opportunity.  The program-

level/operational goal setting will take place primarily on the Staff side. These 

somewhat broad strategic goals should be accompanied by an articulation of what 

success looks like, how it is to be measured and in what time frame.”  He encouraged 

the Committee to be imaginative in creating a rolling document with periodic updates.  

The Committee to report by April 1, 2016. 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: 

“Connect, Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

 UUCA’s mission statement and five values form the basis of our work.   

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your 

outcomes?   We expect to complete our recommendations on time this year.  Each 

recommendation will have a metric to judge success.  The rolling plan will be reviewed 

yearly to judge success.  
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4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of 

Connect, Grow, and Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to 

UUCA’s current priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; 

“Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group 

pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is 

taking?  The recommendations will provide direction as to how UUCA can achieve over 

the next five years the Executive Interpretation of three Ends set by Board. These Ends 

are based on the mission statement Connect-Grow-Serve.  The plan will also provide 

ideas and plans for furthering priority initiatives of “Circles, not Rows”, “Membership 

Development”, “Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls.” 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs?  We look to Rev Aaron and 

to other members of the staff as appropriate. Regular updates are provided. 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership?   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member.  

For the creation of the plan, we need staff and congregation support in providing 

information and ideas.  This linkage is vital to creating a plan that will be implemented, 

not just kept on the shelf, over the next five years.  We will need the explicit approval of 

Rev Aaron, in whose name the plan is being prepared, and we will staff support for 

production, publication and distribution of the plan.  Implementation of the plan will 

require Board and congregational approval of expenditures to support it in annual 

budgets and to provide for possible capital costs.   
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Faith in Action 
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Offender Aid Restoration (OAR) 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

TO BE A POINT OF CONNECTION BETWEEN THE CHURCH AND THIS SOCIAL JUSTICE 

ORGANIZATION. 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

SERVE 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

WE HOPE TO CONTINUE TO BE A GIVE THE PLATE RECIPIENT EACH YEAR, AND TO GET 

CONGREGANTS INVOLVED DIRECTLY WITH THE ORGANIZATION, THROUGH VOLUNTEER 

TIME. 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?    

SERVE 

And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives 

of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church 

without Walls”?   

CHURCH WITHOUT WALLS. 

What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and 

these directions that UUCA is taking? 
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TO BE MORE PRE-ACTIVE IN GETTING CHURCH MEMBERS “PROXIMATE” WITH THE 

WORK OF OAR. 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

REV. LINDA.  NO, I HAVE NOT BEEN PROVIDING UPDATES, THOUGH I DID WORK 

WITH REV. LINDA ON A BOOK READ, FOR THE BOOK JUST MERCY. 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

I THINK THE CURRENT LEVEL OF SUPPORT IS FINE, AS REV. LINDA PROVIDES 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL WHO ARE INVOLVED WITH SOCIAL JUSTICE WORK TO GATHER 

AND SHARE IDEAS AND OPPORTUNITIES. 

 

SUBMITTED BY BILL FOGARTY 
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UUCA Peace Ministry 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  
 

The UUCA Peace Ministry Team is a group of UUCA members who are committed to 

developing a year-round, lifelong peace education and social justice ministry that 

complements the Faith in Action/Social Justice work of other UUCA groups and also the 

religious education programs at UUCA. Its core activity remains the annual Peace Camp 

during the first two weeks of summer.  In addition, Peace Ministry team members seek to 

bring Peace Education to UUCA and its many ministries, weaving peace and 

peacemaking into all the ministries and making it a way of life, slowly and sustainably 

without duplicating effort. We see that one niche of ours is connecting and supporting 

families (i.e., parents/guardians and children and also extended family as well as youth) 

to be more involved in UUCA social justice work, including youth-led initiatives.  

 

The Peace Ministry Team will continue in 2016 to coordinate the Peace Camp during the 

last week of June and first week of July and all the preparations leading up to it. The 

Peace Ministry team can also help coordinate with LFFP to facilitate different 

workshops, retreats and events to build peace into the way of life of the church.  LFFP 

could offer training, workshops, retreats in the skills of peace-building, problem solving 

and building the Beloved Community.  One event that we would like to hold before 

Peace Camp 2016 is the rededication of the Peace Pole that was taken down a couple 

years ago during all the renovations.  

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 
Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
 

For more than 15 years, the heart of our activities has been operating Peace Camp at 

the UUCA for a few weeks every summer. This camp provides scholarships to children 

from the UUCA’s projects and partners such as Beacon House in DC and Buckingham 

public housing’s community center. It’s a way to connect them with UUCA children and 

their families. Many UUCA children go on to become counselors and some participate in 

year round leadership training and planning for the camps. In 2016, we will continue to 

try to infuse peace education principles throughout religious education for children, 

adults and families as well as the social justice and creative ministries of the UUCA. 

 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  
 

Our primary goal for 2016 is to develop a Peace Ministry team membership of at least 

30 UUCA members who will help us plan and deliver at least two events for the UUCA 

besides the two weeks of Peace Camp. We will stay in regular communication with the 

Peace Ministry Team and the congregation. The leadership of this team will participate 
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in the Faith in Action/Social Justice leaders forum and the Religious Education “Ignite” 

committee on a regular basis in 2016 to explore complementary activities for which the 

Peace Ministry can serve as a bridge. We will also track participation in our team and 

activities by families (i.e., parents and children) and youth, including also UUCA 

members volunteering or attending Peace Camp 2016.  We will look at Peace Camp 

2015 records and expect an increase over this baseline of at least 5% increased 

participation of UUCA members. 

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 
Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 
priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 
and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 
contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 
 

Our Peace Ministry Team aims to infuse other aspects of UUCA life with peace 

education principles, for example, perhaps creating a peace education workshop 

module for the new approach to religious education. All our events, including the peace 

camps, are open to non-UUCA members and can be good ways to introduce members of 

the community to the UUCA. We also plan to support service and social justice projects 

in the community, involving families and youth, as part of peace education. 

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 
updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 
 

We’re part of Reverend Linda’s Faith in Action ministry and also see ourselves 

aligned with and a bridge to the Religious Education Ministry. We include both Rev. 

Linda and our DLRE on many communications and see them at advisory or steering 

committee meetings almost monthly. 

 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 
staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 
 

One of our first decisions for 2016 is to determine the exact form of partnership with 

Little Friends for Peace for Peace Camp and what ways we will ask for UUCA staff and 

volunteer support.  We would like LFFP to be seen as a UUCA partner whom we invite to 

manage a two-week peace camp for us. We know there are some impositions on UUCA 

staff time and space that we’d like to responsibly handle through team volunteers or by 

compensating UUCA staff for time spent assisting us.  Then we would also like 

ministerial support and advice in publicizing Peace Camp as well as a couple other 

events we’ll plan to host during the church year. For church year 2016-17, we are 

seeking the same level of fiscal support as we received in 2015-16.
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Pastoral Care Team 

UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation:   Pastoral Care Team, 2015-2016 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

 

The Pastoral Care Team’s mission is to reach out to members and friends who are in 

need of caring help, usually in times of life-threatening illnesses or during the grieving 

process.  (Helping Hands deals with the day-to-day needs of people, leaving the deeper 

personal/psychological connecting to the ministers and the Pastoral Care Team.)  

Persons in such need are, therefore the focus of our team. 

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

We connect with members and friends when they need support during life’s deepest 

crises, and we serve our church members and friends whenever such needs arise.   

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

Knowing that we have reached out to anyone who has indicated such needs, we will 

have served our purpose.   

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 

priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 
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We call and visit people in hospitals, nursing homes and in personal homes; by nature, 

such connecting means that we provide circles of communication among family 

members and friends.  While some of these visits and calls last for a fairly short 

duration, we also extend some circles by visiting and calling members/friends 

throughout the year if they need the constant, steady support.  We also reach out by 

sending notes to members/friends after the death of loved ones, and we commemorate 

these deaths by sending a note of remembrance on the first anniversary of the death.   

This year, Claudia Blake and Juliet Purll organized an open meeting to members/friends 

to initiate a discussion based on The Conversation Project, a vehicle for talking with 

loved ones about end-of-life care.  There is a follow-up meeting scheduled early in 

January, 2016.   

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

We report directly to Sarah Masters and Linda Peebles, giving them updates and 

letting them know when they need to step in, either with a higher level of care than 

we are able to provide, or with help from someone else if we feel that we are no 

longer able to help the person in need.  This reporting is on a case-by-case basis. 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

We have excellent support from both Sarah and Linda.  Occasionally we have meetings 

with them, either to discuss how things are going or to incorporate new members, but 

this is a highly specialized task we have taken on, and our support basically comes as 

needed rather than in an organized meeting.  In terms of budgetary needs, there is very 
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little the Team needs.  Annually, we ask for postage to cover the notes we send, but we 

generally use notecards donated by members/friends.  Linda and Sarah may have other 

needs for the budget, but the Team itself operates on the donation of personal time. 
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Meals on Wheels 

2016 UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

The mission of UUCA’s Meals on Wheels program is to provide ten volunteers to do five 

Meals on Wheels routes in South Arlington on the fourth Thursday and Friday of each 

month. 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 

Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

We connect with the clients, especially those volunteers who do the same route each 

month.  We also connect with each other; many volunteer with a friend so they have a 

time each month they are sure to see each other and have time to talk while running 

the route.  We grow in our knowledge and understanding of others, especially those 

who are permanently or temporarily homebound.  We serve those who are homebound 

in South Arlington.  This is a direct, tangible service to people who need it and express 

their gratitude each month.   

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

The expected outcomes from this activity in 2016 remains the same, that ten homebound 

individuals and families will have a hot and cold meal delivered to their house each month by 

UUCA volunteers.  In addition, each volunteer will serve as “eyes and ears” for social services in 

South Arlington, and will alert the Meals on Wheels program if they are informed of, or 

personally observe, any vulnerabilities with the clients.   We will measure our outcome by our 

ability to fill the volunteer slots each month. 
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4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, 

Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current 

priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, 

and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to 

contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

The continued participation in Arlington Meals on Wheels by UUCA congregants is an 

important part of our presence in the community—the Church without Walls.  Being 

known as faithful, reliable participants in Meals on Wheels enhances the image of UUCA 

and UU’s in Arlington.  

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular 

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

Sarah Masters is a welcomed resource who refers interested volunteers to us.  We 

collaborate with Helping Hands when we were short of volunteers (usually because 

regulars and frequent substitutes were away).  Mary Ann Bolton kindly publishes 

our occasional calls in Connections for new volunteers.  

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, 

staff attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

There is no cost for UUCA to participate in the Arlington Meals on Wheels program.  In 

March 2015, we implemented for the first time an appreciation dinner for our 

volunteers.  This event allowed us to honor the selfless work of our volunteers and to 

enable them to renew their commitment to the volunteer program.  Rev. Linda’s 

presence at the event was welcomed.  In total, the evening cost $75 (we hired Maria to 

do dishes).  We hope to be able to host another appreciation dinner in 2016, and will 
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discuss it among ourselves and with Rev. Linda.  Our budget for another dinner is $300 

(for catered food and cleaning services).
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ALIVE!  Self-Evaluation,  

submitted by Ann Marie Hay 

 

1. Focus, Mission or Covenant  

ALIVE! is a multi-faith organization serving low income residents in need in the City of 

Alexandria.  Its principal members are its 43 congregations.   UUCA became an ALIVE! 

member by congregational vote in about 1990.  UUCA helps support ALIVE!’s vision of 

volunteers from various faith communities putting faith and love into action by committing 

themselves to alleviate the suffering caused by poverty and to bring about dramatic 

improvement in the lives of those in need.   

 

2. Relationship to UUCA’s mission statement: “Connect, Grow, Serve” 

Working with ALIVE! volunteers from other faith communities provides connection to the 

larger faith community.  Working on projects offers service projects for UUCAers to learn 

about and connect with the problems facing low income persons in the City (similar to 

those faced in the entire northern VA area).  Over the years, UUCA through its financial 

support and volunteers has become a respected member of ALIVE!  

  

3. Expected Outcomes for the Year 

 With a lobbying effort by ALIVE!, religious and community leaders, the City has 

provided a food warehouse with expanded space and refrigeration capacity to 

store food.  It is hoping to work with congregations to increase food distributions 

on last Saturdays and during the week to shut-ins or those without transportation.  

We will look to increase collection activities, connecting with several UUCA 

groups – RE, Gen X, Young Adult, etc.   

 

 Another goal for the year is to increase UUCA participation in its furniture delivery 

program, (donated within the City and distributed to needy City residents on 

Saturday mornings.)  Again, there will be outreach to UUCA groups for 

contingents of 4 – 6 persons to help with this activity. 

 

 In past years, covenant groups have done last Saturday food distributions as a 

service project and outreach will be made to include this activity as one for UUCA 

participation. 

 

 We will aim to increase support in terms of walkers, sponsorships, etc. for 

ALIVE!’s Child Development Center’s annual Walk-a-thon in May.   
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 We will ask for UUCA help with advocacy for human services, housing and 

related issues with City Council as the budget process unfolds this spring.   

 

 

Outcomes will be measured by number of participants, feedback from them and amount 

of food and/or donations collected. 

 

4. How outcomes will contribute to UUCA’s mission 

Participation in ALIVE! activities provides connection to volunteers in other faith 

communities and provides service opportunities.  In terms of growth, participation can 

spark an interest in a particular issue: children’s issues, affordable housing, adequate 

food and nutrition, working with immigrant communities, etc.   

 

In terms of UUCA’s current priority initiatives, ALIVE! can affect the “Circles, not rows” 

and “Church without Walls” concepts as members and friends work with each other and 

in the greater community.  Connection with other UUCA people may lead to feeling a 

greater connection with UUCA as well and foster “Membership Development.”  I don’t 

see a real way participation can impact “Infrastructure” as I understand it.    

 

5. Staff person 

Linda Olson Peebles, Minister for Faith in Action, is chief contact.  She receives a 

monthly update following ALIVE! Board meetings via an email report  also sent to 

Alexandria residents within UUCA.  We would like to meet with both ministers in the new 

year for guidance and thoughts on how to forge a deeper connection with the church’s 

goals and mission. 

 

6. Support from UUCA 

ALIVE! asks its member congregations to give “time, talent and treasure” to its work.  

Donations from Give the Plate help support ALIVE!’s work in the community and hope 

they continue.  I appreciate the meetings recently set up by Rev. Linda and look forward 

to setting a meeting in the near future to discuss UUCA and ALIVE!. 
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PARTNERS FOR ARLINGTON AND GUATEMALA (PAG) 

PLAN OF ACTION FOR 2015-2017 

 

We are proposing a 2-year plan of action for PAG because we recognize that some 

of our outcomes will take at least that long to accomplish.  In our annual reporting 

later this spring we want to assess where we stand on each of our goals and make 

necessary adjustments in the plan for the second year. 

 

 

VISION: 

 

Affirm the inherent worth and dignity of every person and promote a world 

community with peace, liberty and justice for all. 

 

  

MISSION:  

 

Foster justice, human rights, dignity and self-sufficiency for individuals and 

communities in Guatemala and for immigrants in our community. 

 

GOALS: 

  

1.      Protect human rights in Guatemala through international accompaniment. 

Outcomes:   

 Sponsor at least 12 months of accompaniment annually through NISGUA 

 Expand the congregation’s understanding and support of accompaniment 
(through education, delegations to Guatemala, accompanier speaking tours) 

 Coordinate with other appropriate parties/organizations in and beyond the church 
(e.g., Guatemalan  Human Rights Commission and the Mayan League). 
 

Who takes the lead: NISGUA subcommittee (Chris, Marcia, David, MJ) 
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2.   Foster meaningful relationships with local Hispanic immigrants. 

Outcomes :   

 Identify organizations and individuals with whom we work to support local 
Hispanic immigrants 

 Host/support at least 2 community events annually that foster relationships/action 
to accompany/advocate for and/or empower local immigrants 

 Collaborate in/support the annual Fall Immigration Film Festival 

 Implement record keeping to document all activities with immigrant community 

 Seek funding to expand summer opportunities for Buckingham children thru AHC 
(done at annual auction in November) 
. 

Who takes the lead:  Buckingham/Immigration Outreach Committee 

     (Nancy, MJ, Joe, Marilyn, Connie Freeman, Janice Stallard, MariaPaz del Rio, Steve 

Gillis, and Elizabeth Berard) 

 

3.      Strengthen the relationship between UUCA,  ADIVIMA, Jefferson Unitarian 

Church (CO), to support scholarships for Mayan middle and high school students.  

Outcomes:  

 Form working committee for scholarship project at UUCA 

 Raise funds to support a minimum of 15 students each year. 

 Implement a variety of strategies and means to inform/involve the broader 
congregation and staff in the scholarship effort (publicity/informative materials*; 
adult education sessions that include representatives of our partners ADIVIMA 
and Jefferson Unitarian Church, tapping the personal stories of delegates who 
have met the scholarship families)  

 Host events in collaboration with representatives of ADIVIMA and Jefferson UC 
to publicize/promote the scholarship program and honor donors; 

 In collaboration with Jefferson UC, organize a joint delegation to Rabinal for the 
fall 2016 to meet the scholarship students and strengthen relationships between 
UUCA and Mayan communities 

 

(*e.g., fact sheet w/# of students, graduates, value of Mayan organization in charge, partnership 

w/Golden church, student profiles/interviews). 

 

Who takes the lead: Scholarship Subcommittee  

(Anne, Marcia, Joe, Jean Everitt, Phyllis Morales) 
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4.      Advocate for justice in Guatemala and for Central American immigrants in 

Northern Virginia. 

Outcomes:   

 Identify advocacy partner organizations with which to work, including those which 
focus on immigrant rights 

 Continue GUAT (Guatemala Urgent Action Team) to mobilize prompt, broad 
response 

 Recruit UUCA participants for NISGUA spring delegation on silver mining. 

 Host at least 1 advocacy event and/or provide UUCA space for events (e.g., an 
event related to investment and environmental justice issues related to 
international mining in Guatemala) 
 

Action Plan: Committee on Advocacy (Marilyn, MJ, Joe, Marcia, Nancy, Bea Ann, John 

Sutton) 

 

  

5.      Build the Base of support to continue this ministry  

Outcomes:  

 Educate members of UUCA and the larger community about the work of this 
ministry,   

 Develop/implement strategic plan for communications within the church and 
community (e.g., relational meetings, social/educational events, use of social 
media) 

 Identify and acknowledge supporters, participants and volunteers 

 Work with other groups to promote common goals and outcomes (e.g., RE, 
Creative Arts, Green Action, UUSJ,  

 Implement accountability practices to show involvement, participation & 
effectiveness 
 

Who takes the lead :  Communications/Outreach Committee 

  (MJ, David, Chris, John Sutton, Bob Denniston, Bea Ann Phillips) 

 

Additional information:   

 PAG is an integral element of UUCA’s Faith in Action Ministry.  Its activities 
provide opportunity for participants to connect with others (both inside and 
outside of UUCA), grow in our spiritual understanding of and commitment to UU 
principles and serve those who seek justice, human rights and personal dignity. 

 As a small group ministry that bases its work on the Principles of our UU faith, 
PAG addresses all three Board Ends identified in the Strategic Planning 
Process 
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 With its focus on promoting justice locally, regionally, nationally and 
internationally, PAG’s ministry is important to expanding UUCA as a Church 
Without Walls. 

 By collaborating/accompanying/and promoting horizontal, two-way relationships 
with a variety of community partners and groups within the church in the pursuit 
of mutual goals, PAG models the practice of Circles, Not Rows. 

 In an effort to build mutual accountability within PAG’s leadership, this year we 
are rotating facilitators for our Coordinating Team meetings and developing more 
consistent data collection 

 

 

TO BE BROUGHT UP WITH CHURCH LEADERSHIP: 

1.      Review the policies and processes for funding the work of PAG with the new Chief       

Administrative Officer 

2.      Identify and implement a process for recruiting project volunteers and ongoing 

stream of leadership 

3.      Work to engage church leaders and staff in supporting this ministry 

4.    Develop strategies to involve a broader demographic of people in this ministry 

  

  

 



The Memoirs and More Group 

The Memoirs and More Group contributes to UUAC’s mission of “Connect, Grow, Serve” by 

offering a forum for participants to write about their experiences, perspectives, and beliefs. We read 

aloud what we have written and follow up with a discussion of the topic.  Our open discussions connect 

people to the church.  Our group is often the first connection that individuals have with UUCA.  Many 

who joined the group have become members of the church. 

 Our interests range from memoirs, essays, trip summaries, biographies, solar power, Supreme 

Court decisions, careers in the U.S. Foreign Service, politics, religion, climate change, current events and, 

sometimes, diatribes. 

 The group meets at 10 a.m. on the second and fourth Thursdays of the month, usually in the 

Board Room but occasionally elsewhere in the church as scheduled by Barbara Gilligan, Administrative 

Assistant. 

 The Memoirs and More Group was started in 1994-95 when Barbara Hoag was a ministerial 

intern.  She realized that the church lacked programs that would attract older members.  To encourage 

inter-generational conversations, the group welcomes adults of every age. Lindsay Harmon was the first 

leader; he led it for many years.  Paul and Jane Peak took over from him and Joyce Conrad succeeded  

him.  Paul Hoekstra is the current leader.  Bill Scouton now coordinates The Memoirs and More Group. 

 

 

 

MEALS ON WHEELS UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

Mission is to provide ten volunteers to do five Meals on Wheels routes in South Arliington on 

the fourth Thursday and fourth Friday of each month. 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 

Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

We connect with the clients, especially those volunteers who do the same route each month.  

We also connect with each other; many volunteer with a friend so they have a time each month 

they are sure to see each other and have time to talk while running the route.  Grow—we grow 
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in our knowledge and understanding of others, especially those who are permanently or 

temporarily homebound.  Serve—clearly, this is a direct, tangible service to  people who need it 

and express their gratitude each month.   

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

We organizers expect to refine the Sign up Genius system we’ve been using for three years, 

since Jon Ferris and Tina Hinh set it up for UUCA MoW.  There have been some difficulties, for 

example ensuring that the regulars get their route each month, and that each route has a 

person who can drive and one who can run the meals in to the clients.  We measure how well 

we are doing by the feedback we get from our volunteers. 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 

Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives 

of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 

Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission 

and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

The continued participation in Arlington Meals on Wheels by UUCA congregants is an important 

part of our presence in the community—the Church without Walls.  Being known as faithful, 

reliable participants in Meals on Wheels enhances the image of UUCA and UU’s in Arlington.  

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 

your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

We sometimes seek names of new UUCA’ers from Sarah Masters.  We have also collaborated 

with Helping Hands when we were short of volunteers, usually because regulars and 

frequent substitutes were away.  Mary Ann Bolton kindly publishes our occasional calls in 

Connections for new volunteers.  
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6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 

attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

Participation in Arlington Meals on Wheels does not cost the  church anything.  In March Tina 

Hinh suggested a dinner to thank and honor our volunteers.  Tina and Jon provided the catered 

food, Rev. Linda Peebles authorized expenditures of up to $200.  We spent $75. To hire Maria to 

do dishes.  This event could become an annual one.  We will discuss it among ourselves and with 

Rev. Linda. 

 

Memoirs and More 

 Memoirs and More is for those people who always intend to write down the stories of their 

lives---their experiences,  perspectives, and beliefs---but somehow never quite get around to actually 

doing so.  The program gives them a definite time and place to come and tell their stories to others.  Our 

group is often the first connection that individuals have with UUCA; many who joined the group have 

later become members of the church 

 The group meets at 10 a.m. on the second and fourth Thursdays of each month, usually in the 

Board Room but occasionally elsewhere in the church as scheduled by Barbara Gilligan, Administrative 

Assistant.  Each participant reads aloud something that he or she has written followed by a discussion of 

the topic.  Our interests range from memoirs, essays, trip summaries, biographies, solar power, Supreme 

Court decisions, careers in the U.S. Foreign Service, politics,  religion, climate change, current events 

and, sometimes, diatribes. We often share similar viewpoints, sometimes we have different 

perspectives. Our open discussions connect participants to the church. 

 The Rev. Joan Gelbein started Memoirs and More in the 1990s because she realized that the 

church lacked programs of interest to older members.  To encourage inter-generational conversations, 

the group welcomes adults of every age. 

 Lindsay Harmon led the group for many years; his program was so successful he was asked to 

start a similar memoirs group at the Fairfax Unitarian Church.  Paul and Jane Peak succeeded Lindsay as  

joint leaders.  Joyce Conrad coordinated the program up to 2011.  Paul Hoekstra, a long-time member of 

the group, is the current leader.  Contact person is Bill Scouton (703-931-3559). Call him If you have 

questions.  

 We do not have expected outcomes and we do not attempt to measure them.  We do not need 

additional staff support. 
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MoonFire 

 

What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?   

  

We have a covenant and bylaws.  Our formal mission and vision statement is: 

 

We strive to build a safe and nurturing community that is inclusive and provides for spiritual 

growth and service to the Earth and Her children. We are the Hub of the Wheel of Life, the 

Crossroads where all meet; We are a Chalice of the Goddess; We are of the Earth, rich and 

empowering; We are a Rock, safe and secure; We are a Rainbow, diverse with many colors yet 

together in one band; We are a Flame of Spirituality, providing the light to see our path before 

us. 

 

Informally we try to be a welcoming group of open pagans that provides a place where both members of 

the Church and pagans from the broader community can feel free to meet, fellowship, and worship 

according to their own inclinations and traditions.   We also want to be an entry point for newcomers to 

the broader Church community, and to serve as a worship focus for those in the congregation inclined 

toward earth-centered spirituality.    We also try to exhibit an intentional gratitude toward UUCA for all 

the love, support, and resources that UUCA provides.    We are entirely self-supporting and give back to 

UUCA as best we can.   

 

What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, Serve”.  

How do you link up with that? 

 

We believe that we are both a way to connect, and a way to grow spiritually.  We believe we are one 

small part of a diverse set of worship options available to the congregation.   We also see ourselves as 

part of an outreach, providing one small entry point into the broader church for those who come with 

an interest in Paganism and stay for the religious education program.   

 

While our focus is worship, part of our spiritual practice is service, both to the pagan community as well 

as with the Church programs (e.g. feeding the homeless).   By providing a place where all pagans are 

welcome we often end up serving and ministering to those who no one else would have in their groups.  

This has given us many challenges over the years that we have overcome with the help of the ministers.  

Despite the challenges, we see this inclusion as a form of ministry.   
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What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

 

Every year we set ourselves the following baseline goals: 

 Maintain a rigorous tradition of holding one ritual a month on the third Sunday.  We have 
upheld this schedule for years and feel strongly that it provides a consistent worship 
opportunity. 

 Increasing our membership and enrolling new members to MoonFire.  We are always looking for 
new members, both in the congregation and outside.  We try and be as welcoming and friendly 
as possible to newcomers, participate in Pagan pride events, and keep in touch with the broader 
community. 

 Developing leaders.  We are always on the lookout for new leaders for the group, we don't want 
to be dominated by a few personalities but rather provide for a diverse set of voices in our 
leadership.   

 

We measure our success by informally keeping track of these metrics (they are generally small integer 

values).   

 

As these have been our consistent objectives over the years.  They were our objectives for last year.  

Unfortunately in the past several years we have been on a low energy cycle and have not attracted as 

many new members, nor identified as many new leaders, as we would like.  We are not growing.  That is 

OK because in the past we have found dramatic growth can get out of hand and lead to its own 

problems, but we would still like many newer, younger, and more energetic members.  (Wouldn't we 

all).   I believe this is not a unique challenge for all organized Churches, but it’s kind of new in paganism 

and may represent a maturing of the movement.   

 

How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, Serve?    

 

The more members we have the more connected we will be.  Diversity will provide new ideas and forms 

of worship, which will energize everyone and expand horizons (for example in the past few years a 

Vodun priestess has become affiliated with MoonFire, expanding our horizons (but not our rituals, we 

remain a Celtic-centered group - no Vodun rituals)).   If we achieve our objectives of a vibrant group that 

holds regular rituals we will also help with a diverse and energetic worship environment for the Church, 

providing one of many ways to express spirituality.   

 

And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives of “Circles, not 

rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  What do you or 

does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission and these directions that UUCA is 

taking? 
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Our objectives are pretty much the same as many of UUCA's:  bring in more members, interconnect with 

the community, serve those who are neediest in our (pagan) community, and provide a safe place to 

experience the spiritual.   We do this as I described previously:  through outreach, by being known as an 

open circle, and serving those who come who in some way are in spiritual need or have been ostracized 

from other places.    Sometimes we are not very good at achieving those objectives, but we try hard 

every year.    

 

From a "circles not rows" perspective we do have flow between our worship and the broader Church, 

with members dropping in, participating in our work, and also participating in the larger life of the 

Church.  As we discuss below in "needs" connecting with the broader worship service program has 

always been a challenge mainly due to lack of resources (people and time), not intent.   

 

 

Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 

your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

 

We look to the lead minister as our support person as we see ourselves as part of the worship 

program.  We provide the lead minister a report every six months or year (we are behind this year) 

and we try and meet at least once a year to go over our program.   

 

What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff attention 

and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 

We are determined to give back to the Church since it gives us so much.  This year we donated 400$ to 

the Church and typically spend 200-400$ on our feeding the homeless program.  Mostly what we need 

from the Church is: 

 Advice, support, and counsel.  Sometimes things go wrong.  From Rev. Carlton kicking someone 
out of the Church for us who became threatening; to Rev. Linda helping us think through 
governance; the ministers have been very supportive with advice and counsel.  We need that 
occasionally. 

 Use of the rooms.  We use the Chapel and 13/15 every third Sunday, and try and occupy the 
whole sanctuary for Samhain.  We are very grateful for the Church's support in helping us with 
rooms.   

 Connection with the larger services.  We have talked a bit with the Reverends over the years 
about MoonFire becoming more involved in some services where appropriate.  This is related to 
our growth and energy, if we had a bigger, more diverse, group that had more time and energy 
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we could do better to help with services and events.  As it is now we are in a low energy part of 
our cycle and it is hard.  But this is definitely something to discuss.   

 
 
 

UUCA Group Self-Evaluation 

UUCA Morris Women 

 

Our group began as part of the Winter Solstice Celebrations at UUCA.   We participated yearly in the 

original Solstice evenings and have continued to dance in the new Solstice programs that Terry Keating 

and Catriona Rogers have organized. We also participated in May Day for the few years that it was 

celebrated at UUCA.   For the Solstice we taught and rehearsed with the men’s Morris (The Blokes with 

Oaks) and the Morris Girls (who eventually, in the UU spirit, allowed boys to join).  We taught the groups 

new dances each year and worked with their musicians.   

 

The focus of our group is to dance together, enjoy fellowship, to hone our craft and to bring music and 

dance to the community.  Morris dancing is street theater and it is meant to be shared.  During the self-

evaluation process we thought about the Mission Statement.  We believe that the arts, especially arts 

performed in the community, connect with others—friends and strangers.  We grow in friendship and 

community.  We are a group that has been together for a long time, always taking in newcomers.  We 

have a wide age range from retirees to young adults.  We help each other and share our stories.  We 

serve by reaching out to the greater community, bringing the joy of music and dance and telling people 

about our UUCA community. 

 

Our current membership includes church members Sara Anderson, Diane Evans-Gayer, Diana Day, and 

Suzanne Nealon.   Some of our dancers are not UUCA members but many of them participate in events 

at UUCA because they learn about them when they come for practice.  We have reached out to the 

wider community by performing at Culpepper Gardens and Manor Care, at the ALIVE! Walkathon, at 

Arlington Public Schools’ Global Village Summer Program, at Campbell Elementary School, and at the 

Barcroft Community July 4th Celebrations.  

 

 

Our goals for this year are: 

 

1. To become more visible to the community, especially young adults, so that people in the 
congregation know we exist and that all are welcome. 
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2. To explore partnering with other UUCA arts groups to share music and dance with the 
members of our congregation and retirement homes, schools, and other organizations in 
our area. 

 

We continue to look for ways to participate with groups at UUCA, such as performing for RE and at 

church celebrations. Our primary goal is to enjoy and share the art and music by dancing and to share 

the fellowship we have had for more than 15 years.    

 

We govern by consensus and are open to all who want to join with no audition required.  We meet most 

Monday evenings.  We are very flexible with arrangements for space.   

 

We view ourselves as active participants in the outreach UUCA does through performing arts.  We have 

enjoyed a long relationship with the church and we would welcome suggestions and requests for 

continuing support to our community.   

 

Suzanne Nealon 

suzelise@comcast.net 

703 282-0626     

 

 
MUSIC COMMITTEE 

 

Submitted by Phyllis Liner, Chair 

 

April 30, 2015 

 

1.  What is the focus, mission, covenant  or charge of your group?  

 

The mission of the Music Committee is to develop and support a music program that nurtures the 

spirituality of UUCA.   The Music Committee supports the overall music ministry which would include the 

Adult Clerestory Choir, SHINE Choir, and the occasional Chamber Choir.  It also supports the children’s 

and youth choirs, handbells, concerts and recital series.   
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2.  What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 

Serve”. How do you link up with that? 

 

We see our primary purpose in Sunday services and elsewhere to CONNECT with those listening to and 

watching us, through beautiful, joyous, or touching sound, movement, and eye contact.  Many musical 

pieces also allow the congregation to connect with one another through singing, clapping and 

occasionally dancing during the service.  The musical groups GROW weekly in their musical ability and 

sense of community among themselves and with other musical groups such as the youth choirs and 

handbell choirs.  We SERVE by enhancing the richness and spirituality of the Sunday services and 

concerts, using our voices  and instruments to minister to those in the congregation, not just perform 

for them.   

 

3.  What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes? 

 

We hoped to increase our choir  membership by having an Open House,  advertising it  in The 

Connection and having sign up sheets attended by choir members in Fellowship Hall between and after 

Sunday services.   

 

Membership in the children’s and youth choirs as well as the handbells also had a membership drive in 

September and throughout the year to increase participants.   

 

We measured our outcomes by having new people join the musical groups  and continue to sing  and 

play with the group. 

 

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 

Serve?   

 

We did increase our numbers in all of the choi and handbells which contributed to our having more 

participants  to implement our stated connections with CONNECT, GROW and SERVE as mentioned in 

#2.   
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The Music Committee also contributed to the  church’s general fund.  This past year funds were received 

to honor three of our deceased  UUCA musicians.  New percussions instruments as well as handbells 

were purchased as a result.  The use of these instruments are being enjoyed by all in services. 

 

The recital series is an outlet for UUCA members to have a venue to perform.  The proceeds from these 

events also becomes a part of the general fund. 

 

The Music Committee supported and raised funds through ticket sales and marketing to have Carrie 

Newcomer conduct a workshop, give a concert, and be a part of the Sunday service at UUCA. 

 

How will expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current priority of “Circles, not rows?” Membership 

Development, “Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  

 

Through an initiative with Stone Room concerts which is called “Live At The Center” we are getting  new 

people inside the door of the building who may not know anything about our denomination or church, 

but through the musical performances that we are hosting, they may be curious enough to want to find 

out more about us.   

 

There are several more Live At the Center Concerts scheduled about once a month until the end of the 

year.   

 

5.  Who is the staff person you look to for support?  Do you provide them regular updates on your 

group’s activities, outcomes, needs? 

 

The most immediate person that we look to for support is the Music Director, Bob Griffith.  

 

 We have also had support for scheduling space from Barbara Gilligan as well as Brian Smith, the 

Administrator and  Rev. Aaron McEmry’s when discussion was underway before implementing Live At 

the Center. 

 

We have monthly Music Committee Meetings when we discuss  updates, etc. 
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6.  What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes in terms of budget, staff 

attention and leadership.  Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member.   

 

Publicity and technical support are always needed for music sponsored events. 

 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

 What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

 

 The Nominating Committee is elected by the congregation to nominate church 

members to serve on the Board of Trustees, on the nominating committee, and as officers 

(Secretary, Treasurer, and Assistant Treasurers).  The nominating committee is also 

recommends to the Board of Trustees a slate of delegates for the General Assembly of the 

Unitarian Universalist Association and other denominational meetings.  When needed, the 

nominating committee also nominates a slate for special committees, such as a Ministerial 

Search Committee.   

 

 What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, 
Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
 

 The Nominating Committee’s mission and process is a perfect match to the UUCA 

mission statement.  Since we are accountable to the congregation, we start the process of 

identifying potential leadership candidates by connecting with the congregation.  We solicit 

suggestions and recommendations from individual members, church groups, lay leaders, 

Ministers, members of the board,  and our own personal networks within the church 

population.  We strive for extreme visibility by staffing a table in the Fellowship Hall every week  

for months and  including frequent notices in the weekly Connections email. At the end of the 

process, we  publicize the slate and hold a candidate forum.   

 

 The Nominating Committee is a key component of the overall church mission of growth.  

By identifying and selecting the best possible slate of nominees, we strengthen and grow the 

lay leadership of the church and help the church meet its overall goals and mission.  In addition, 

we encourage many individuals to start thinking about themselves in leadership roles, to 

recognize their own abilities and skills and to consider a future leadership role that helps 

perpetuate the ongoing growth and success of the congregation. 
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 The Nominating Committee serves the congregation to which it is accountable.  By 

selecting the best people to serve in key leadership roles, we help to make the overall UUCA 

mission of service possible. 

 What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

 Quantitatively, we need to produce a slate of nominees for the next church year  at least 

3 weeks prior to the annual meeting that includes nominees to fill 3 vacancies on the Board, 2 

vacancies on the nominating committee, and all of the officers.  We also need to recommend 

up to 17 delegates to GA as well as several alternates.  Finally, we have made a decision to take 

a more active role in identifying members to serve as delegates to the JPD District Conference. 

Obviously, the measurement for the quantitative outcomes is clear.  Qualitatively, we are 

looking for nominees that are committed to the whole church and our shared mission.  We are 

looking for a group of lay leaders that possess important and needed skill sets, as defined by 

our conversations with the congregation, ministers, board members and other leaders.  We are 

looking for people who we believe individually and as a group will advance the goals and 

mission of the church.  We can make some of these qualitative judgements when our slate is 

complete, but the more accurate assessment will be based on their performance in the roles for 

which we nominated them and the level of satisfaction from the congregation.  

 How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 
Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives 
of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 
Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission 
and these directions that UUCA is taking?  

 We believe that it is clear that the Nominating Committee’s mandate to identify and 

submit the best possible candidates for lay leadership is a critical building block for UUCA to 

fulfill its mission.   Additionally, we believe that we have nominated leaders who can actively 

support these current initiatives. The Nominating Committee itself is primarily an infrastructure 

builder.  We focus on finding and promoting strong leaders with the most needed skill sets that 

will provide current and future institutional direction.  We also contribute to membership 

development by encouraging members to consider their leadership potential and to see 

leadership potential in others.  Additionally, we educate newer members on the process of 

leadership selection and the overall church governance.  We also believe that we encourage a 

focus on “circles not rows” by engaging with many groups and individuals within the church and 

by striving to bring people with different perspectives into leadership roles.  Our direct 

connection to the church without walls initiative is probably limited to our overall support for 

leadership development.  The Nominating Committee will continue to work to publicize and 

support the nominees thru the annual congregational meeting process.  

 Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on your 
group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

 Our support needs are primarily administrative.  We rely on MaryAnn Bolton to publish 

our articles in Connections and we rely on Barbara Gilligan to schedule rooms for meetings and 
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to reserve table space in Fellowship Hall.  In addition, MaryAnn has provided invaluable 

assistance with our publicity.  She created flyers and posters for our visibility efforts and 

consolidated all of our nominee pictures and bios for the slate publicity.  She also included the 

slate information in  the  appropriate Connections issue.   Since we are elected and are 

accountable to the congregation, we don’t believe we have an obligation to provide a specific 

staff person with regular updates on our activities.  We do our best to provide a periodic 

general update of our activities to the Board Chair, the ministers and the Director of 

Congregational Life and to seek their counsel when appropriate.   

 What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 
attention and leadership?   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 The Nominating Committee is not a high maintenance group.  We do rely on regular 

administrative support and help with publicity and this need will continue.  Our actual 

committee out of pocket costs are trivial and our budget impact is simply the proportion of the 

administrative support we use.  We would like to encourage some additional publicity help 

from the ministers and the board.   We would also request some schedule priority designation 

for rooms, dates, and fellowship hall tables.  A few times this past year, our reservations were 

bumped or conflicted with other events.  The work of the nominating committee is a fairly high 

priority, so some preference in scheduling seems appropriate.  

 

 

 

1.  NOVA Cluster. 

 

UUCA is a member of the JPD Northern Virginia (NOVA) Cluster that is in the process of 

becoming a formal organizational linkage between our Congregation and our larger Association, 

The JPD Board is likely to call a JPD District Assembly next spring to ask JPD congregations to 

merge into the Central East Regional Group (CERG) and dissolve the District. The NOVA 

Cluster would then become the only formal link between our Congregation and CERG which is 

a large area consisting of our JPD plus the Metro New York District, the Ohio Meadville District, 

and the St. Lawrence District. 

  

Gregg Forte and John Gunning have been acting as UUCA's representatives to the bi-monthly 

meeting of the NOVA Cluster.  These meetings usually involve informational discussions of 

such topics as stewardship, religious education and administration. Gregg and John invite 

participation in these meetings from the relevant UUCA groups.  The Cluster also organizes 

cluster activities such as a stewardship workshop in March and the upcoming October family 

and music festival to be held on the grounds of the Accotink UU Church.  
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Mission statements and Implementation plans are the responsibility of the Cluster rather than a 

UUCA group.  Gregg and John are responsible for representing UUCA, consulting with staff as 

needed, reporting back to UUCA and publicizing Cluster activities. 

 

2.  Unitarian Universalist Legislative Ministry - Virginia (UULM-VA). 

  

John Gunning is a member of the organizing Board of the relatively new UULM-VA.  It is 

designed to be a self-governing membership organization of individual Virginia UUs and friends. 

Actual membership is still small in this organizing phase.  VA Congregations are being asked to 

become non-voting Associate Members of the Legislative Ministry.  Mission statements and 

implementation plans are the responsibility of the Ministry, not UUCA. 

  

John is a member of the Ministry's Organizing Board in his own capacity.  He also is acting as 

the UUCA liaison to the Ministry but believes that this should be a separate person, preferably 

from UUCA's social justice community. 

 

 

“Outside Greeters” Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

Background:  When Rev. Aaron was about to start services last September 

the Church anticipated a surge in attendance that would overfill our main 

parking lot.  I headed up an initial group of Outside Greeters who were 

charged to be in the lot during services in September and October to direct 

people to the two satellite lots when the main lot filled up.  As it turned out 

the goal segued into more like the following:  We were to encourage 

established congregants to routinely use the two satellite parking spaces so 

as to avoid the main lot filling up too early.  Otherwise new attendees 

arriving at a full lot would be discouraged from coming to Church.   

 

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission 

statement: “Connect, Grow, Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
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We greet people as they first encounter the Church on Sundays, help them 

find a place to park if a place is not evident, and explain to new visitors 

where to walk to get to the service.    

 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your 

outcomes?  

 

We have educated many drivers to park in the Masonic Lot/Soccer- Field 

lots to help keep more spaces available open in the main lot.   Last Fall we 

handed out maps to all last minute arrivals show them how to park at those 

satellite lots.  That is seldom—perhaps, never-- required anymore. A large 

number now automatically park in the Mason Lot.    

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission 

of Connect, Grow, Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes 

contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; 

“Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without Walls”?  

What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the 

mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

 

Well, if congregants can’t find a place to park they won’t come to Church, 

right?   

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them 

regular updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

 

I keep Sarah Masters informed.  

 

Respectfully submitted:   

Jere Cummins  
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OWL_OUT by Jacomina de Regt 

 

29. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

The mission of OWL OUT was originally to provide OWL content to youth outside of UUCA or 

other UU congregations and to train staff working with such youth in being able to provide OWL 

to their clients.  That’s what we got the UU Fund for Social Responsibility grants for as well as the 

share the plates from several congregations; that’s what we actually did for several years. 

 

After a disagreement with UUA in Boston on the direction of the program, it was decided to wait 

till the new 8th grade curriculum came out.  After considerable delays this new curriculum is 

being used in the 2014-15 year for the first time.  Staff changes at UUA have also removed the 

obstacles to communication.   

 

The same mission can resume. 

30. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 

Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

OWL OUT conceptually works in every aspect of Connect, Grow and Serve.  It connects UU congregations 

to the surrounding community; it grows the staff and youth in such communities and it serves often 

under-privileged youth.   

 

Having OWL_OUT has made UUCA known in the community as one congregation that knows how to 

deal with sexuality education and has brought UUCA to the County Commissions on Promoting Healthy 

Teen Dating and Prevention of Abuse. 
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This in turn has lead to the provision of space for the monthly training for the Out of School Time 

significant adults, such as extended day care providers. 

 

31. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

The expected outcomes for this year were: 

a. that we would resume providing OWL OUT in at least one community (for a high school 

population in PG county), but that has not happened 

b. that we start working on being a well known resource within the UUA community (planning for a 

GA session for 2016 on OWL OUT programs in the US has started with full communication with 

UUA staff) 

c. bring the Arlington faith community into the dialogue on healthy teen dating and what role faith 

communities have or could play and what resources are available.  While the resources have 

been collected, the demise of the Arlington Interfaith council has prevented us from following 

through on the plan to have a dialogue with faith communities within that framework.  We will 

have to think again about an appropriate way to bring faith communities together.  The SCAN 

conference for faith communities on prevention of abuse (June 5, at UUCA) provided the 

framework for further work on working towards the positive (healthy teen dating) instead of the 

negative (preventing abuse) with some community organizations. 

 

32. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 

Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority 
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initiatives of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church 

without Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the 

mission and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

For Connect, Grow, Serve, see question 2.  This work mostly contributes to having a church 

without walls, spreading the UU ministry of promoting comprehensive sexual education and 

healthy, respectful behavior outside the walls.  

 

33. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates 

on your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

It used to be that Rev. Linda was fully involved in this work.  With the hiatus due to the UUA 

problems, OWL OUT has not really worked with Erica. 

OWL-OUT also provides updates  to the OWL committee. 

34. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 

attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 

OWL-OUT has reserved funds, held in trust by UUCA.  It can resume operations without needing 

additional financial support from UUCA at this moment. 

More importantly would be whether there is still any interest at UUCA in the Faith in Action 

ministry to be involved in this ministry outside the walls of UUCA.   

 

Such discussions would need to be held.   

 

Self-evaluation for Partners for Arlington and Guatemala (PAG) 

May 2015 
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Mission/Purpose of PAG: 

 

PAG is a UUCA ministry that fosters human rights and justice in Guatemala and 

dignity and self-sufficiency for local immigrants.  Our purpose is to 

1. Protect human rights in Guatemala through international accompaniment 

Goal for current year:  sponsor 12 months of accompaniment 
2. Promote educational opportunity for Mayan secondary students through  

scholarships 

Goal:  support 15 students/year 
3. Advocate for justice in Guatemala with human rights partner organizations; 

Goal:  organize an advocacy response network to increase participation 
4. Foster meaningful relationships with local immigrants; 

Goals:  1) respond to requests that come from immigrant partners 
through projects/activities designed to meet their needs and enrich the 
lives of immigrants and UUs; 2) initiate UUCA/PAG partnership with 
International Mayan League to accompany their work and advocacy 

5. Build awareness of all the above at UUCA and in the larger community. 

Goal:  Expand PAG’s base of support by 1) diversifying outreach 
strategies; and, 2) hosting a variety of educational and social events 

 

Links to UUCA’s mission to “Connect, Grow, Serve” and to the church’s 

identified priority initiatives: 

 

PAG activities and programs relate especiallyt to the priority areas of “circles, not 

rows” and the “church without walls” because of our focus on the local, national and 

international (human rights) communities beyond UUCA.  Additionally, all of what 

we do is based on building and strengthening collaborative relationships with 

established community organizations and with other working groups within the 

church.   As for the larger church mission, PAG provides numerous opportunities to 

 Connect with one another; with the local community - particularly immigrants 

and indigenous groups- and with the local agencies that work with them; with 

partner organizations that promote dignity and human rights; with our 

Accompaniers and the communities/individuals they serve. 

 Grow by expanding our understanding of human rights issues, the 

interconnectedness of our actions and consequences in the larger community, 

cross-cultural awareness; by improving skills (e.g. language and technology) 
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to enable us to address issues;  by advocating for justice here and in 

Guatemala; and by developing deep relationships with others.   

 Serve others in direct response to the stated needs of our partners locally 

and in Guatemala.  Through our previous experiential learning delegations to 

Guatemala, congregants have come to understand that ‘service’ includes not 

only “doing” but “being present”.  One of the most important forms of 

service has been to build relationships that involve deep listening, bearing 

witness to the struggles and work of others, and sharing their stories with 

the wider community. 

 

This year we have focused on “the power of accompaniment” as a model for how 

to build relationships with others and do the work of PAG.  This focus has been 

prompted by preparing for two important events:  the presentation and video at 

church (May 17) by recent accompanier Emily Rhyne in which she illustrates the 

empowering importance of being present with people during her 9 months of 

being a UUCA-sponsored accompanier in 2014.   The other project is the 

preparation for a presentation on the same topic to be given by two from UUCA 

(Rev. Linda and Erin Fitzgerald) and two representatives of its partner 

organizations NISGUA and the International Mayan League on June 25 at 

General Assembly (Megan Whelan and Juanita Cabrera Lopez).   

 

Outcomes for FY2015 

 

1. Accompaniment:  the goal was to support 12 months of accompaniment during 

the year – the equivalent of two 6-month volunteers.  This year we supported 14 

months, due to the extension of one of the previous year’s accompaniers.  In all, 3 

different young people – Emily Rhyne, Munroe Graham and Jhonathan Gómez have 

represented UUCA this year.  Our partner organization is NISGUA (Network in 

Solidarity with the People of Guatemala) that recruits, trains and supports the 

accompaniers on the ground in Guatemala. A year of accompaniment cost $9500. 

2. Promote educational opportunity for Mayan secondary students from families 

directly affected by the genocide of the 1980’s. This year, the church contributed 

a total of $16,762, enough to support scholarships for 20-23 students, at an 

average cost of $750 each . (Information provided by Anne McKnight for the 

Scholarship Committee) 

 

The Scholarship Committee at church has been in transition this year as it works 

to develop additional fundraising strategies and ways to communicate better with 
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the congregation.  Our two partner organizations are ADIVIMA (the Mayan 

grassroots organization in Rabinal that administers the scholarship program, and 

monitors student selection and participation) and Jefferson Unitarian Church in 

Golden, CO. JUC established the program in 2007 and forwards the money raised 

by UUCA to ADIVIMA.  

 

3. Advocate for justice and accountability in Guatemala. PAG cooperates with 

two national organizations (NISGUA and the Guatemalan Human Rights 

Commission) to respond to urgent action requests calling for a broad and immediate 

grassroots response to human rights violations/threats. As a NISGUA Sponsoring 

Community, UUCA agrees to be pro-active in advocacy on both an individual and 

organizational basis.   

 

One question that has persisted over time is how to identify which individuals on 

our email list-serve read and respond to advocacy requests.  We have not 

determined the best way to do this, but this year, a project volunteer created 

an advocacy response team (GUAT – Guatemala Urgent Action Team) of 58 

individuals who have agreed to consider and respond to requests in a timely 

manner.  Rev. Linda signs institutional responses for the church. 

 

As part of the congregation’s response to advocacy and lobbying requests 

regarding immigration rights/reform in this country, PAG collaborated with local 

groups (VACALAO, UUSJ, the Dream Project) to enlist volunteers to participate 

in demonstrations of solidarity, and to talk with State and national elected 

officials.   

 

4. Foster meaningful relationships with local immigrants. (Information on 

Buckingham provided by Nancy Hall, Chair of Buckingham Outreach Committee)   

 

In order to meet its goal of promoting good relations with immigrants in the 

nearby Buckingham community, the Buckingham Outreach Committee, comprised 

of individuals from both UUCA and the immigrant community, organized a 

number of activities, enlisting many volunteers from both the church and 

community. 

 

UUCA volunteers have helped Buckingham parents fill out school forms, assisted at 

an embassy day, organized a coat drive, tutored in the computer lab, and conducted 

a jobs program.  Success is measured both by the number of volunteers who 
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participated and by the number of Buckingham residents who received help with 

forms, obtained coats, visited the computer lab, and gained jobs.  One goal for the 

coming year is to better track the number of participants in each activity. 

 

The Committee reaches out to and involves UUs.  They participate in our projects, 

serving and connecting with the Buckingham community and growing in their 

understanding of immigrants’ lives in Arlington.  Often visitors to the church, 

especially those who have lived or traveled overseas, view our activities as way to 

develop meaningful ties with the church.  Several activities take place at the 

church with accompaniment from PAG volunteers; these include the annual 

UUCA/Buckingham potluck fiesta in May, the Buckingham Thanksgiving meal and 

talent show, small group meetings, and dance rehearsals.  As a result, many warm 

relationships between immigrant neighbors and UUs have developed. 

 

This year, the PAG has collaborate with the people who previously coordinated 

the church’s Immigration Study/Action Team.  The chair of that committee has 

joined the PAG Coordinating Team, and volunteers from both committees worked 

together on the Immigration Film Fest last fall.   

 

The church (through PAG) initiated a partnership with the International Mayan 

League, led by Juanita Cabrera Lopez .  This collaboration has enabled UUCA to 

accompany the League as it gets re-established in northern Virginia and has 

provided our congregation with many opportunities to better understand Mayan 

spiritual and cultural traditions.  Ms. Cabrera will be one of the presenters at 

General Assembly. 

 

5.  Build awareness among the congregation and community of issues/concerns in 

Guatemala and locally.  

 

To build the base of support, PAG did several things this year: 

 establish a Communications Team to coordinate outreach to the 

congregation and integrate greater use of social media (still very much a 

work in progress) in our communication strategies; 

 develop a data base to record event attendance, volunteer participation, 

membership in email list-serve, etc.  Because of church policy, we cannot 

track individual donor support and acknowledge contributions as in the past.   

 revise email list-serve to enable us to change individual contact information 

and align it with the updates in church directory.  
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 Regularly have event sign-in sheets and add participants to the list-

serve. 

 

Events this year included  

 Fall Immigration Film Fest, in collaboration with Immigration Working Group;  

 October NISGUA Speaking Tour featuring a Guatemalan community leader 

active in resisting the construction of the Xalalá Dam project; 

 Presentation by Emily Rhyne, recent UUCA/NISGUA accompanier, on “The 

Power of Accompaniment”; Bob Denniston exhibited several of his 

Guatemalan photos as part of this May week-end; 

 Preparation of presentation on that same topic for General Assembly in 

Portland in June.  

 Informational display for Earth Day, in collaboration with EcoAction, on the 

devastating effects of mining and hydro-electric dam projects in Guatemala. 

 Additionally, PAG staffed an outreach table in Fellowship Hall two Sundays a 

month and disseminated its annual Partner Noticias newsletter last summer. 

 

Staff Support: 

 

Our principal Staff contact is Rev. Linda, since PAG is part of UUCA’s Faith in 

Action Ministry.  Brian Smith provides guidance on financial policy.  On a day to day 

basis, we rely a great deal on Mary Ann Bolton, Barbara Gilligan, and Beth Enriquez 

for support.  Ashley Egan provides additional assistance on Buckingham projects.  

All have been very cooperative in assisting the committee with publicity, 

scheduling, and other requirements.  They receive updates on activities and needs 

as appropriate. 

 

Support needed in terms of budget, staff attention and leadership 

development 

 

Budget: 

Financial support for the work of PAG – accompaniment, scholarships, immigrant 

outreach and advocacy (approximately $25,000/year) – has come historically from 

GTP and individual donations.  This year, the scholarship project received a big 

boost ($6087.50) from the annual church auction.  PAG  held a Guatemala Festival 

fundraiser in March to raise money to cover the cost of the June presentation at 

General Assembly; the planning committee  generated financial support from 
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community businesses and two church programs (Day Alliance and PAG), and raised 

revenue from ticket sales and a raffle.   

  

We do not yet know the outcome of the proposal to include part of PAG’s expenses 

in the church operating budget, but we expect that the majority of funding for 

project activities will continue to come from GTP and scheduled fundraisers.  Some 

of the current policies regarding finance have had an effect on PAG’s budget and 

efforts to build the base of supporters: 

 The prohibition on designated contributions will limit the ability of 

individuals to contribute to both accompaniment and the scholarships. 

 The practice of not releasing the names of individual donors who support the 

project (through GTP and at fundraisers) has made it impossible to thank 

them personally, add them to project outreach or honor their participation.  

While the reason for the practice is understandable, it makes it more 

difficult to build the base of supporters and potential volunteers. 

 The practice of having GTP donations go only to groups outside the church 

makes it more challenging for PAG to develop a working budget.  For 

example, while NISGUA is the designated recipient for our GTP, and all the 

money raised supports NISGUA-related activities, the money does not 

actually go to NISGUA, the organization.  It is used to pay the stipends of 

the NISGUA accompaniers we sponsor.  Money donated for scholarships 

goes through Jefferson Unitarian Church since our Guatemalan partner is 

not yet a 501c3. Other PAG budget items (scholarship support, honoraria, 

food and supplies for church events, institutional contributions to our 

partner organizations) do not fall within the GTP parameters.   

 Money previously included in PAG’s modest allocation for immigrant outreach,  

(covering the limited costs of hosting special conferences and the annual 

spring Fiesta), cannot be raised through GTP since the Outreach Center is an 

Arlington County agency.  Additional funds for immigrant outreach would be 

helpful to pay for special needs, such as scholarships for peace camp and job 

training. 

 

 

 

 

Staff Support and Leadership 
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Being deemed a ministry of the church has raised the visibility of and support for 

PAG’s work at UUCA.  The participation of the ministers in delegations to 

Guatemala has been absolutely critical in raising both their awareness and that of 

the congregation.  We look forward to Rev. Aaron’s participation in the Nov. 2015 

delegation led by NISGUA.   

 

Transition of project leadership and recruitment of volunteers remain critical to 

sustaining this work.  As yet, we have not identified truly effective ways to do 

either.  The last delegation in 2013 produced a new group of folks who are now 

members of the project Coordinating Team, and it is hoped that the 2015 

delegation will have a similar effect in building support and project leadership.   

 

Report prepared by Chris Sutton, Chair of PAG Coordinating Team, and reviewed by 

the Team’s members:  Marilyn Baker, Erin Fitzgerald, Nancy Hall, David McTaggart, 

MJ Schmelzer, Marcia Trick, Fred Zimmerman.  May, 2015 
 

 

-  The Pastoral Care Team 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?    

 

Our mission is to care for UUCA members and friends who are going through a difficult time, be 

it personal/family illness or any other crisis requiring the support of a caring church community. 

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 

Serve”.  How do you link up with that?   

 

We connect with members and friends who are in need, and in the process, we grow in our own 

life experience and development.  The whole purpose of our team is to serve our church 

community. 
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3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?    

 

We have reached out to people who either expressed a need or were clearly in need of support.  

A new initiative is to develop a system whereby we send a note to families of members/friends 

who have died.   We are in the process of setting the system up in May, 2015, and have already 

begun to send notes approximately 4-6 weeks after a death and again at approximately 1 year 

after a death. 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 

Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives 

of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 

Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission 

and these directions that UUCA is taking?   

 

We maintain the church’s connection to those who cannot make to church because of illness or 

serious events in their lives.  We also act as the liaison between the members/friends and the 

ministers and Sarah Masters. 

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular  

updates on your group's activities, outcomes, needs?   

 

We work closely with Sarah Masters and Rev. Linda.   We have periodic  

meetings, and we communicate by email and phone whenever a need arises. 
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6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 

attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member.   

 

We already have an excellent relationship with Sarah and Linda.  In the future, we will be 

working together to offer to the church community  some meetings/workshops/speakers on 

caregiving support, mental health issues, or end-of-life issues.  These will require the support of 

the ministers and staff.  Also, with the new initiative of mailings twice in a year to each person 

who has lost a family member, we will need to have money, about $50 a year, for postage.  The 

stationery has been donated.  When necessary, we will ask for addresses and family contact 

information. 

 

Barbara Hatheway 

 

PEACE MINISTRY UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  
 

The UUCA Peace Ministry Team is a group formed to advise and coordinate with Little Friends 

for Peace to bring Peace Education to UUCA and its many ministries, weaving peace and 

peacemaking into all the ministries and making it a way of life.  

 

One goal is to coordinate the Peace Camp. Another goal is to infuse Peace Tools and strategies 

into the RE program. The Peace Ministry team can help coordinate with LFFP different 

workshops, retreats and events to build peace into the way of life of the church.  LFFP would 

offer training, workshops, retreats in the skills of peace-building , problem solving and building 

the Beloved Community.  

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 
Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
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For more than 15 years, the heart of our activities has been operating Peace Camp at the UUCA 

for a few weeks every summer. This camp provides scholarships to children from the UUCA’s 

projects and partners such as Beacon House in DC and Buckingham public housing’s community 

center. It’s a way to connect them with UUCA children and their families. Many UUCA children 

go on to become counselors and some participate in year round leadership training and 

planning for the camps. With the new Peace Ministry Team established in 2015, we aim to fulfill 

a long-held vision to infuse peace education principles throughout religious education for 

children, adults and families as well as the social justice and creative ministries of the UUCA. 

 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  
 

Because the Peace Ministry Team concept is new and so many new activities are being 

proposed, we think that planning and carrying them out with a certain level of UUCA interest, 

participation, leadership and desire for them to continue will be our main outcomes. We plan to 

hold a Family Peace workshop on May 31, the Peace Camp with Little Friends for Peace the 

weeks of June 22 and 29, co-lead the RE training on September 12 and hold some other events 

for adults and children. 

 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 
Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives 
of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 
Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission 
and these directions that UUCA is taking? 
Our Peace Ministry Team aims to infuse other aspects of UUCA life with peace education 

principles, for example, perhaps creating a peace education workshop module for the new 

approach to religious education. All our events, including the peace camps, are open to non-

UUCA members and can be good ways to introduce members of the community to the UUCA. 

We also plan to support service and social justice projects in the community as part of peace 

education. 

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 
your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 
 

Reverend Linda convened us to start a new team ministry in January when the previous 

UUCA Peace Camp Coordinators resigned last Fall. We’re under her Faith in Action ministry 

but also see ourselves aligned closely with the Religious Education Ministry that the RE 

Committee is becoming (and previously Peace Camp was considered to be part of RE). 

While Reverend Linda is on sabbatical from April-June, we’ve been in touch with Erica 

Shadowsong, Director of RE, about next year’s RE plans, a Family Peace workshop, and even 

the Peace Camp. We plan to continue working with both of them this year.  

 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 
attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 
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We definitely want to get the business decisions for Peace Camp 2016 settled in the fall of 2015 

so that we could even open for registration right after the New Year when many families must 

reserve camps. Then, we could spend less attention on recruitment for Peace Camp and more 

easily support the year-round and multi-generational activities intersecting with other groups 

and ministries.  We are looking at holding Peace Camp not right when school is out for the 

summer in Arlington so the ministers and staff can be around when it is happening instead of at 

General Assembly. Other activities will depend on the advice and support of Rev. Linda, Erica 

and Ashley. 

 

Poker Group--UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  
While not stated formally anywhere, it is to get together socially to play poker monthly and 

support UUCA while we do so. 

 

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 
Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
We connect with the other players and serve the church by collecting $5 from each player each 

game. 

 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  We 
hope to have seven players at each monthly game and to introduce new people to the group.  
  

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 
Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives 
of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 
Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission 
and these directions that UUCA is taking? 
The group is a circle not row, and introduces some non-members to UUCA as well as giving an 

opportunity for members and friends to get to know each other in a different circumstance.  

This year we had a non-member host the auction event on learning poker. 

 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 
your group's activities, outcomes, needs?  We have been operating on an ad-hoc basis with 
no staff support, nor do we feel like we need any.  While this isn’t a high priority group, we 
see it as adding a little to the church budget each year.  You could probably add $330 to 
the budget each year in a miscellaneous donation or fundraising category.  
  

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 
attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member.  We see no 
need for staff support, and would be happy to discuss the group with a staff member. 
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Report for the Taoist Group 

 

Mission - - The study, discussion and contemplation of Taoist philosophy and practices, and sharing the 

knowledge of studying the Tao with interested members of the Congregation.  We have decided to 

focus more on classical Taoist texts for discussion next year.     

 

Relation to “Connect, Grow and Serve”: - -  Like in Buddhism, personal and community growth are the 

primary benefits from the study of Taoism.  We are  therefore exploring ways to expand the sharing part 

of our mission.  We are seeking advice from the Buddhist fellowship on their approaches and we hope to 

discuss plans and opportunities with Rev Linda when she returns in order to get advice from her.  

Among the possible future concepts the Group discussed were 

   -Adding some ceremony and learning opportunities to monthly meetings. 

- Providing learning opportunities for RE middle school aged students in Taoism in the study of other 

faith traditions. We will consult Erica Shadowsong. 

   - Offering Taoist studies for UUCA members who want to explore another Way. 

   - Bring in speakers on Tai Chi, Chi Gong or Taoist meditation occasionally. 

 

Expected Outcomes: - -  We expect the outcomes of the contemplated changes will be expanded 

personal knowledge, growth and satisfaction for current group members and an expansion of 

knowledge and acceptance of Taoism in the Congregation. We hope that this will contribute to the 

enhancement of the “Beloved Community”.   

 

Contributions to UUCA’s missions:  We are similarly situated to the Buddhist groups in that our 

contributions are in the areas of “encouragement to spiritual growth,..and the free and responsible 

search for truth and meaning”.  

 

The Group’s staff contact has been Rev. Linda Olsen Peebles. We hope that will continue, 

 

Needed support for CY 2015-16: One Room 2 hours/month plus occasional “Connections” articles and 

possibly a few small group meeting rooms with speakers. 

 

 

VOICE 
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What are the expected outcomes for this year (FY2015-2016 at UUCA)?  How will you measure your 

outcomes?  

 

Outcomes: 

To define our outcomes in terms of end 3 of the BOT: 

 

UUCA is a force for justice and service in the community 

 

VOICE-UUCA is a force for social justice in the community, Arlington and beyond 

 

For 2015-2016 we have the following goals 

 

July 1-Jan 1: goals and successes in Arlington 

To pass the Affordable housing master plan in Arlington, done in Sept 

To support the birth and evolution of the group Mi Voz Cuenta, over the summer and fall 

To increase voter turn out in two low performing precincts, Oct/Nov 

Organize a candidate forum to educate candidates as well as voters about issues  living in the 

community: affordable housing, representation of the voiceless, the divide between north/south etc.  

(Oct) 

To ensure that County Board passed sufficient budget for AHIF and approved APC conversion to 

affordable housing (Dec) 

 

UUCA turn out for each of these actions was, respectively,: some 25 at the Affordable housing master 

plan; some 35-40 working on voter turn out; and some 25 were at the candidate forum and some 20 at 

the Dec. County Board meeting 

 

 

Within UUCA:  

Raise the second half of our dues for 2015 ($7500) 

Conduct a grassroots fund raising campaign (at least $7500 also) 
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Continually have new UUCAers go to regional and national training (1 attended regional training in Nov) 

Committed and reliable attendance by UUCA attendance at any VOICE action stays (around 10% of the 

required number of people) often we have more than 10%, but that is healthy: see attendance numbers 

above: 

Continually renew our core team, which means a continually ongoing one on one outreach campaign,.  

This has not received sufficient attention 

Support the one on one relational model for UUCA and provide training on the model (toolbox training 

in Oct)  

 

 

For Jan-July 2016: 

Ensure that dues as well as funds for training are included in UUCA’s 2016-2017 budget as line item  

One on one campaign inside and outside of UUCA, and support the tool box training on how to do one-

on-ones (turn out March 6 was 25-30) 

Participate in house meeting campaign of VOICE overall: UUCA committed to conduct 17 house 

meetings (done 2 so far) 

Support any affordable housing projects and planning that comes along in Arlington 

Work with VOICE overall on voting campaigns, and more specifically on primary races in Arlington 

 

 

 

Five year goals: 

 

To be a force for justice, the following internal conditions need to be present in  UUCA: 

VOICE dues fully on the budget, as a line item 

Institutionalized culture of relational meetings, extending to all new members and friends of UUCA 

Staff support 

Increase the number of UUCAers who are in relationship with people in the larger VOICE community, 

which will also meet the goals of partnership and diversity 

 

To be a force for justice and make systemic changes in the community: 
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To be in relationship with the community and support the justice issues as they arise.  

The ministers to lift up the social justice issues and specific actions that are happening locally and where 

people put into practice our faith’s commitment to justice work 

The ministers to teach regularly about the foundations of our faith calling us to work in social justice.  
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UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 

Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 

Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to  UUCA’s current priority initiatives 

of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 

Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission 

and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on 

your group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 

attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

 

WELCOME DESK UUCA Groups Self-Evaluation 

 

1. What is the focus, mission, covenant, or charge of your group?  

a. To provide welcoming assistance to newcomers to UUCA and encourage them to take 

the “first step” to engaging with our community by signing up for the mail list.  

2. What is the link of your group’s mission with UUCA’s new mission statement: “Connect, Grow, 

Serve”.  How do you link up with that? 
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a. From a recent email communication to volunteers: “Thank you all so much for your 

continued devotion to Connecting with our visitors. I truly hope it’s a Growing 

experience for you Serving our UUCA community.“ We seek to make a first connection 

to our visitors that will help us grow as individuals and provide us with the opportunity 

to serve UUCA and our guests in a meaningful way. We strive to connect the visitor to 

UUCA with the simple first step of getting them a nametag and inviting us to join us 

after service in fellowship hall. 

3. What are the expected outcomes for this year?  How will you measure your outcomes?  

a. To obtain mailing list signups;  

b. An average of 5 new signups per week is a good measurement. 

4. How will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA achieving its mission of Connect, Grow, 

Serve?   And how will your expected outcomes contribute to UUCA’s current priority initiatives 

of “Circles, not rows”; “Membership Development”; “Infrastructure”, and “Church without 

Walls”?  What do you or does your group pledge to do to contribute to achieving the mission 

and these directions that UUCA is taking? 

a. We contribute to connect, grow, and serve by increasing visitor connections to the 

larger UUCA community and mission. 

b. We contribute to membership development by encouraging the first step of signing up 

for the newsletter 

5. Who is the staff person you look to for support? Do you provide them regular updates on your 

group's activities, outcomes, needs? 

a. We interface with Sarah Masters primarily and we benefit from her personal and 

proactive engagement 
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6. What kind of support would you need to achieve these outcomes, in terms of budget, staff 

attention and leadership.   Discuss internally and with appropriate staff member. 

a. Co-chairs met with Sarah earlier in the year to chart out a path for the year.  Staff 

attention has not been a concern-Sarah is entirely engaged and provides the leadership 

we need.  Our only real budget concern is the cost around the availability of paper 

nametags for our newcomers (and for members who have lost/forgotten their 

nametags). We are considering an idea to produce “sustainable” nametags from 

available recycled material as a potential for transition away from or an nvironmentally 

conscious alternative to commercial nametags. 
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